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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION: DENSE MATRIX TECHNIQUES 
1.1 The General Problem 
Use of mixed linear models is common in animal breeding 
and in other applied sciences. With the development of 
additional commercial softwares (e.g., SAS, 1992), their use 
will be further facilitated. Typically, the variance 
components in the mixed model are unknown and must be 
estimated. In some applications (including many animal 
breeding applications), interest may focus on certain 
functions of the variance components, rather than the variance 
components themselves, and it may suffice to estimate these 
functions—refer, for instance, to Henderson (1986). 
The method preferred by animal breeders for the 
estimation of variance components is restricted maximum 
likelihood (REML), which was proposed by Thompson (1962) and 
Patterson and Thompson (1971). Harville (1977) extensively 
reviewed REML and discussed its properties. Based on certain 
relationships between MINQUE (Minimum Norm Quadratic Unbiased 
Estimation; Rao, 1970) and MIVQUE (Minimum Variance Quadratic 
Unbiased Estimation; LaMotte, 1970) and between MIVQUE and 
REML, Harville concluded that REML estimators derived under an 
assumption that the data follow a multivariate normal 
distribution are reasonable estimators even when the 
distribution is unspecified. This property has relevance for 
animal breeders, because their data (which are almost always 
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observational data) typically come from animals whose sires 
and dams have been selected. This selection would, in time, 
alter the underlying distribution. Some limited simulation 
studies (VanRaden and Jung, 1988; Ouweltjes et al., 1988) have 
confirmed the robustness of REML estimators under selection. 
The use of REML by animal breeders has been restricted by 
its computational requirements, which are very extensive even 
for a data set of moderate size (Misztal, 1990). The REML 
estimates must be computed by an iterative algorithm. The 
total computational requirements of such an algorithm depend 
on the computational requirements per round of iteration and 
on the number of iterations required to achieve convergence. 
These requirements depend on the choice of algorithm and on 
the numerical methods employed in implementing the algorithm 
(Harville and Callanan, 1990). 
Many algorithms have been proposed for computing REML 
estimates. They can be categorized into three groups 
according to whether or not they require the first- and/or 
second-order partial derivatives of the log-likelihood 
function to be evaluated at each round of iteration. The 
algorithms in the first category require the numerical 
evaluation of only the log-likelihood function. One such 
algorithm is the derivative-free (DF) algorithm of Graser et 
al. (1987), which has become quite popular among animal 
breeders (e.g., Boldman and VanVleck, 1991). The second 
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category comprises those algorithms that require the numerical 
evaluation of the first-order partial derivatives of the 
log-likelihood function. The expectation-maximization (EM) 
algorithm (e.g., Laird, 1982) and various algorithms derived 
by the method of successive approximations (MSA)—refer, for 
example, to Harville (1977)—belong to the second category. 
The third and final category comprises those algorithms 
requiring the numerical evaluation of the second-order partial 
derivatives of the log-likelihood function (or of related 
terms) in addition to the first-order partial derivatives and 
includes the Newton-Raphson (NR) algorithm and the method of 
scoring (MSR). The order of the categories corresponds to the 
extensiveness of computational requirements (from low to high) 
per round of iteration and tends to be inversely related to 
the number of iterations required to reach convergence. 
For purposes of reducing the computational burden, two 
computational strategies that employ an orthogonal 
transformation have been proposed. In both cases, the 
transformation is performed before the initiation of the 
iterative process and need not be repeated during the 
remainder of the process. 
The first of these computational strategies is 
diagonalization, which was proposed by Dempster et al. (1984) 
and used by them in implementing the EM and NR algorithms. 
Harville and Callanan (1990) carried out a comparative study 
(for a real data set) of the MSA, the EM algorithm, the MSR 
and the NR algorithm, with regard to the effect of 
diagonalization on the CPU time required for the preliminary 
and subsequent computations. The diagonalization represented 
the major portion of the CPU time spent in the preliminary 
computations, however once the diagonalization was completed, 
each round of iteration required only a very small amount of 
CPU time (though, on average, the MSR and the NR algorithms 
required approximately twice as much CPU time per round as the 
MSA or the EM algorithms). When more than a few rounds of 
iteration were needed for convergence, the diagonalization was 
advantageous (in that it produced a net reduction in the 
required amount of CPU time). 
An alternative (to employing diagonalization) 
computational strategy is to employ tridiagonalization. This 
was proposed by Smith and Graser (1986) and used by them in 
implementing the DF algorithm. Smith and Lin (1989) compared 
diagonalization and tridiagonalization in the context of the 
EM algorithm. Specifically, they compared the number of 
operations required by the two strategies—an operation 
consists of one addition or subtraction plus one 
multiplication or division. Tridiagonalization was found to 
be slightly more efficient than diagonalization except in 
cases where the required number of iterations is extremely 
high. Nevertheless, they noted that (because 
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tridiagonalization is a precursor to diagonalization and 
requires the major portion of the total operations required 
for diagonalization) the computational requirements of 
tridiagonalization and diagonalization are of the same general 
order. 
An alternative to the use of orthogonal transformations 
is to use the W transformation of Hammerle and Hartley 
(1973)—refer, for example, to Corbeil and Searle (1976) and 
Goodnight and Hemmerle (1979). The W transformation is a 
variation on Gaussian elimination and is particularly well 
suited for the algorithms like the MSR and the NR algorithm 
that require the numerical evaluation of second-order partial 
derivatives. 
The objective in Chapters 1 - 4 of this dissertation is 
to determine the amount of computation required for the 
numerical evaluation of the log-likelihood function employed 
in REML and the additional amounts required for the numerical 
evaluation of the first- and second-order partial derivatives 
of that function. The focus in these four chapters is on 
dense-matrix methods, and the coverage includes five different 
computational strategies, namely, the LDL* decomposition, the 
W transformation, the SWEEP method, tridiagonalization, and 
diagonalization. The first three of these computational 
strategies are closely related to Gaussian elimination. 
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The comparisons among these strategies are in terms of 
flops: a flop (floating-point operation) is an addition, 
subtraction, multiplication or division. This definition of 
flop is consistent with that of Golub and VanLoan (1989, 
section 1.2.4) and should not be confused with other 
definitions (e.g., Watkins, 1991, p. 11) nor with other 
similar terms such as what Press et al. (1989, pp. 30-31) call 
an operation. 
1.2 Mixed Linear Models 
1.2.1 The model and the parameter space 
Let y represent an nxl observable random vector. Suppose 
that y follows the mixed linear model 
y = X/3 + Zu + e, [1.1] 
where /3 is a pxl vector of unknown parameters, u is a qxl 
vector of unobservable random effects whose distribution is 
MVN(0,cr^Iq) (multivariate normal with mean vector 0 and 
variance-covariance matrix o^l^) and e is an nxl vector of 
unobservable random residuals whose distribution is MVN(0,0^1^) 
(and that is statistically independent of u). Here, 1^ and 
represent qxq and nxn identity matrices. Further, and 
are unknown scalar-valued parameters called variance 
components with a^>0 and a\>0. And, the matrices X and Z are 
known matrices. Note that the distribution of y is MVN(Xj8,V) 
where V = + a^ZZ '. 
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Define p* = rank(X) and c = rank(X,Z) - p*. It is assumed 
that c>0. 
Let V = cr^al represent the variance ratio, and let 
8 = (a^fV) Note that y>0 and that V can be re-expressed as 
V = Cg (I^ + yZZ'). In what follows, the parameter space for 6 
is denoted by the symbol n and is taken to be the set 
{(ol, Y)': or2>o, Y>0} [1.2] 
or some subset of that set. 
The assumption in model [1.1] that the variance-
covariance matrix of the vector u is of the form seems 
rather restrictive. In many applications, it is desirable to 
make a less restrictive assumption about the form of this 
variance-covariance matrix. 
Let s be a qxl vector of random effects whose 
distribution is MVN(0,a^A), where A is a known symmetric 
positive definite matrix (and hence does not depend on any 
unknown parameters), and consider the mixed linear model 
y = X/3 + Z*s + e, [1.3] 
where Z* is a known matrix (and where s is statistically 
independent of e). Model [1.3] is a generalization of 
Model [1.1]. 
Because A is a symmetric positive definite matrix, A can 
be decomposed as A = 66' where 6 is a nonsingular matrix 
(Searle, 1982, Section llA.2.b). By letting u = 6'^s and 
Z = Z*6, we can transform mixed model [1.3] into a model of 
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the form [l.l]. Hence, the assumption in Model [1.1] that 
var(u) = a^I is less restrictive than might be thought. 
1.2.2 Some animal breeding applications 
The primary objective for animal breeders is to identify 
(to the extent possible) genetically superior individuals 
within a population of animals so that only those individuals 
are allowed to contribute genes to the next generation. 
Typically, the primary source of information available for 
this purpose consists of production records collected in the 
field, and typically genetic superiority is defined in terms 
of the individuals' additive genetic effects for whatever 
trait or traits may be of interest. 
Henderson (1963) advocated the use of mixed-effects 
linear models for analyzing animal breeding data. Of those 
models proposed by Henderson, the so-called sire model 
(Henderson, 1973), which contains random sire effects, was 
(for computational reasons) the method of choice for many 
years. In this model, the distribution of the qxl vector of 
random sire effects s (each effect is one half of the additive 
genetic effect of the respective sire) is assumed to be 
MVN(0,GgA) where A is the numerator relationship matrix of the 
sires (Henderson, 1975). Under certain simplifying 
assumptions discussed by Henderson (1984, p. 340), = a^/A 
where is the variance of the additive genetic effects. 
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An important function of and is heritability (h^), 
which is defined as the ratio of the additive genetic variance 
Ug to the phenotypic variance (Falconer, 1989, p. 163): 
h2 = al/al. 
With the simple sire model, which can be regarded as a special 
case of model [1.3], cr^ = and hence h^ = 4a^(a^ + a^) = 
4y/(Y+1)- By the definition of h^, l>h^>0 which implies that 
1/3>Y>0. Therefore, in the case of the simple sire model, it 
is more appropriate to take n (the parameter space of 0) to be 
the set al>0, 1/3>Y>0} than the set [1.2]. 
Because the sire model only accounted for the pedigree 
information provided by male ancestors, it was natural to seek 
models that account for the information provided by both sides 
of the pedigree. This search led to the development of the 
so-called animal model (Henderson, 1988). The simple animal 
model, which (like the simple sire model) is a special case of 
model [1.3], is suitable for describing a data set where there 
is one record per animal and where the additive genetic 
effects of the individual animals are the unobservable random 
effects. The distribution of the qxl vector a of these 
additive genetic effects is assumed to be MVN(0,a^A). In 
using the animal model, the effects of some number n^ of 
ancestral animals (whose records are not available for 
inclusion in the data set) are usually included in a, in which 
case the dimension q of a becomes n,, + n. Hence, even in the 
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case of the simple animal model, q is often larger than the 
available number of records n. For the simple animal model, 
the parameter space n is set [1.2]. 
1.3 REML Likelihood Function and Its Derivatives 
1.3.1 The log-likelihood function 
Let z = L'y where L is an nx(n-p*) matrix such that 
L'X = 0 and rank(L) = n - p* (and where y follows model 
[1.1]), so that the elements of z form a set of n-p* linearly 
independent (LIN) error contrasts (Harville, 1977). Then 
z - MVN(0,L'VL). The REML approach to the estimation of 0 is 
to treat z, rather than y, as the data vector and to apply 
maximum likelihood. As shown by Harville (1974), the log-
likelihood function for any set of n-p* LIN error contrasts 
differs by no more than an additive constant from the function 
l(0;y) = (-^)log[det(V)] - (3$)log[det(X'V%) ] - (3g)y'Py, [1.4] 
where is an nxp* matrix whose columns consist of any p* LIN 
columns of X and P = V"^ - V"^X(X'V'^X)~X'V^ (for any matrix B, 
B~ will denote a generalized inverse of B, i.e., any matrix 
such that BB~B = B). Thus, REML estimators of y and a^, to be 
denoted by y and â^, respectively, are obtained by maximizing 
function [1.4] (with respect to the restrictions y>0 and 
a2>0) . 
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As discussed by Harville (1977), the REML likelihood 
function differs by only an additive constant from the 
function l*(6;y), defined as follows: 
l*(0;y)  = (-%){(n - P*)log al + q log y 
+ log[det(Y^Iq + 
+ (a2)-"'(y'M^y - y'M^Zu)} if Y>0, [1.5a] 
= (-%){(n - p*) log al + (a2) -iy'M^y} if y=o, [1.5b] 
where - X(X'X)~X' and û = (y'^Iq + Z'M^Z) "^Z'M^y. Because 
functions [1.4] and [1.5] differ by only an additive constant, 
maximizing function [1.5] is equivalent to maximizing function 
[1.4]. 
To numerically evaluate the function 1* for a given value 
of al and a given (positive) value of y, we must numerically 
evaluate 
y'M^y - y'M^zû [1.6] 
and 
log[det(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)] [1.7] 
(and determine the value of p*). In this regard, note that p*, 
y'Mj^y, Z'M^Z, and Z 'M^y do not depend on 0, and that û depends 
on Y (but not on a \ ) .  
1.3.2 The first-order partial derivatives 
As discussd by Harville (1977), the first-order partial 
derivatives of the function 1 are 
d l / d a l  = (-%)tr[P(ln + y Z Z ' ) ]  + (3î)y'P(l„ + y z z ' ) - p y  [1.8] 
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and 
d l / d y  =  ( - h )  t r  [  ( a l )  V 2 Z * ]  + (3$) (a2)y «PZZ'Py. [1.9] 
Expressions [1.8] and [1.9] can be simplified by making use of 
the following two well-known results (given, e.g., by Searle, 
1979, p. 17); 
PVP = P, [1.10] 
tr(PV) = n - p*. [1.11] 
By using these two results and observing that 
(a2)-iv = If, + yZZ' and tr(PZZ') = tr(Z'PZ) (e.g., Searle, 1982, 
p. 46), we find that 
d l / d o l  =  ( - ^ ) t r [ ( a 2 ) - i p v ]  +  ( ^ )  ( a 2 ) - i y ' P V P y  
= (-^) (cr2)-i(n - p*) + (^) (a2)-iy'Py, [1.12] 
and 
d l / d y  = (-^)tr[ (G^)Z'PZ] + (^) (a^)y'PZZ'Py. [1.13] 
As discussed by, e.g., Harville (1977, equation 3.6) more 
computationally convenient expressions for the partial 
derivatives can be obtained by re-expressing (for Y>0) P as 
P = (a2)-1[M^ - M^Z(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z) IZ'MJ. [1.14] 
Using this expression, we find that (for Y>0) 
Z'Py = (a2)-i[Z'M^y - Z'M^Z(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)-^Z'M^y] [1.15] 
= (a2)-l[(Y-^Iq + Z'M^Z) - Z'M^Z] (Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z) -1z'M^y 
= (cr|Y)'^Û, [1.16] 
Z'PZ = ((T^)-T[Z'M^Z - Z'M^Z(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z) IZ'M^Z] [1.17] 
= (a2)-1[(Y-^Iq + Z'M^Z) - Z'M^Z] (Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z) -1Z'M^Z 
= ((T^Y)'VY-^Iq + Z'M^Z)-1[(Y-1lq + Z'M^Z) - Y'^Iq] 
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= (a|Y)-llq - (alY^)-Uy\ + [1.18] 
y'Py = (a2)-i[y'M^y - y'M^Z(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)'^Z"M^y] [1.19] 
= (a^)'Vy'M^y - y'M^zû). [1.20] 
Expressions [1.16], [1.18] and [1.20] (together with 
expressions [1.12] and [1.13]) imply that (for y > 0 )  
dl/dal = (-^) {(a2)-''(n - p*) - ((;^)'^(y'M^y - y'M^zû)}, [1.21] 
d l / d y  -  (-%){Y^q - Y"^tr[(Y"^Iq + Z'M^Z)"'] - (a^Y^) '^û'û}. [1.22] 
Thus, to numerically evaluate the first-order partial 
derivatives of 1 (for a given value of and a given positive 
value of Y) we must numerically evaluate not only the quantity 
[1.6] required for the numerical evaluation of 1*, but also 
the quantities 
û'û [1.23] 
tr[(Y"^Iq + Z'M^Z)-i]. [1.24] 
That is, the extra amount of computation required to 
numerically evaluate the first-order partial derivatives 
(above and beyond that required to numerically evaluate 1*) is 
that required to numerically evaluate quantities [1.23] and 
[1.24]. 
1.3.3 The second-order partial derivatives (and their 
expected values) 
The MSR requires the numerical evaluation of the expected 
values of the second-order partial derivatives. By proceeding 
like Harville (1977), making use of expressions [1.10], [1.11] 
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and [1.18], and observing that (ag)'V = + yZZ' and 
tr(PZZ'PZZ') = tr(Z'PZZ'PZ), the expected values of the 
second-order partial derivatives of the function 1 are found 
(for y>0) to be 
E(d^l/daldal) = (-3ï)tr[(a2)-2pv] 
= (-%) - p*), [1.25] 
E{d^l/daldy) = (-^)tr(Z'PZ) [1.26] 
= ( - h )  { ( a l y ) ' ' ^ q  
- (a2Y2)-itr[(y-ilq + Z'M^Z)-!]), [1.27] 
E(d^ l/dydy) = (-%)tr[(a^|2z'PZZ'PZ] [1.28] 
= { - h ) y - ^ q  +  Y'^tr[(Y''lq + Z'M^Z)"!] 
- {h)y'*tio[{y-\ + Z'M^Z)-:]. [1.29] 
[To verify result [1.29], observe that 
(a2)2zipzz'pz = [Y'^Iq - Y"^(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)'^]^ 
= Y"% - 2Y-^ (Y'^ IQ + Z'M^Z)-' 
+ Y"^ (Y"^ IQ + Z'M^Z)-2.] [1.30] 
Thus, to numerically evaluate the expected values of the 
second-order partial derivatives, we require, in addition to 
the numerical evaluation of quantity [1.24] (which is required 
for the numerical evaluation of the first-order partial 
derivatives), the numerical evaluation of the quantity 
tr[(Y*^Iq + Z'M^Z)-2]. [1.31] 
Further, by proceeding like Harville (1977) , making use 
of results [1.10], [1.11], [1.16], [1.20], [1.30], and again 
observing that (o^) '^V = + yZZ* and 
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tr(PZZ'PZZ') = tr(Z'PZZ'PZ), the (observed) second-order 
partial derivatives of the function 1 are found (for Y>0) to 
be 
d^l/daldol = (^)tr[(CT2)-2pv] - (a2)-2y«py [1.32] 
= (^)(CT2)-2(n - p*) - (a2)-3(y'M^y - y«M^ZÛ) , [1.33] 
d^l/daldY = (-%)y'PZZ'Py [1.34] 
= (-'^) («7eY)"^û'û, [1.35] 
and 
d ^ l / d y d y  = (&)tr[(a^|2z'PZZ'PZ] - (a2)2y«pzz'PZZ'Py [1.36] 
= (h)y-^ q - Y-^tr[(Y-ilq + Z'M^Z)"'] 
+ (%)Y^tr[(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)-2] - (a|Y^)"'û'û 
+ (a^Y^)'^Û'(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)-1Û. [1.37] 
Thus, to numerically evaluate the (observed) second-order 
partial derivatives of 1 for a given value of and a given 
(positive) value of y, we require in addition to the numerical 
evaluation of quantities [1.6], [1.23], [1.24] and [1.31], the 
quantity 
Û' (Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)"^û. [1.38] 
To summarize, once the expressions required for the 
evaluation of the function 1* and the first-order partial 
derivatives are calculated for given values of and y, the 
extra amount of computation required for the numerical 
evaluation of the second-order partial derivatives equals the 
amount of computation required for the numerical evaluation of 
expressions [1.31] and [1.38]. The extra amount required for 
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the numerical evaluation of the expected second-order partial 
derivatives is smaller—it equals the amount of computation 
required to numerically evaluate quantity [1.31]. 
1.4 Preliminary Computations 
1.4.1 The terms to be computed 
As discussed in Section 1.3.1, certain of the quantities 
that may need to be evaluated are invariant to 0. Thus, the 
numerical evaluation of these quantities can be completed as a 
preliminary to the initiation of the iterative process. The 
quantities to be evaluated during this preliminary phase are 
p*, Z'M^Z, Z'M^y, and y'M^y. 
1.4.2 Computational strategies 
It is assumed (for the time being) that the first p* 
columns of X are LIN. Let X be partitioned as X = [X,, Xg], 
where X, is nxp*. 
For purposes of computing p*, Z'M^y, and y'M^y, it 
is convenient to first construct the following (p+q+1)x(p+q+l) 
matrix S of sums of squares and products: 
S = 
x ' x  x ' z  x 'y 
Z'X Z'Z z'y 
y'X y'Z y'y 
[1.39] 
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X'X, X'Xj x;z 
X'Xi X|Z X|y 
Z'X, Z'Xg Z'Z z'y 
y'Xi y 'Xg y'Z y l y  
Dempster et al. (1984) described how and 
y'M^y could be obtained by applying the SWEEP operator 
(Goodnight, 1979; Kennedy and Gentle, 1980, section 7.3) to 
the first p columns of the matrix S. The G2SWEEP operator of 
Goodnight (1979) is well suited for this purpose—it is 
sufficiently general to accomodate the case p*<p. It produces 
a reflexive generalized inverse of X'X as well as the 
quantities Z'M^Z, Z'M^y, and y'M^y. However, when only the 
values of p*, Z'M^Z, Z'M^^y and y'M^y are needed, the method of 
Gaussian elimination is more computationally efficient than 
the SWEEP operator, as will become evident in Chapter 2. 
Hence, in the preliminary phase of REML computations, we adopt 
the method of Gaussian elimination for numerically evaluating 
p*, Z'M^Z, Z'M^y and y'M^y. 
Gaussian elimination is a well-known method for reducing 
a square matrix to upper triangular form. Note that X|X^ is a 
symmetric positive definite matrix. As a consequence, it can 
be decomposed uniquely as XjX, = , where is a unit 
lower triangular matrix and D, is a diagonal matrix (Stewart, 
1973, p. 134). Note also that (when p*<p) there exists a 
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px(p-p*) matrix K such that XJ = X,K (since the columns of 
form a basis for the column space of X). Hence, 
X1(X;X,)-1X'X2 = Xg. [1.40] 
Define L to be the (p+q+1)x(p+q+l) unit lower triangular 
0 0 0 
L = -X'XI(X'XI)-1 Ip-p* 0 0 
-2'X,(X'X,)-1 0 0 
-Y'XI(X{XI)-i 0 ' 0' 1 
[1.41] 
[The matrix L is unit lower triangular because and thus 
are both unit lower triangular (Golub and VanLoan, 1989, 
p. 91).] It can be shown (see Appendix A) that the effect of 
applying Gaussian elimination to the first p* columns of the 
matrix S is to form the product LS, which (in light of result 
[1.40]) is 
LS = 
D,L' L ] ' X \ X ,  
0 0 
0 0 
0 • 0 ' 
L;'X'Z 
Z'M,Z 
y'MZ 
L;ix'y 
0 
Z'M^y 
y'MxY 
[1.42] 
In arriving at equality [1.42], implicit use is being made of 
the equality 
X(X'X) X' = X,(X'X,)-'X' 1 ' 
which can be proved easily by observing that the pxp matrix 
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(X'X,)-! 0 
0 0 
is a generalized inverse of X'X (Searle, 1971, p. 6) and that 
the projection matrix X(X'X)~X' is invariant to the choice of 
(X'X)" (e.g., Searle, 1971, p. 20). 
In the general case when the first p* columns of X are 
not necessarily LIN, we can, by introducing a slight 
modification, still obtain the desired quantities by applying 
Gaussian elimination to the first p columns of the matrix 8. 
Because X'X is a nonnegative definite matrix, we will 
encounter p-p* zero pivot elements during the p steps of 
Gaussian elimination. It can be shown (see Appendix A), 
however, that if a pivot element equals zero, then all of the 
elements below the pivot element also equal zero and thus that 
we can proceed to the next pivot element (Watkins, 1991, 
p. 59). After the p^*^ step of Gaussian elimination, the matrix 
S is transformed to a matrix Bp whose first p columns have 
zeros in every position below the diagonal. Moreover, it can 
be shown (see Appendix A) that the (q+l)x(q+l) lower right 
corner of 8^ is 
2'M^Z Z'M^y 
y'M^Z y'H^y 
[1.43] 
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And, by counting the number of nonzero pivot elements 
encountered during the p steps of Gaussian elimination, we 
obtain p*. 
1.4.3 Some considerations in counting flops 
In the general case where the first p* columns of X are 
not necessarily LIN, the number of flops required to apply 
Gaussian elimination to the first p columns of the matrix 8 
will depend on when the zero pivots are encountered. In 
counting these flops, it will be assumed that p* = p. As a 
result, our flop count may overestimate the actual number of 
flops. However, unless p-p* is large, the extent of this 
overestimation will be small. Further, in counting the flops, 
it will be assumed that, in carrying out the Gaussian 
elimination, the symmetry of S and of the (q+l)x(q+l) 
submatrix in the lower right corner of LS will be exploited. 
It can be shown that the total number of flops required 
to transform S to LS is 
p^/3 + p2(2q + 3)/2 + pq^ + 3pq + 7p/6, [1.44] 
which comprises p^/6 + p^(q + l)/2 + pq^/2 + pq + p/3 
multiplications and subtractions and p^/2 + pq + p/2 
divisions. This transformation is part of all five of the 
computational stategies outlined in Section 1.1. 
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1.5 Preview of Chapters 2 ,  3 and 4 
In Chapter 2 ,  we count the flops required for the 
numerical evaluation of each of the quantities [1.6], [1.7], 
[1.23], [1.24], [1.31], and [1.38] and use these counts to 
determine the number of flops required for the numerical 
evaluation of the function 1* and its first- and second-order 
partial derivatives. We do so for each of three computational 
strategies, namely, the LDL' decomposition, the W 
transformation and the SWEEP method. Whichever iterative 
algorithm is used, the calculations must be done anew at each 
iteration. It will be shown that each of the computational 
strategies requires O(q^) flops—see Appendix A for the 
definition of the O(') notation. 
In Chapter 3, flop counts are carried out for the other 
two computational strategies (i.e., for tridiagonalization and 
diagonalization). Diagonalization and tridiagonalization are 
carried out prior to the first iteration of the iterative 
algorithm—unlike the LDL' decomposition, the W 
transformation, and the SWEEP method, they do not have to be 
repeated on subsequent iterations. It can be shown that 
tridiagonalization, which is typically a precursor to 
diagonalization, requires O(q^) flops, while the 
diagonalization of the tridiagonal matrix requires only O(q^) 
flops. 
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Finally, in Chapter 4, the results of Chapters 2 and 3 
are summarized and compared, and some recommendations 
(favoring tridiagonalization and, to a slightly lesser extent, 
diagonalization) are made. 
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CHAPTER 2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS: 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION AND RELATED DECOMPOSITIONS 
2.1 Data Storage 
At the completion of the preliminary computations, we 
have determined the value of p* = rank(X'X) and the value of 
the (q+1)X(q+1) matrix 
Z'M^Z Z'M^y 
c = 
° L y'M^Z y'M^y J 
It is assumed that the (q+1)x(q+1) matrix Cq has been 
fully stored in main memory—as opposed to storing only the 
(q+1)(q+2)/2 elements of the upper (or lower) triangular part 
of this matrix. The values of the diagonal elements of Cg are 
copied to the corresponding elements of a (q+l)xl vector d, 
which is also kept in the main memory. Only the upper (or 
lower) triangular part of Cg is altered during the course of 
an iteration (with any of the three computational strategies 
to be considered in this chapter). Therefore, Cg can be 
reinitialized (at the end of each iteration) from the 
information in d and the unaltered part of Cg. Note that it 
is implicity assumed that there is sufficient main memory to 
store Cg and d, which together comprise (q+1)(q+2) elements. 
When the main memory has sufficient capacity, the time 
required to access information in external storage is of no 
concern. If such access were necessary, the time required to 
complete each iteration of the algorithm would be greatly 
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inflated (Dongara, et al., 1991, section 1.2.12). For 
practitioners, the total elapsed time is of more concern than 
the required CPU time. Thus, for problems that (because of 
their size) do not reopiire access to external storage, our 
flop counts are especially relevant—for such problems they 
provide a measure of computational extensiveness that should 
be closely related to the total elapsed time. 
2.2 The LDL* Decomposition 
2.2.1 The required expressions 
This section includes a discussion of the computational 
strategy required to form the LDL' decomposition and a count 
of the flops required to numerically evaluate the expressions 
y'M^y - y'M^Z(Y"''lq + Z'M^Z)"'z'M^y, [2.1] 
log[det(Y"^Iq + Z'MxZ)], [2.2] 
û'û, [2.3] 
tr[(Y-ilq + Z'M^Z)-i], [2.4] 
Û' (Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)'1Û, [2.5] 
tr[(Y-^Iq + Z'M,Z)-2], [2.6] 
(where û = (Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z) '^Z 'M^y). The numerical evaluation of 
expressions [2.1] and [2.2] is required to evaluate the 
function 1*. If (in addition to 1*) the first-order partial 
derivatives are to be evaluated, then expressions [2.3] and 
[2.4] must be numerically evaluated. And, if (in addition to 
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1* and the first-order partial derivatives) the second-order 
partial derivatives are to be evaluated, then expressions 
[2.5] and [2.6] must be numerically evaluated. 
2.2.2 Computational strategies 
At the beginning of each iteration. 
Co = 
Z'M^Z 
y'M^Z y'M^y 
r 
as discussed in Section 2.1. Then, the value of from the 
previous iteration is added to the first q diagonal elements 
of Cg to form the matrix 
C = 
Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z Z'M^y 
y'M^z y'M^y 
This requires q additions. 
Since the qxq matrix C, = + Z'M^Z is a positive 
definite matrix, it follows from well-known results (e.g., 
Stewart, 1973, p. 133; Golub and VanLoan, 1989, p. 134) that C 
can be decomposed uniquely as C = LDL', where L is a 
(q+l)x(q+l) unit lower triangular matrix and D is a 
(q+l)x(q+l) diagonal matrix. And, the symmetric submatrix C, 
has the unique decomposition , where is a qxq unit 
lower triangular matrix and D, is a qxq diagonal matrix. 
Discussions of the LDL' decomposition and algorithms for 
its formation are readily available (e.g., Golub and VanLoan, 
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1989, Section 4.1.2). The algorithm of Golub and VanLoan 
(1989, p. 137) operates on the elements in the lower 
triangular portion of C to produce the matrices L and D. Upon 
completion, the diagonal elements of D are stored as the 
diagonal elements of C and the elements of L below the 
diagonal are stored in the corresponding positions of C. 
Thus, no extra memory space is required for storing the values 
of L and D. 
It is easy to verify that 
l;i 0 
L'^ = . . 
-y'M^Z(Y"^Iq + Z'M^2)-1 1 
/ 
that 
r Li 0 • 
^ ~ [y'M^Z(Y-1lq + Z'M^Z) 1 J 
and that 
r D, 0 
° ~ 0' y'M^y - y'M^z(Y'^iq + z-M^z) 
Hence, the value of expression [2.1] is obtainable from the 
(g+l)st diagonal element of D, and the value of expression 
[2.2] can now be easily calculated because 
log[det(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)] = log[det (LiD^L" ) ] 
= log[det(Di)]. [2.7] 
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Upon solving the unit upper triangular system of 
equations 
Ljû = u^, [2.8] 
where = L{ (y'^Iq + Z'M^Z) "^2'M^y (which is a subvector of L) , 
û'û (expression [2.3]) is readily computed. 
Let represent the qxq diagonal matrix such that 
Dij^ = Then, the inverse of C, = Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z is 
expressible as 
( y - \  +  z'M^z) 1 = (l')-1D;1L;i 
= LÎ'LÎ/ [2.9] 
where L* = 
The elements of the i^*" row of L* (for i = l,2,...,q) can 
be calculated by solving the unit upper triangular system of 
equations 
L's,. = d,., [2.10] 
where d, is the i*'' column of (The i*^ row of L* equals 
s J.) Note that the last q-i elements of s,. equal zero. 
Hence, by solving equations [2.10] in the order 
i = q,q-l,... ,2,1, the first i elements of s. can be stored in 
the first i positions of the i^*' row of C (formerly occupied by 
the first i-1 elements of the i**^ row of and the i^^ diagonal 
element of D^) without affecting the subsequent computations. 
Thus, no additional memory space is required for storing L*. 
Once L* is obtained, expressions [2.4], [2.5], and [2.6] 
can be calculated from the representations 
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tr [(Y'^Iq + Z'M,Z)-i] = tr(L;'L;), 
Û' (Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)'^Û = Û'L*'L*Û, 
tr [(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)-2] = tr(L;'LX'L;) [2.13] 
[2.12] 
[2.11] 
(which are consequences of result [2.9]). 
2.2.3 Flops 
Let us first consider the flops required to calculate the 
quantities needed to evaluate the function 1*. At the 
beginning of each iteration, the (q+l)x(q+i) matrix C is 
formed, which requires q flops (additions). 
Golub and VanLoan (1989, p. 137) present an algorithm for 
computing the LDL' decomposition. To minimize rounding errors 
(Golub and VanLoan, 1987, p. 65), the algorithm computes the 
difference betweeen a quantity and an inner product by first 
computing the inner product and then subtracting, which 
requires approximately q^ + 0(q) more flops than an algorithm 
that subtracts the terms of the inner product one at a time. 
The algorithm of Golub and VanLoan requires a total of 
q^/3 + 5q^/2 + 19q/6 flops. The computation of expression 
[2.7] requires q flops plus q logarithmic evaluations. 
Therefore, to numerically evaluate the function 1*, 
approximately q^/3 + 5q^/2 + 0(q) flops plus q logarithmic 
evaluations are required. 
Let us now consider the flops required for numerically 
evaluating the expressions necessary to evaluate the 
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first-order partial derivatives. The first step is to solve 
system of equations [2.8]. Golub and VanLoan (1989, p. 88) 
present an algorithm to solve an upper triangular system of 
equations. Because the coefficient matrix of the system [2.8] 
is unit upper triangular, divisions by the diagonal elements 
can be ignored. When the algorithm is modified in this way, 
the flops required to solve equations [2.8] for û total q^-1. 
And, the formation of the inner product û'û (expression [2.3]) 
requires an additional 2q flops. 
To calculate L*, first the diagonal elements of are 
calculated and then equations [2.10] are solved for 
i = q,q-l,...,2,1. For the computation of the diagonal 
elements of Dij'*, q flops plus q square-root calculations are 
needed. In solving equations [2.10] (for any particular value 
of i), it suffices to solve the first i equations for the 
first i elements of Sj (since the other q-i elements are 
zero) . This requires a total of q^/3 + q^/2 - 5q/6 flops 
q 
[equal to S (i^ -1)]. 
Using expression [2.11], expression [2.4] can be 
calculated as 
tr[(Y^Iq + Z'M,Z)-1] = tr(L;'L;) 
= II [2.14] 
where 1,.. is the (i,])*^ element of L*. To calculate l?j and add 
it to the the accumulated value of the inner sum in expression 
[2.14] requires 2 flops (one multiplication and one addition) 
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and thus the flops required for computing expression [2.14] 
are 
s s 2 = q^ + q. j=1i=j 
Using expression [2.12], expression [2.5] is calculated 
as 
û'(Y"^Iq + = û'L*'L*û 
= A 'A l'A)'' [2-15] 
where Uj is the element of Û. To calculate l-.û. and add it 
to the accumulated value of the inner sum of expression [2.15] 
recpiires 2 flops. And, to square each innermost sum and add 
it to the accumulated value of the outer sum requires 2 flops. 
q i 
Thus, a total of q^ + 3q flops (equal to Z Z 2 = q^ + q plus 
Z 2 = 2q) is required for computing expression [2.15]. 1=1 
Using expression [2.13], expression [2.6] is calculated 
as 
tr + z'm^z)-2] = tr (lÎ'lX'l;) 
= tr (H'H) 
= ZZhf., [2.16] 
where H = L*'L* and hjj is the (i,j)*h element of H. Since the 
matrix H is symmetric, expression [2.16] can be rewritten as 
q q , q , q-i q -
z z hfi = z h?,. + 2 z z hf. i=1 j=1 i=1 j=1 i=j+1 
= C2.17] 
To calculate l^j or l|çjl|çj and add it to the accumulated value 
of the innermost sum in the first or second term of expression 
[2.17] requires 2 flops. Thus, a total of q^/3 + 2q^ + 
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q A _ q 
5q/3 + 2 (equal to S S 2 = + q plus S 2 = 2q for the first 1=1 k=i 1=1 
q-1 q q q-1 q 
term plus 23 S S 2 = q^/3 - q/3 plus S S 2 = q^ - q plus 1 j=l j=j+i k=i ^ j=i i=j+i ^ ^ ^  
for the second term plus 1 for the addition) is required to 
compute expression [2.6]. 
In summary, approximately q^/3 + 5q^/2 + 0(q) flops and q 
logarithmic evaluations are required for the numerical 
evaluation of the function 1*. Approximately q^/3 + 5q^/2 + 
0(q) additional flops and q square-root evaluations are 
required for the numerical evaluation of the first-order 
partial derivatives. And, approximately q^/3 + 3q^ + 0(q) 
additional flops are required for the numerical evaluation of 
the second-order partial derivatives. A break down of the 
flop counts into additions (plus subtractions), 
multiplications and divisions is given in Table 2.1. 
2.3 The W Transformation 
2.3.1 Computational strategies 
The W transformation was proposed by Hemmerle and Hartley 
(1973) to facilitate the computation of maximum likelihood 
(ML) estimates of the parameters of the mixed model. Corbeil 
and Searle (1976) considered the use of the W transformation 
in the computation of REML estimates of variance components. 
The W transformation is performed at each iteration. It 
facilitates the REML estimation of variance components by 
providing for a given value of and a given (positive) value 
Table 2.1; Breakdown of the flop counts and numbers of logarithmic and square root 
evaluations—LDL' decomposition 
Expressions or 
matrices computed ± * / log J~ 
y-\ + Z'M^Z q 
L and D q^/6 + q^ + llq/6 q^/6 + q^ + 5q/6 q^/2 + q/2 
log [det(D,)] q q 
Û and û'û q^/2 + 3q/2 - 1 q^/2 + q/2 
Df q q 
L* q^/6 + q2/2 - 2q/3 q^/6 - q/6 
trCL^'L*) q2/2 + q/2 q^/2 + q/2 
Û'L*'L*Û q2/2 + 3 q/2 q^/2 + 3 q/2 
tr(L*'L*L*'L*) q^/6 + q^ + 5 q/6 + 1 q^/6 + q^ + 5 q/6 + 1 
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of Y the value of the matrix W defined as 
= a? 
Z'PZ Z•Py 
yIP2 y'Py 
(Corbeil and Searle, 1976). 
As noted by Corbeil and Searle (1976), expressions 
[1.15], [1.17] and [1.19] can be used to re-express W as 
W = 
"Z-M^Z z'M^y "Z'M^Z 
y'MxY . 
— (Y'^Iq + Z'a[,Z)-i[ Z'M^Z, Z'M^y ] 
_y'M,Z _yM,z _ 
= *0 - Voo( y ' \  +  Z'M,Z)-1 r I 
'00' 
where 
*0 = 
Z'M^Z Z'M^y 
y'M^Z y'M^y 
and WQO = 
Z'M^Z 
y'MZ 
Goodnight and Hemmerle (1979) proposed a computational 
strategy for carrying out the W transformation. Their 
strategy can be described in terms of the matrix 
y-\ + Z'M,Z w ' 
"oo 
*, 00 
[2.18] 
It can be shown (see Appendix A) that the matrix W can be 
obtained from the (q+l)x(q+l) lower right corner of the matrix 
obtained by applying Gaussian elimination to the first q 
columns of the symmetric matrix W^. It might seem that this 
strategy would require the formation of the matrix and 
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would therefore require an excessive amount of computer 
memory; however, as noted by Goodnight and Hemmerle (1979), 
all of the quantities needed to compute the matrix W (aside 
from the value of y) are available in the matrix Wg. 
Goodnight and Hemmerle (1979) showed that the pivot 
element at the stage of Gaussian elimination can be 
calculated without explicitly forming the matrix W^. Define 
and = Wfl. After the first (k-1) steps of Gaussian 
elimination, the matrix is transformed to a matrix 
for k = l,2,...,q+l. Let represent the (q+l)x(q+l) lower 
right corner of and let a|M) denote the (i,j)*h element 
of Further, let represent the m^'' diagonal element 
of It can be shown that at the k^'' step of Gaussian 
elimination, 
a|j) = a|M) - for i<j , [2.19] 
d^"^) = for k<m<q. [2.20] 
By setting i = j = m in equality [2.19] and by then equating 
the difference between the left sides of equalities [2.20] and 
[2.19] to the differnce between the right sides, the following 
rescursive equation is obtained: 
- a;^-i) for q>m>k, 
and in particular 
for q>m>l. 
Thus, the k*'' pivot element d^'^"'" (for k = 1,2,...,q) can be 
computed as 
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+ y"''. 
Goodnight and Hemmerle (1979) presented an algorithm for 
the W tranformation needed for ML estimation. Essentially, 
the same algorithm can be used for the W transformation needed 
for REML estimation. In the case of REML, Gaussian 
elimination is applied to the matrix W^. In the case of ML, 
Gaussian elimination is applied to a modified version of in 
which the matrix M^, which appears in Y'^Iq + WQ, and Wgg, 
is replaced by an identity matrix. 
By adopting the approach of Goodnight and Hemmerle 
(1979), log [det(Y I^q + Z'M^ Z)] can be computed (from the 
output of the W transformation) as 
q 
log [det(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)] = log ((ifk-i)) . [2.21] 
In fact, by using result [2.21] together with results [1.5a], 
[1.12], [1.13], [1.26], [1.28], [1.32], [1.34] and [1.36], the 
function 1* and its first- and second-order partial derivates 
can be numerically evaluated rather easily once the W 
transformation is completed. 
2.3.2 Flops 
To compute the matrix W for given values of and y, the 
algorithm of Goodnight and Hemmerle (1979), which alters the 
values of only the upper triangular elements of WQ, requires a 
total of qf + 4q^ + 6q flops, plus q logarithmic evaluations. 
Suppose that, at the completion of the transformation. 
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log[det(y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)] is computed. Then, all the quantities 
needed for the numerical evaluation of the function 1* are 
available. 
The numerical evaluation of the first-order partial 
derivatives requires the computation of the additional 
quantities 
tr [(a2)z'PZ], [2.22] 
(cr2)2y«pzz'Py. [2.23] 
The computation of expressions [2.22] and [2.23] requires q 
and 2q flops, respectively. 
And, the numerical evaluation of the second-order partial 
derivatives requires the computation of the further quantities 
tr [(o^^Z'PZZ'PZ], [2.24] 
(crg)^y'PZZ'PZZ'Py. [2.25] 
Expression [2.24] can be re-expressed as 
tr [ (a2)2z'PZZ'PZ] = tr(H'H) 
= + 2V,.S hf,, [2.26] 
where H = a^Z'PZ and h-j is the (i,])*^ element of H. To 
compute hj- or hjj and add it to the accumulated value for the 
first or second term of expression [2.26] requires 2 flops. 
q 
Thus, a total of q^ + q + 2 flops (equal to 2 2 = 2q plus 
q 
Z^^2 = q^ - q plus 2) is required for the numerical 
evaluation of expression [2.24]. 
Let h = a^Z'Py. Then, expression [2.25] can be 
re-expressed as 
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(a^)^y'pzz'pzz'py = h'Hh 
= [2.27] 
where hj is the j*'' element of h. To compute h,-jhj and add it 
to the accumulated value for the innermost sum in expression 
[2.27] requires 2 flops. Thus, a total of 2q^ + 2q flops 
q q _ q 
(equal to S Z 2 = 2q^ plus Z 2 = 2q) is required for the 
numerical evaluation of expression [2.27]. 
In summary , approximately q^ + 4q^ + 0(q) flops and q 
logarithmic evaluations are required for the numerical 
evaluation of the function 1*. Most of these flops are 
expended on the W transformation. Approximately 3q^ + 0(q) 
additional flops are required for the numerical evaluation of 
the first- and second-order partial derivatives. A breakdown 
of the flop counts into additions (plus subtractions), 
multiplications and divisions is given in Table 2.2. 
2.4 The SWEEP Operator 
2.4.1 Computational strategies 
At each iteration, the current value of is added to 
the first q diagonal elements of the matrix CQ to form the 
(q+l)x(q+l) matrix 
Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z Z'M^y 
C = [2.28] 
I y'M^Z y'M^y J 
Descriptions of the SWEEP operator are readily available 
(e.g.. Goodnight, 1979; Kennedy and Gentle, 1980, 
Table 2.2: Breakdown of the flop counts and numbers of logarithmic 
evaluations—W transformation 
Expressions or 
matrices computed ± * / log 
W and 
log[det(Y"'lq + Z'M^Z)] 
(a2)2y«p2Z'Py 
tr[(o2)Z'PZ] 
(a2)3y'PZZ'PZZ'Py 
tr[ (a!)2z'PZZ'PZ] 
+ 3q^/2 + 3q <^/2 + 3q^/2 + q + 2q q 
q 
q3/2 
q 
q 
q2 + q 
q2/2 + q/2 + 1 
q2 + q 
q2/2 + q/2 + 1 
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Section 7.3). After the first q columns of the matrix C are 
"swept", the matrix C is transformed to a matrix 
= 
-y'M^Z(Y'^lq + Z'M^Z)-^ y'M^y - y'M^Z(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)-''z'M^y 
An algorithm that computes the matrix by performing a 
series of q SWEEP operations is described by Kennedy and 
Gentle (1980, p. 293). In applying this algorithm, a 
considerable number of flops can be saved by taking advantage 
of the symmetry of C. Because of this symmetry, it is only 
necessary to carry out computations on the lower (or 
alternatively, upper) triangular portion of C. 
More specifically, define = C. After the first k 
columns of the matrix are swept, the matrix is 
transformed to a matrix c"'' (k = 1,2,...,q). Let c?^' denote 
the (i,]i)*h element of Then, it can be shown that 
c|j) = cjj' for i,j<k or i,j>k, 
c|^) = -cjj' otherwise. 
Thus, all of the matrix can be determined from knowledge 
of either the lower or upper triangular part. 
An algorithm, called LTSWP, for sweeping the first q 
columns of the matrix C is presented in Appendix B. After the 
completion of the algorithm, the values of the lower 
triangular elements of the matrix C are replaced by the values 
of the corresponding elements of the matrix 
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( y - \  +  Z ' M ^ Z ) - 1  - ( y ' ^ I q  +  Z ' M ^ Z )  
® ~ [y'M^Z(y-'lq + Z'M^Z)"^ y'M^y - y'M^Z(Y'^lq + Z'M^Z)'^Z'M^y 
—the values of the elements of C above the diagonal are 
unaltered. The algorithm also computes the value of 
log[det(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)]. As written, the algorithm requires 
enough main memory to store the matrix C, the vector d, and a 
(q+l)xl work vector t. 
At the completion of algorithm LTSWP, the quantities 
needed to evaluate the function 1* are available. And, the 
first- and second-order partial derivatives can be evaluated 
by using the output of the algorithm to compute the values of 
the following quantities: 
û'û, [2.29] 
tr[(Y"^Iq + Z'M^Z)-1], [2.30] 
Û' (Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)'^û, [2.31] 
tr[(Y"^Iq + Z'M^Z)-2]. [2.32] 
2.4.2 Flops 
To construct the matrix C from the matrix Cg, q flops are 
required. It can be shown that algorithm LTSWP requires a 
total of q^ + 3q^ + 3q flops and q logarithmic evaluations. 
The computation of quantities [2.29] and [2.30] (at the 
completion of algorithm LTSWP) requires 2q and q flops, 
respectively. 
Expression [2.31] can be re-expressed as 
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Û'(Y"^Iq + Z'M^Z)"'Û = Û'HÛ 
= (.Shijûj), [2.33] 
where H = (y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)'?, hjj is the (i,j)*h element of H and 
ûj is the j*'' element of Û. To compute the value of hjjU. and 
add it to the accumulated value for the inner sum in 
expression [2.33] requires 2 flops, and similarly to compute 
any term of the outer sum and add it to the accumulated value 
for that sum requires 2 flops. Thus, a total of 2q^ + 2q 
q q _ q 
flops (equal to Z Z 2 = 2q^ plus Z 2 = 2q) is required for the 
numerical evaluation of expression [2.31]. 
Expression [2.32] can be rewritten as 
tr[(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)-2] = tr(H'H) 
q , q-i q -
= s h?. + 2 s S hf.. i=1 " j=1 i=j+1 'J 
Thus, as in the computation of quantity [2.26] (discussed in 
Section 2.3.2), a total of q^ + q + 2 flops is required for 
the numerical evaluation of expression [2.32]. 
In summary, approximately q^ + 3q^ + 0(q) flops and q 
logarithmic evaluations are required for the numerical 
evaluation of the function 1*. Most of these flops are 
expended in using algorithm LTSWP to form the matrix Cg. The 
computation of the first- and second- order partial 
derivatives at the completion of algorithm LTSWP requires 
approximately 3q^ + 0(q) additional flops. A breakdown of the 
flop counts into additions (plus subtractions), 
multiplications and divisions is given in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3: Breakdown of the flop counts and numbers of logarithmic 
evaluations—SWEEP operator 
Expressions or 
matrices computed ± * / log 
C q 
Cg and log[det(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)] q^/2 + q2/2 + q q^/2 + 5q^/2 + q 
û'û q q 
tr[(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)-T] q 
Û'(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Zi 'û + q q^ + q 
tr[(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)-2] q2/2 + q/2 + 1 q^/2 + q/2 + 1 
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2.4.3 Modifications of algorithm LTSWP 
If the second-order partial derivatives of 1 or the 
first- and second-order partial derivatives of 1 are not 
needed, then it is desirable (from the standpoint of 
computational efficiency) to modify algorithm LTSWP. 
Suppose that only y'M^y - y+ Z'M^Z)'^Z'M^y and 
log[det(Y^Iq + Z'M^ Z)] (quantities [1.6] and [1.7]) need be 
computed from the output of algorithm LTSWP. At the step 
of algorithm LTSWP, the elements of the matrix for 
i > j = 1,2,...,k-l,k+l,...,q+l are adjusted. It can be shown 
that, if only the elements of the matrix c'''"''' for 
i > j = k+l,k+2,... ,q+l are adjusted at the k^^ step, 
quantities [1.6] and [1.7] can still be computed from what is 
available at the algorithm's completion. It can be further 
shown that if only these elements are adjusted by the 
algorithm, then the algorithm reduces to the algorithm 
described earlier for carrying out Gaussian elimination on the 
first q columns of the matrix C. Thus, in light of the 
results of Secion 2.2.3, the use of the modified algorithm to 
evaluate 1* would require approximately q^/3 + 5q^/2 + 0(q) 
flops and q logarithmic evaluations. 
For the numerical evaluation of the first-order partial 
derivatives, the diagonal elements of (Y'^Iq + Z 'M^Z) and û 
must be numerically evaluated. It can be shown that, in 
addition to the elements of that need to be adjusted for 
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the numerical evaluation of 1*, the (i,])*^ off-diagonal 
element of needs to be adjusted for i = k+l,k+2,... ,q+l, 
j = l,2,...,k-l, and the i^** diagonal element of needs to 
be adjusted for i = l,2,...,k-l. It is then possible to 
compute quantities [2.29] and [2.30] at the completion of the 
algorithm. With the modified algorithm, approximately 
2q^/3 + 3q^ + 0(q) flops (and q logarithmic evaluations) are 
required to evaluate 1* and the first-order partial 
derivatives. 
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CHAPTER 3. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS: ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
3.1 Common Computational Strategies 
For purposes of reducing the computational burden of the 
REML estimation of variance components, two computational 
strategies that employ an orthogonal transformation have been 
proposed: diagonalization and tridiagonalization. In both 
cases, the transformation is performed before the initiation 
of the iterative process and need not be performed again 
during the course of that process. 
Let us develop alternative forms of expressions [1.6], 
[1.7], [1.23], [1.24], [1.31] and [1.38]. The alternative 
forms are obtained by applying an orthogonal similarity 
transformation (e.g., Stewart, 1973, p. 285; Golub and 
VanLoan, 1989, p. 333) to the matrix Z'M^Z. 
Let Q represent a qxq orthogonal matrix and let 
T* = Q'Z'MjjZQ. Recall that the vector û represents the 
solution of the system of equations 
(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)û = Z'M^y. [3.1] 
By premultiplying both sides of equations [3.1] by Q' and 
inserting QQ* (= 1^ = Q'Q) just to the left of û, equations 
[3.1] can be reexpressed as 
(y-^Iq + T*)û* = r*, [3.2] 
where û* = Q'û and r* = Q'Z'M^y. 
Using well-known properties of the trace and determinant 
of a matrix (e.g., Searle, 1982, Sections 2.8 and 4.3) and of 
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orthogonal matrices (e.g., Stewart, 1973, p. 213), we obtain 
the following (easily verifiable) representations; 
y'M^y - y'M^zii = y'M^y - r**û*, [3.3] 
log[det(Y^Iq + Z'M,Z)] = log[det(QQ')det(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)] 
= log[det(Q')det(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)det(Q) ] 
= log[det(Y-^Iq + T*)], [3.4] 
Û'Û = Û*'Û*, [3.5] 
tr[(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)-1] = tr[(QQ') (Y"^Iq + Z'M^Z)-^] 
= tr[Q' (Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)-1q] 
= tr[(Y'^Iq + T*)-1], [3.6] 
Û' (Y'^Iq + Z'MxZ)-^Û = Û'QQ'(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)'^QQ'Û 
= Û*'(Y'^Iq + T*)-1Û% [3.7] 
tr[(Y"^Iq + Z'M^Z)-2] = tr[(Y^Iq + T*)-^]. [3.8] 
These representations can be used to obtain representations 
for the function 1* and for its first- and second-order 
partial derivatives that are in terms of the matrix T* and the 
vectors Û* and r*. 
Diagonalization, which was proposed by Dempster et al. 
(1984), transforms the matrix Z'M^Z to a similar diagonal 
matrix D through an orthogonal similarity transformation Qp, 
i.e., D = Q^ Z'M^ ZQp. Tridiagonalization, which was proposed by 
Smith and Graser (1986), transforms Z'M^Z to a similar 
tridiagonal matrix T through an orthogonal similarity 
transformation Q^. Note that the orthogonal matrices and 
do not depend on unknown parameters. The existence of the 
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matrices Qp and is a consequence of well-known results 
given, e.g., by Stewart (1973, Sections 6.3 and 7.1). 
3.2 Tridiagonalization 
3.2.1 Computational strategies 
Wilkinson (1962) proposed Householder's 
tridiagonalization algorithm, which is well known for its 
numerical stability (e.g., Martin et al., 1971). The 
algorithm is designed to reduce a qxq real symmetric matrix to 
a tridiagonal matrix through q-2 orthogonal similarity 
transformations. Martin et al. (1971) proposed three variants 
of this algorithm. 
The three variants differ primarily in the way in which 
the elements of the original symmetric matrix are 
stored—either the full matrix or only its (upper or lower) 
triangular portion may be stored—and in whether the product 
of the q-2 orthogonal similarity transformations is 
accumulated during the course of the transformation. Three 
separate subroutines, corresponding to these three variants, 
are readily available in commonly used computer software 
packages of linear algebra programs (e.g., EISPACK, 1974, pp. 
435-454; NAG, 1990, Chapter FOI). 
Press et al. (1989, pp. 355-356) present a Fortran source 
code for subroutine TRED2, which can be regarded as an 
implementation of one of the three algorithms of Martin et al. 
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(1971). This subroutine computes the diagonal and subdiagonal 
elements of the tridiagonal matrix T = QjZ'M^ ZQ^  and stores 
them in two qxl vectors 6 and e, respectively. The subroutine 
requires enough memory to store the matrix and the 
vectors S and e. 
Let t.j represent the (i,j)*h element of the tridiagonal 
matrix T and fi,. and e,. the i*'' elements of the vectors S and e, 
respectively. At the completion of subroutine TRED2, 
= tjj for i = l,2,...,q, [3.9] 
e, = tj J., for i = 2,3,...,q, [3.10a] 
= 0, [3.10b] 
and 5, < (Sj ^ ... ^  (Press et al., 1989, p. 353). 
Subroutine TRED2 also computes and stores the orthogonal 
matrix ... Q^.g, where Q, is the i*'' orthogonal 
similarity transformation. In our application, the matrix Qj 
is not needed, and its computation is undesirable. As 
discussed by Press et al. (1989, pp. 353-354), the 
accumulation of the product of Q,-'s adds greatly to the number 
of flops required by the algorithm. However, the subroutine 
can be easily modified so that the formation of is avoided 
(Press et al., 1989, p. 355). Note that once the diagonal and 
subdiagonal elements of T have been computed and stored, the 
matrix is no longer needed and the memory space occupied 
by its elements become available. 
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As discussed in Section 3.1, the vector QjZ'M^y must be 
numerically evaluated. For this purpose, we employ a strategy 
of recursive update. Define = Z'M^y. Let 
for i = l,2,...,q-2. [3.11] 
Then, = ... = Q'.jQ'.j-. = OjrC». 
After tridiagonalization, we have at our disposal the 
coefficient matrix and right side of the equations 
(Y'^Iq + T)u^ = r(q2), [3.12] 
where = Q|û. These equations are a special case of 
equations [3.2]. As discusses by Smith and Lin (1989), they 
can be "solved" by carrying out the LDL' decomposition of the 
tridiagonal coefficient matrix Y'^Iq + T. 
It follows from well-known results (e.g., Stewart, 1973, 
p. 133; Golub and VanLoan, 1989, p. 134) that the matrix 
Y'^Iq + T, which is symmetric and positive definite (as well as 
tridiagonal) can be uniquely decomposed as 
y\ + T = [3.13] 
where is a diagonal matrix (whose diagonal elements are all 
positive) and is a unit lower bidiagonal matrix. That the 
matrix is unit lower bidiagonal is a consequence of the 
tridiagonality of the matrix Y'^Iq + T. 
It can be shown that the i**^ diagonal element of is 
1^ = 1^1 + V" = + Y'\ [3.14a] 
d; = t,-,- + Y"^ -
= + Y'^ - for i = 2,3,...,q. [3.14b] 
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By letting (for i = 2,3,...,q) 
C| = e./dj.^, [3.15] 
®j ~ ®i^i' [3.16] 
expressions [3.14a] and [3.14b] can be rewritten as 
d, = «1 + r\ [3.17a] 
d. = 5. + y"^ - e. for i = 2,3,...,q. [3.17b] 
It is assumed that c., e. and d. are stored as the i*'' elements 
of vectors c, e and d, respectively, and are available for 
subsequent computations. Note that the number of flops 
required to compute d,. from expressions [3.15], [3.16] and 
[3.17b] is the same as that required to compute d. from 
expression [3.14b]. 
Let 1. be the (i,i-l)^ subdiagonal element (for 
i = 2,3,...,q) of the unit lower bidiagonal matrix L^. Then, 
it can be shown that 1, = c, for i = 2,3,...,q. 
Once the matrix Y'^Iq + T is decomposed as in expression 
[3.13], expression [3.4] can be easily calculated by using the 
representation 
log[det(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)] = log[det(D^) ]. [3.18] 
The system of equations [3.12] can be efficiently solved 
by successively solving the following three systems of 
equations 
L^s = [3.19] 
D^t = s, [3.20] 
= t. [3.21] 
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Then, expressions [3.3] and [3.5] can be numerically evaluated 
as 
y'M^y - y'M^ZÛ = y'M^y - [3.22] 
û'û = û'û^. [3.23] 
Smith and Lin (1989) proposed an efficient computational 
strategy for numerically evaluating tr[(Y'^ Iq + T) "^]. They 
observed that 
—^ log[det(Y^Iq + T)] = tr[(Y^I_ + T)"!] [3.24] 
OY 
—this equality can be easily verified by using a well-known 
result on the first-order partial derivatives of the log of a 
determinant (e.g., Searle et al., 1992, p. 457). Using 
equalities [3.18] and [3.24], expression [3.6] can be replaced 
by the expression 
tr[(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)-i] = log[det(D^)] 
oy 
= s (6d/8Y-^)/d;. [3.25] 
Let 
W j  =  { d d . / d y ' ' ^ ) / d .  for i = 1,2,...,q. [3.26] 
Using expressions [3.14] and [3.16], we obtain the following 
recursive relationships: 
w, = 1/d, [3.27a] 
w, = [1 + (e2/d,..^) (8d,./aY-i)/d,.i]/d, 
= (1 + ejWj.i)/dj for i = 2,3,...,q. [3.27b] 
It is assumed that w, is stored as the i**^ element of a vector 
w. Then, expression [3.6] can be evaluated by using the 
relationship 
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1 q 
tr[(y"^Iq + Z'M^Z)"^] = S w,.. [3.28] 
1=1 
Together, results [3.7] and [3.13] imply that 
Û' (Y'^iq +  z'M^z)-''u =  Û'[ 3 .29] 
To numerically evaluate expression [3.29], the following 
system of equations is solved 
L^k = ûy. [3.30] 
Then, expression [3.29] can be calculated as 
Û' (Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)= S k?/dj, [3.31] 
1=1 
where is the i^*^ element of the vector k. 
Smith and Lin (1989) also proposed an efficient 
computational strategy for numerically evaluating 
tr[ (Y'^Iq + T) '^]. They observed that 
- tr[(Y-^Iq + T)-1] = tr[(Y^Iq + T)"^] [3.32] 
OY 
—this equality can be easily verified by first observing that 
the order of the differentiation and the trace operation can 
be changed and then applying a well-known result on the 
differentiation of the inverse of a matrix (e.g., Searle, 
1992, p. 456). Using equalities [3.8], [3.28], and [3.32] and 
noting that, as a consequence of expression [3.26], 
- (3w./3y'^) = w? - {d^d./dy'^dy'"^) /û.^, we find that 
tr[(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)-2] = tr[(Y^Iq + T)-2] 
= - .E (aw;/8Y'^) 
= .2 rwf - (a2d,./ÔY"^ÔY"^)/di]. [3.33] 1=1 ' 
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Let 
V. = ( d ^ ( î . / d y ' ' ^ d y ' ' ^ ) / d .  for i = 1,2,[3.34] / • • • 
Based on expressions [3.14], [3.16], and [3.26], the 
second-order partial derivatives of d. are 
d^d^/dy'^dy'^ = 0 
a^d./ay-iay-i  =  d / d y - ' ' [ l  +  (ef/d2.,)  (adj./ôy-i)]  
[3.35a] 
= (e?/d,..i)[02d..,/aY-lay-l)/d,.i - 2 Od,.,/aY-l) Vd?.,] 
= ej(Vj., - 2w?.,) for i = 2,3,...,q. [3.35b] f • • • 
Then, based on expressions [3.34] and [3.35], the following 
recursive formulas are obtained: 
Thus, in light of results [3.33] and [3.34], expression [3.8] 
can be evaluated as 
3.2.2 Flops 
It can be shown that the tridiagonalization of Z 
requires 4q^/3 + 7q^/2 + 7q/6 - 27 flops plus q-2 square-root 
evaluations. 
The i^'' orthogonal similarity transformation Q,. is of the 
form. 
v^ = 0 
V; = e.(Vj.i - 2wf.i)/d; for i = 2,3 [3.36] 
tr[(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)-2] = 2 (wf - v.). 
i=1 
[3.37] 
0 
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where is a (q-i)x(q-i) Householder matrix (Press et al., 
1989, pp. 350-353), that is expressible as 
Hi''"" = Iq-i -
for some (q-i)xl vector and some scalar tt.. 
In using recursive formula [3.11] to compute from 
the quantity 
q-i 
( Z [3.38] 
(where hj''"'' and rj'"'' are the elements of the vectors 
and respectively) is calculated first. The numerical 
evaluation of expression [3.38] for a given value of i 
requires 2(q - i) +1 flops. Then, to complete the numerical 
evaluation of requires an additional 2(q - i) 
flops. Thus, the number of flops required to numerically 
q-2 
evaluate is 2q^ - q - 6 (equal to S [4 (q - i) + 1] ) . 
i=1 
Hence, prior to the initiation of the iterative process, 
approximately 4q^/3 + llq^/2 + 0(q) flops plus q-2 square-root 
evaluations have been expended for the tridiagonalization of 
Z'Mj^Z and the calculation of 
The recursive computation of using the formula 
[3.11] is advantageous. In this regard, note that, even if Q, 
were available, 2q^ flops would be required to form the 
product 
The numerical evaluation of the elements of d (thus also 
c and e), using expressions [3.15], [3.16], and [3.17], 
requires 4q - 3 flops. Then, an additional q flops and q 
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logarithmic evaluations are required for the numerical 
evaluation of expression [3.18]. 
Systems of equations [3.19], [3.20] and [3.21] can be 
solved recursively as 
s, = 
s, = - s..,e. for i = 2,3,...,q, 
t, = s./d, for i = 1,2,...,q, 
q 
= tj - Û e,.^i for i = q-l,q-2,... ,1, 
^i+1 
where s-, dj, t. and û denote the i^*^ elements of the vectors 
s, d, t and Uy, respectively. With this approach, 5q - 4 
flops are required for the numerical evaluation of û,. 
Once ûy is calculated, the numerical evaluation of 
expressions [3.22] and [3.23] requires 2q + 1 and 2q flops, 
respectively. 
The numerical evaluation of w, for i = l,2,...,q, using 
expression [3.27] requires 3q - 2 flops. Thus, a total of 
4q - 2 flops (equal to 3q - 2 for the computation of w, for 
i = 1,2,...,q plus q for the numerical evaluation of 
expression [3.28]) is required for the numerical evaluation of 
expression [3.6]. 
Equations [3.30] can be solved recursively as 
ki = û 
^1 
kj = - k,.,e,. for i = 2,3,...,q. [3.39] 
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Thus, the total number of flops required for the numerical 
evaluation of expression [3.7], using expressions [3.31] and 
[3.39], is 5q - 2 (equal to 3q for the evaluation of 
expression [3.31] plus 2(q-l) for the evaluation of 
expressions [3.39]). 
Further, the numerical evaluation of expression [3.8], 
using expressions [3.36] and [3.37], requires a total of 
8q - 5 flops (equal to 5(q-l) for the evaluation of expression 
[3.36] plus 3q for the evaluation of expression [3.37]). 
In summary, approximately 4q^/3 + iiq^/2 + 0(q) flops plus 
q - 2 square-root evaluations are required for the 
tridiagonalization of Z and the calculation of 
Then, on each iteration, approximately 0(q) flops plus q 
logarithmic evaluations are required for the numerical 
evaluation of the function 1* and the first- and second-order 
partial derivatives. A breakdown of the flop counts into 
additions (plus subtractions), multiplications and divisions 
is given in Table 3.1. 
3.3 Diagonalization 
3.3.1 Computational strategies 
The problem of computing the diagonal elements of the 
diagonal matrix D and the elements of the orthogonal matrix Qp 
(required for the diagonalization of Z 'M^Z) is the same as 
that of computing all the eigenvalues and corresponding 
Table 3.1: Breakdown of the flop counts and numbers of logarithmic and square-root 
evaluations—tridiagonali z ation 
Expressions, matrices 
or vectors computed ± * / log J~ 
I 
T = Q'Z'M^ZQT 2q5/3 + 3q^/2 + 5q/6 - 13 2q^/3 + q^ + q/3 - 10 cf - 4 q - 2 
= Q'z'M^y q^ - q - 2 q^-q-2 q - 2 
d ,  c ,  e  2 q - l  q  -  1  q  -  1  
log[det(Y^Iq + T) ] q q 
Ûy 2q - 2 2q - 2 q 
y'M y - r^''"2Jiû q + l q 
U'U^ q q 
tr[(Y"^Iq + T)-1] 2q - 1 q - 1 q 
Ûf + T)-\ 2q - 1 2q - 1 q 
tr[(Y^Iq + T)"2] 3q - 1 4q - 3 q - 1 
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orthonormal eigenvectors of Z'M^Z. The most efficient 
computational strategy for finding all the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors (or just the eigenvalues) of a real symmetric 
matrix is to first tridiagonalize the matrix (using 
Householder's tridiagonalization algorithm) and to then apply 
the QL algorithm to the tridiagonalized matrix (Wilkinson, 
1971; Press et al., 1989, p. 354). 
The QL algorithm, which was proposed by Bowdler et al. 
(1971), is a well-known iterative method for reducing a matrix 
to triangular form by orthogonal similarity transformations 
(e.g.. Press et al., 1989, pp. 356-363). The algorithm 
becomes very simple and has been shown to be very efficient 
when it is applied to a real symmetric tridiagonal matrix 
(Bowdler et al., 1971). However, when the elements of the 
tridiagonal matrix differ widely in order of magnitude, severe 
loss of accuracy may be experienced in the computation of the 
eigenvalues of smaller magnitude (Dubrulle et al., 1971). 
This loss of accuracy can be avoided to some extent by 
employing the implicit QL algorithm of Dubrulle et al. (1971). 
Subroutines for implementing the implicit QL algorithm 
are readily available in commonly used software packages 
(e.g., EISPACK, 1974, pp. 248-269). 
Let us briefly consider the computational strategy of the 
implicit QL algorithm (as applied to a symmetric tridiagonal 
matrix). The implicit QL algorithm (which is an iterative 
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algorithm) makes effective use of certain orthogonal matrices, 
called Givens rotations (e.g., Golub and VanLoan, 1989, 
Section 5.1.8). Let tjj' represent the (i,j)**' element of the 
qxq tridiagonal matrix = T. If tj^^ * 0, the first round 
of iteration attempts to annihilate t^®' (and also t^J') by 
applying a sequence of q-1 Givens rotations the m^** one of 
which is of the form 
= 
"q-m 
q-1-m 
0» 
0' 
0 
,(1) 
_s(1) 
m 
=(1)  
,(1) 
0 
0* 
0' 
I, m-l . 
[3.39] 
where c^'' and s^^' are scalars described by Dubrulle et al. 
(1971). At the completion of the first round of iteration, 
is transformed to the matrix defined as 
^(1) = [3.40] 
where the (parenthesized) superscripts indicate the round of 
iteration. Note that the tridiagonal form is preserved in 
j(i). 
If t^^) (the (1,2)'*' element of T^^') is sufficiently close 
to zero, then one of the eigenvalues is obtained as the first 
diagonal element of On the other hand, if tjj' is not 
sufficiently close to zero, a second round of iteration is 
performed, in which a sequence of q-1 Givens rotations G^?j| 
(m = 1,2,...,q-1) is used to transform to with the 
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intent of annihilating t^J'. The iterative process to obtain 
the first eigenvalue is continued until the value of the 
(1,2)"^ element of the transformed matrix becomes sufficiently 
close to zero. 
During the (k-1)®^ round of iteration, is transformed 
to (for k = 2,3,...) • Suppose that the first 1 
eigenvalues (0 < 1 < g-2) have been obtained as of the end of 
the (k-1)®^ round of iteration. Let t^j"'" represent the (i,j) 
element of the tridiagonal matrix Then, is the i*h 
eigenvalue and = t|+]]| = 0 for i = 1,2,...,1. Further, 
"^1+111+2 ^ 0" 
During the k*'' round of iteration, a sequence of q - 1 - 1 
Givens rotations (m = 1,2,... ,q-l-l) is used to transform 
to with the intent of annihilating The 
iterative process terminates when the (q-l,q)^ element of the 
transformed matrix is sufficiently close to zero. 
Define And, define to be the vector 
obtained by applying the first round of Givens rotations to 
that is 
^(1) = [3.41] 
Suppose that the first 1 eigenvalues (1 = 0,1,...q-2) are 
obtained after the (k-1)®* round of iteration. At the 
completion of the k**" round of iteration, is transformed 
to the vector defined as 
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y(k) _ Q(k)iQ(lc)i Q(k)i^(k-1) fQj, k =  1 , 2 , . . .  and 
1 = 0,1,2,...,q-2. [3.42] 
Let be the last Givens rotation needed to complete the 
diagonalization. Then, during the course of the iterative 
process, has been transformed to the vector 
= QJZ'MxY" 
Press et al. (1989, pp. 362-363) present Fortran 
subroutine TQLI, which is an implementation of the implicit QL 
algorithm. It can be applied to a real symmetric matrix that 
has been transformed to a tridiagonal matrix by, for example, 
subroutine TRED2 (Press et al., 1989, pp. 355-356). It is 
assumed that the diagonal and subdiagonal elements of the 
tridiagonal matrix are stored in vectors as in expressions 
[3.9] and [3.10]. It is also assumed that the vector 
r<i"2) = Qjz 'M y has been computed during the course of the 
tridiagonalization. 
Subroutine TQLI computes the product of the Givens 
rotations. However, the subroutine can be easily modified so 
as to eliminate the formation of this product (Press et al., 
1989, p. 362). 
At the completion of subroutine TQLI, the i^*' element of 
the vector S is replaced by the i*'' diagonal element of 
D = QiZ'M,ZQ„. 
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When Q = QD and T* = D, equation [3.2] can be reexpressed 
as 
[3.43] 
where ûp = Q^û and + D. The coefficient matrix of 
equations [3.43] is diagonal and thus the solution of these 
equations is trivial. Moreover, expressions [3.3], [3.4], 
[3.5], [3.6], [3.7], and [3.8] can be numerically evaluated as 
y'M^y - y'M^Zu y'M^y - [3.44] 
log[det(Y'^Iq + Z'M,Z)] log[det(A^) ], [3.45] 
û'û 
*0*0, [3.46] 
tr[(Y"'lq + Z'M^ Z)-i] tr(A^), [3.47] 
Û' (Y'^Iq + Z'MxZ) 1Û [3.48] 
tr[(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)-2] TR(A;2). [3.49] 
3.3.2 Flops 
Let us assume that the tridiagonalization of Z'M^Z has 
been accomplished as a preliminary to the diagonalization of 
Z'M^Z and that the values of the diagonal and subdiagonal 
elements of the tridiagonal matrix as well as the value of the 
vector are available. As discussed in Section 
3.2.2, this will have required approximately 
4q^/3 + llq^/2 + 0(q) flops plus q - 2 square-root evaluations. 
Letting 1 represent the number of eigenvalues obtained 
after the first k-1 rounds of iteration, the round of 
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iteration requires 20(q - 1) - 10 flops and q - 1 square-root 
evaluations. 
Because of the form of (for m = 1,2,... ,q-l-l), 
premultiplication of a vector by any of these q-l-1 matrices 
requires 6 flops. Thus, a total of 6(q-l-1) flops is required 
to transform to , as in expression [3.42]. 
According to Press et al. (1989, p. 362), it is typically 
the case that the number of iterations required to obtain each 
of the first few eigenvalues will be four or five and that the 
transformations introduced during these iterations reduce the 
magnitudes of many off-diagonal elements (not just the 
magnitude of the off-diagonal element being annihilated). 
Consequently, the average number of iterations per eigenvalue 
is typically between 1.3 and 1.6. 
Let us take 1.5 to be the average number of iterations 
per eigenvalue. The first round of iteration, which 
transforms to as in expression [3.40], requires 
20q - 10 flops and q square-root evaluations. The 
transformation of to as in expression [3.41] requires 
6(q - 1) flops. Note that once the first q - l eigenvalues 
are obtained, the iterative process terminates. Thus, one 
approximation to the total number of flops required for the 
diagonalization is 30q^ - 45q + 15 [equal to 
(1.5) (q - 1) (20q - 10)] plus 1.5q^ - 1.5q square-root 
evaluations. In addition, approximately 9q^ - 18q + 9 flops 
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[equal to (1.5) (6) (q - 1)%] will be required for the 
calculation of the vector These figures tend to 
overestimate the actual numbers primarily because the first 
round typically requires more flops and square-root 
evaluations than the later rounds. 
An alternative approximation to the total number of flops 
required for the diagonalization is 15q^ - 15 [equal to 
q-2 
(1.5) E (20q - 10 - 201)] plus 3q^/4 + 3q/4 - 3/2 square-root 
q-2 
evaluations [equal to (1.5) S(q - 1)]. In addition, 
1=0 
approximately 9q^/2 - 9q/2 flops [equal to 
q-2 
(1.5) S(6q - 6 - 61)] will be required for the calculation of 
1=0 
Let fj represent the total number of flops required per 
round of iteration in obtaining the i^'' eigenvalue. And, let 
Sj represent the number of rounds of iteration required to 
obtain the i*'' eigenvalue. Because of the positive association 
between f. and s. (for i = 1,2,...,q-l), the quantity 
q-1 _ _ _ q-1 
S (fj - f) (Sj - s) tends to be positive, where f = Sf./(q - 1) 
_ q-1 q-1 
and s = SSj/(q - 1), which implies that the quantity SfjS^ 
_ q-1 ' 
tends to be larger than the quantity s Sf,. Hence, the second 
approximation tends to underestimate the actual number of 
flops. In what follows, the first approximation is adopted as 
the total number of flops required for the diagonalization and 
the computation of 
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Let dj = 5j + Y*^ for i = and assume that d. i 
stored as the i**' element of a vector d. Then, equations 
[3.43] can be readily solved as 
Up^ = v|f)/d. for i = l,2,...,q, 
where and v?^' are the i*** elements of and 
respectively. Thus, the numerical evaluation of requires 
total of 2q flops. 
Once the value of ûp is calculated, the numerical 
evaluation of expressions [3.44] and [3.45] requires 
respectively 2q + 1 flops and q flops plus q logarithmic 
evaluations. 
Let Wj = for i = 1,2,...,q, and assume that w, is 
stored as the i*'' element of a vector w. Then, expression 
[3.46] can be reexpressed as 
Û • Û = E w.. 
1=1 ' 
Thus, 2q flops are required for the numerical evaluation of 
expression [3.46]. 
Let ej = 1/d. for i = 1,2,...,q, and assume that e,- is 
stored as the i^** element of a vector e. Then, expression 
[3.47] can be reexpressed as 
tr[(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)-i] = |e,. 
Thus, the numerical evaluation of expression [3.47] also 
requires 2q flops. 
Similarly, expression [3.48] can be reexpressed as 
Û'(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)"^û = .Sw,ej 
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and expression [3.49] as 
tr[(Y \ + Z'M^Z)-2] = Sef, 
so that the numerical evaluation of expression [3.48] requires 
2q flops and the numerical evaluation of expression [3.49] 
also requires 2q flops. 
In summary, once the tridiagonalization of Z'M^Z and the 
calculation of are completed, approximately 39q^ + 0(q) 
additional flops and 1.5q^ additional square-root evaluations 
are required for the diagonalization of Z'M^Z and the 
calculation of Then, on each iteration (of the iterative 
algorithm for computing the REML estimates) approximately 0(q) 
flops plus q logarithmic evaluations are required for the 
numerical evaluation of the function 1* and its first- and 
second-order partial derivatives. A breakdown of the flop 
counts into additions (plus subtractions), multiplications and 
divisions is given in Table 3.2 
Table 3.2: Breakdown of the flop counts and the numbers of logarithmic and 
square-root evaluations—diagonalization 
Expressions, matrices 
or vectors computed ± * / log J~ 
T = Q'Z'M^ZQT 2q^/3 + 3q^/2 2q^/3 + - 4 q - 2 
+ 5q/6 — 13 + q/3 — 10 
r^q-2) = QjZ'Mj^y q^-q-2 q^-q-2 q - 2 
D 12q2 - 15q + 3 15q^ - 27q +12 3q^ - 3q l.Sq^ - 1.5q 
3q2 - 6q + 3 6q^ - 12q + 6 
ûo q q 
y'M^y - q + 1 q 
log[det(A^)3 q q 
Û5Û„ q q 
tr(A-i) q q 
q q 
tr(A-2) q q 
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CHAPTER 4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS: 
DENSE MATRIX TECHNIQUES 
4.1 Models with a Single Set of Random Effects 
Of the three computational methods that are "variants" on 
Gaussian elimination, the LDL' decomposition was found to be 
the most efficient for implementing algorithms in the first 
and second categories. (The algorithms in the first category 
require the numerical evaluation of only the log-likelihood 
function, while those in the second category require also the 
evaluation of the first-order partial derivatives of the log-
likelihood function.) The SWEEP method was found to be 
slightly more efficient than the other two methods for 
implementing algorithms in the third category (which comprises 
algorithms that require the evaluation of the second-order 
partial derivatives of the log-likelihood function as well as 
the first-order partial derivatives and the log-likelihood 
itself). 
Once the preliminary computations have been completed, 
the minimal numbers of flops required for the numerical 
evaluation of the function 1*, for the evaluation of 1* plus 
the first-order partial derivatives and for the evaluation of 
1* plus the first- and second-order partial derivatives are 
approximately q^/3 + O(q^), 2q^/3 + O(q^) and q^ + O(q^), 
respectively. These flop counts reflect the computational 
requirements for each iteration. 
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To ascertain the total computational requirements of an 
algorithm, we must account for the preliminary computations as 
well as for the computations performed on each iteration. 
Consider, for example, an algorithm in the second category. 
Let m be the number of iterations required for the algorithm 
to achieve convergence. Then, the approximate total number of 
flops required by the algorithm is 2mq^/3 + 5mq^ + 0{q) plus 
pq^ + (p^ + 3p)q + p^/3 + 3p^/2 + 7p/6 (the latter flops are 
those required for the preliminary computations). 
The computational requirements of the orthogonal 
transformations (those employed in tridiagonalization and 
diagonalization) were found to be rather extensive. In both 
cases, however, the transformations are performed before the 
initiation of the iterative process and need not be repeated 
during the remainder of the process. Once the preliminary 
computations have been completed, tridiagonalization requires 
approximately 4q^/3 + llq^/2 + 0(q) flops, and diagonalization 
requires approximately 39q^ + 0(q) flops additional to those 
required by tridiagonalization. Subsequent to either 
diagonalization or tridiagonalization, 0(q) flops are required 
per iteration. 
Let tj'^' and dj'^' represent the total numbers of flops 
required through k rounds of iteration when tridiagonalization 
and diagonalization, respectively, are used to implement 
algorithms in the i*"^ category (i = 1,2,3). And, let ij*^^ 
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represent the total number of flops required through k rounds 
of iteration when the LDL' decomposition is used to implement 
algorithms in the i*'' category (i = 1,2). Further, let s^*) 
represent the total number of flops required through k rounds 
of iteration when the SWEEP method is used to implement 
algorithms in the third category. 
For purposes of comparing the efficiency of those 
implementations that employ orthogonal transformations with 
those that do not, consider the following differences: 
l<k> _ t(k) = k(q^/3 + 5q2/2 + 31q/6) 
- [4q3/3 + llq2/2 + q/6 + k(12q -6)], [4.1] 
1^"^) - t^"' = k(2cf/3 + 5q2 + 50q/6) 
- [4q2/3 + llq2/2 + q/6 + k(18q -7)], [4.2] 
s^"^) - t^"^) = k(q^ + 6q^ + 9q) 
- [4q^/3 + llq2/2 + q/6 + k(31q - 14)], [4.3] 
ijk) _ djk) = k(q^/3 + 5q2/2 + 31q/6) 
- [4q^/3 + 89q2/2 - 377q/6 + k(6q +1)], [4.4] 
l{k) _ d(k) = ]c(2q3/3 + Sq^ + 50q/6) 
- [4q^/3 + 89q2/2 - 377q/6 + k(10q +1)], [4.5] 
s^"^) - d^*^' = k(q^ + 6q^ + 9q) 
- [4q^/3 + 89q2/2 - 377q/6 + k(14q +1)]. [4.6] 
For k>2, there exists an integer 1 for each of the 
differences [4.2], [4.3] and [4.6] such that the difference is 
positive for all values of q greater than or equal to 1. 
Also, for k>3, k>4, and k>5, there exist integers such that 
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the differences [4.5], [4.1], and [4.4], respectively, are 
positive for all values of q greater than or equal to those 
integers. 
Table 4.1 presents for k<10 and for each of differences 
[4.1], [4.2], [4.3], [4.4], [4.5], and [4.6] the integer such 
that the difference is positive for all values of q greater 
than or equal to that integer. If, for example, k = 4 and 
q > 16, it would be advantageous to employ one of the 
orthogonal transformations in implementing an algorithm in the 
Table 4.1: The integer such that the difference in flops is 
positive for all values of q greater than or equal 
to that integer 
Difference 
k ll^'^'-tlj''' llj''^-d^'^' l^'^'-dg''' 
2 4 5 48 
3 1 3 43 14 
4 6 13 16 1 
5 4 1 3 95 1 1 
6 3 1 3 43 1 1 
7 1 1 3 25 1 1 
8 11 3 16 1 1 
9 11 3 10 1 1 
10 1 1 3 1 1 1 
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second category. And, if q>43 and k>6, it would always be 
advantageous to employ one of the orthogonal transformations 
(tridiagonalization or diagonalization) in implementing such 
an algorithm. 
Now, for purposes of comparing the efficiency of 
tridiagonalization and diagonalization (relative to each 
other) for different values of q and k, consider the following 
differences: 
d(k) _ t,^k) = 39q2 _ ggg _ kfgg - 7), 
d^"^) - t^''' = 39q^ - 63q - k(8q - 8) , 
(j<k) _ = 39q2 - 63q - k(17q - 15). 
It can be easily seen that, for q>3, dlj''' - tlj''' > 0 if k<4q, 
d^"^) - t^"^) > 0 if k<3q and d^''' - t^''' > 0 if k<q. And, for q>7, 
dlj'^' - tj"^) > 0 if k<6q, d^"^) - t^'^' > 0 if k<4q and d^''' - t^''^ > 0 
if k<2q. 
In practice, the number of iterations required to achieve 
convergence is often greater than five and is sometimes very 
large, especially when good starting values are not available 
(see, for example, Harville and Callanan, 1990) . In the case 
of the data set employed (for purposes of illustration) by 
Harville and Callanan (1990), q = 23. For this value of q, 
the difference d^*^' - t^"^' is positive if k<108 and is negative 
if k>109. The number of iterations required for convergence 
by some algorithms in the second category was greater than 
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109, while that for some other algorithms in the same category 
was considerably less than 108. 
In summary, the use of an orthogonal transformation prior 
to the initiation of the iterative process is recommended. 
The choice of the orthogonal transformation (between 
tridiagonalization and diagonalization) should be based on the 
user's judgement about the number of iterations that may be 
required to achieve convergence and on the number of levels of 
the random factor. 
When diagonalization or tridiagonalization is employed, 
the subsequent computations do not differ greatly from one 
algorithm to another. It is well known (e.g., Harville and 
Callanan, 1990) that the algorithms in the third category tend 
to converge relatively fast. Thus, it may be preferable to 
use an algorithm in the third category (at least when 
diagonalization or tridiagonalization is employed). In 
implementing the algorithm for the relatively large values of 
q that are typical in animal breeding applications, 
tridiagonalization will generally be more computationally 
efficient than diagonalization. (The exceptions consist of 
applications in which the number of iterations required to 
achieve convergence is extremely large.) 
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4.2 Models with More Than One Set of Random Effects 
The results given in Chapters 2 and 3 are for model 
[1.1], which contains only one set of random effects. Let us 
now consider the extension of those results to the model 
y = x/3 + zu + + ... + ZgUg + e, [4.7] 
where, u,. is a q^xl vector of unobservable random effects with 
Uj - MVN(0,a?Iq ) (i = l,2,...,c), and Z,, ..., are known 
matrices (and X, Z, p, u, and e are as defined in model 
[1.1]). Here, the a?"s are unobservable, nonnegative 
parameters, and it is assumed that u,, ..., u^., u, and e are 
statistically independent. 
Define W = [Z, ,..., Z^] and W^. = [Z,,...,Zg]. Let 
r  = diag(YoIqp,YiIq,fand = diag(YiIq^, . . . ,  Yc^q^) /  
where Y,- = orf/a^ (i = l,2,...,c), Yq = Y and = q. Let 
C 
w = .S q,. and 8' = (a^,Yo,Yi/• • • ,Yc) • 
Suppose (without loss of generality) that qQ>q. 
(i = 1,2,...,c). Further, suppose that y,>0 (i = 0,l,...,c). 
Then, as discussed by Harville (1977) , the log-likelihood 
function derived from any set of (n-p*) LIN error contrasts 
differs by no more than an additive constant from the function 
L(0,y) = (-%){(n - p*)log o| + S q. log Y,-
1=0 
+ log[det( r -i + W'M^W) ] + (a2)-''(y'M^y - y'M^Ws)}, 
where s = (r"^ + W'M^W) "^W'H^y. 
Let H = (r'^+ WM^W) . Starting with some results given 
by Callanan and Hairville (1991) , let us consider the 
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computations required for the REML estimation of the variance 
components a^, a\, and a\. 
Let Q be a q^xq^ orthogonal matrix such that Q'Z'M^ZQ = T*. 
Define the following matrices and vectors; 
P = 
H = 
Q 0 
° J 
9 
[P' (r'^ + w'M„w)P]-\ 
s = P's, 
r* = p'w'M^y. 
Then, it can be shown that the computations required to 
implement algorithms in the second and third categories 
(consisting respectively of algorithms that require the 
evaluation of first-order partial derivatives and of 
algorithms that require the evaluation of both first- and 
second-order partial derivatives) can be simplified once the 
numerical evaluation of H* and s* is completed. 
Suppose that Q = Q^, T* = T, and P = P^ = diag(Oy,I^.q^) . 
Then, the "values" of P'(r"^ + W*M^W)P, s* and r* are 
respectively 
p; (r'^ + w'm^w)PT 
Q| 0 
0 I 
"-lo 
,-1 
Z'M^Z Z'M^Wg 
L*CMXZ W'M^W, J 
Qt 
0 
0 
I. 
•% 
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y'\ + T 
W'M^ZQ, 
Q'Z'M^Wc 
[4.8] 
ST = P{s, 
TT = P'WM,y = 
Q|Z'M,y 
Let fy represent the total number of flops required for 
the numerical evaluation of T, QjZand QjZ'M^y. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the computation of the LDL' 
decomposition + T = requires 4% - 3 flops. 
Further, it can be shown that the numerical evaluation of 
(starting with the value of QjZ'M^Wg) requires a 
total of 2(qg - 1) (w - q^) flops. The relevance of these 
computations comes from the fact that expresision [4.8] can be 
reexpressed as 
P| (r ' + W'M^W)PT = L^B^L', 
^ 0 Dy 
and B. = 
W'M,ZQT(L;)-I r;' + _ 
- ° "w-Ao -
T where = 
Let f, represent the total number of flops required for 
the numerical evaluation of the inverse of B^. Define the 
partitioned matrix 
b;! = 
B 11 B 12 
B 21 B 22 
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Where b" is %%%. Then, the inverse of (T'^ + W'M^W)Py is 
Hy = [Pf (r^ + *'Mx*)PT]-i 
(l;) 
0 
n-1 0 
I, M-«l0 -J 
bJ2 
L ®T^ ®T^ 
-1=12 
l;i 0 
^w-AO J 
B 22 
It can be shown that the numerical evaluation of (L^) 
and (L')" b^J^  requires 2(qo - 1) (w - %) and - 1) flops, 
respectively. Let C = (L*)" b^". The elements of the upper 
triangular portion of the matrix 8 = = (L^)"^C' can 
be numerically evaluated (column-by-column) by solving the 
equations 
L^S, = C J  for i =  1 , 2 , . . . [ 4 . 9 ]  
where c, is the i*'' column of C •. Note that in solving 
equations [4.9] (for any particular value of i), it suffices 
to solve for the last (qg-i+l) elements of s,- because s, is the 
i*^ column of the symmetric matrix S. Thus, the total number 
of flops required for the numerical evaluation of S is 
Ao 
3<ïo(<ïo " 1) ( (qg - i) flops for solving for the last 
(qg - i + 1) elements of s, (i = 1,2,.../qg) plus 2q(,(qQ - 1) 
flops for evaluating the elements of C). 
The total number of flops required for the numerical 
evaluation of the upper triangular elements of the symmetric 
matrix H^, after the completion of the tridiagonalization of 
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Z*M^Z and of the computation of QjZis therefore 
fj + 4 (qp - 1) (w - q^) + 3q2 + % - 3. 
Suppose now that Q = Qq, T* = D and P = Pg = diag(Qo,I„.q^) , 
in which case the "values" of P'(r'^  + W'M^W)P, a*, and r* are 
respectively 
P«(r-1 + WM^W)Po 
Qè 0 
0 I. 
•% J 
Z'M^Z Z'M,W, 
W'M^Z 
Qd 
0 
0 
I. % 
0;Z'Mx*c 
PJs, 
Cd = P^WM^y = 
QJZ'MxY 
W^MxY 
Based on the discussion in Chapter 3, it can be shown 
that the total number of flops required for the numerical 
evaluation of D, Q^Z'M y^ and Q'Z'M^W  ^ is approximately 
fy + - 63% + 24 + (9q2 - 18% + 9) (w - q^) . 
The numerical evaluation of Hp = [P^ (r'^ + W'M^W)Pg] 
requires f, + q^ flops because (once y'^ is added to each of the 
% diagonal elements of D) the matrix P  ^ (r'^  + W'M^W)Pp has the 
same form as the matrix By. 
The numerical evaluation of D, Q^Z'M^Wg and Q^Z'M y^ (which 
takes place prior to the initiation of the iterative process) 
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requires approximately 39q^ + OfOg) + [9q^ + 0(qQ)](w - over 
and above that required for the evaluation of T, Q^Z'M^Wj. and 
However, subsequently, tridiagonalization requires 
3q^ - 3 + 4 (% - 1) (w - %) more flops than diagonalization on 
each iteration. 
When (for algorithms in the second and third categories) 
the number of iterations required to achieve convergence is 
less than 13 + 3 (w - q^), it would seem that 
tridiagonalization would be more computationally efficient 
than diagonalization. 
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CHAPTER 5. INTRODUCTION; SPARSE MATRIX TECHNIQUES 
5.1 Sparse Matrix Techniques 
5.1.1 Sparse matrices 
A matrix is called sparse if many of its elements are 
zero. The interest in pursuing sparsity arises because its 
exploitation can result in the more efficient use of available 
memory and in enormous computational savings. 
In Section 3.2, we encountered one well-known type of 
sparse matrix, namely a tridiagonal matrix. In the case of a 
symmetric tridiagonal matrix, only n diagonal and n-1 
subdiagonal elements need to be stored in memory. Moreover, 
if a symmetric tridiagonal matrix has an LDL' decomposition 
(as in the case where it is positive definite), L is a unit 
l o w e r  b i d i a g o n a l  m a t r i x .  T h u s ,  o n l y  2 n - l  e l e m e n t s  o f  L  a n d  D  
need to be stored in memory (equal to the n-1 subdiagonal 
elements of L plus the n diagonal elements of D). 
Furthermore, to solve a system of equations whose coefficient 
matrix is tridiagonal only a total of 9n-7 flops (equal to the 
4n-3 flops required for completing the LDL' decomposition plus 
the 5n-4 flops required for solving the equations after the 
decomposition) is required. 
The topic of Section 5.1 is sparse matrices that are 
symmetric and positive definite. Certain properties of the 
lower triangular matrix obtained by applying the Cholesky 
decomposition—a well-known variant of the LDL' decomposition 
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(e.g., Golub and VanLoan, 1989, Section 4.2.3)—to such a 
matrix are discussed. 
It is well known (e.g., Golub and VanLoan, 1989, p. 144) 
that a symmetric positive definite matrix H (whether H is 
sparse or not) can be decomposed uniquely as H = LL', where L 
is a lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements. 
The lower triangular matrix L is called the Cholesky factor of 
H. 
In exploiting sparsity, it is common (e.g., George and 
Liu, 1981, p. 92) to ignore any sparsity that results from 
exact numerical cancellation. That is, whenever two nonzero 
quantities are added or subtracted, the result is assumed to 
be nonzero (George and Liu, 1981, p. 27) There is little loss 
in efficiency in ignoring exact numerical cancellation, since 
it rarely occurs in practice and (due to the rounding errors 
introduced in floating point arithmetic) is difficult to 
detect. 
In what follows, the use of the term nonzero element is 
not restricted to elements that are actually nonzero—it is 
applied also to elements that may equal zero as a consequence 
of exact cancellation. With this usage, the positions of the 
nonzero entries in the Cholesky factor of a sparse matrix can 
be predicted. 
I 
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Let C represent an nxn sparse positive definite matrix 
and let c,j represent the (i,j)**' element of C. Then, c.. > o 
(i = 1,2,...,n). Suppose now that 
°ii = * 0 for i = j = 2,3,...,n, [5.1a] 
c.j = 0 for n > i > i = 2,3,...,n-l and 
n > j > i = 2,3,...,n-l. [5.1b] 
Then, every entry in the lower triangular portion of the 
Cholesky factor of C is a nonzero entry (as is easily 
verified). Thus, the Cholesky factor of a sparse matrix is 
not necessarily sparse. 
The positions of the nonzero entries of the Cholesky 
factor of a sparse positive definite matrix can be predicted 
without knowing the numerical values of the nonzero entries. 
This prediction process is referred to as symbolic 
factorization (as opposed to the numerical factorization; 
George and Liu, 1981, Section 5.4.3). When many systems of 
equations having coefficient matrices with the same nonzero 
structure must be solved, the symbolic factorization need be 
performed only once while the numerical factorization must be 
repeated for each distinct coefficient matrix. 
In carrying out the Cholesky decomposition of a sparse 
positive definite matrix, it is common to experience fill-ins 
(George and Liu, 1981, p. 3). That is, the Cholesky factor of 
a sparse matrix will typically have nonzero entries in 
locations that in the lower triangular portion of the sparse 
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matrix were occupied by zeros. These additional nonzero 
entries are called fill-ins. 
There are essentially three alternative schemes for 
storing a sparse matrix: the coordinate scheme, the collection 
of sparse vectors and the linked list (Duff et al., 1990, 
Sections 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8). 
It is customary to store all of the nonzero elements of a 
sparse symmetric matrix in memory (instead of just the 
distinct nonzero elements). When all the nonzero elements are 
stored, the nonzero elements of any row (or column) can be 
more readily accessed. 
In what follows, it is assumed that the storage of an 
integer and a real number require one and two words of memory, 
respectively. Thus, the storage of two integers and one real 
number requires four words of memory. 
From the standpoint of data storage, the coordinate 
scheme is the most convenient way to store a sparse matrix. 
With this scheme, a nonzero entry is stored in the form of a 
triple (i, j, a^), where i and j are respectively the row and 
column indices of the nonzero element and a,, is its value. 
Suppose that a sparse matrix has m nonzero entries. 
Then, an unordered set of m triples, requiring 4m words of 
memory, are stored. If m > n(n + l)/4 (i.e., if the number of 
nonzero entries exceeds slightly more than a quarter of the 
elements of the sparse matrix), less storage is required for 
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an nxn dense symmetric matrix (which requires [n(n + l)/2] x 2 
words). 
The major difficulty of the coordinate scheme lies in the 
inconvenience of accessing the entries by either rows or 
columns. In particular, this is a problem in carrying out the 
Cholesky decomposition of a sparse matrix (which involves a 
sequence of row or column operations) (Golub and VanLoan, 
1989, pp. 142-143). 
An alternative scheme is the collection of sparse (row) 
vectors, in which the nonzero entries of each row are stored 
in a packed form by deleting zero entries. The storage 
required for this scheme requires two integer arrays, LENROW 
and JCN, and one real array, VAL. When an nxn sparse matrix 
has m nonzero entries, the dimension of LENROW is nxl while 
the dimensions of JCN and VAL are mxl. Thus, a total of 
3m + n words must be stored, and if more than one third of the 
elements of the sparse symmetric matrix are nonzero, this 
storage scheme will not be advantageous (relative to the 
storage method for a dense symmetric matrix). 
Let the i^*" element of LENROW, say LENROW(i), equal the 
number of nonzero entries in the i^*^ row of the sparse matrix. 
Thus, LENROW(i) < n (i = 1,2,...,n). The column indices of 
the nonzero entries of the i*^ row are given by the (i* + 1)®^ 
through (i* + LENROW(i))^ elements of JCN, where 
i-1 
i* = LENROW(k) for i > 2 and i* = 0 for i = 1. 
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Let JCN(j) and VAL(j) represent the elements of JCN 
and VAL, respectively. And, for 1 < s < LENROW(i), let 
k = JCN(i* + s). Then, the (i,k)*'' element of the sparse 
matrix is VAL(i* + s). 
For example, in the special case of a 5x5 matrix C of the 
form [5.1], we have that 
LENROW = (5,2,2,2,2)', 
JCN = (2,1,4,5,3,1,2,3,1,4,1,1,5)', and 
VAL = C^5,C^3, Cj^, C22» C33, Cj^ , C^^, C^^ , Cj^ , Cgg) ' . 
A basic difficulty with this scheme is the insertion of 
new entries. When a multiple of one row is added to another, 
additional nonzero entries may be introduced. 
Another scheme for storing sparse matrices is the linked 
list. The essence of a linked list is that all the entries of 
each row are linked by "pointers". The data storage requires 
two integer arrays, JCN and LINK, and one real array, VAL. 
When an nxn sparse matrix has m nonzero entries, the 
dimensions of all three arrays JCN, LINK and VAL are mxl, and 
thus a total of 4m words must be stored. 
Let JCN(i), VAL(i) and LINK(i) represent the i^'' elements 
of JCN, VAL, and LINK, respectively. Then, for i = l,2,...,n, 
JCN(i) = i, and VAL(i) is the i^'' diagonal element of the 
sparse matrix. And, LINK(i) indicates where the next nonzero 
entry of the i^"^ row can be found; the column index of that 
entry is JCN (LINK (i)) and the (i,JCN(LINK(i)))^ element of the 
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sparse matrix is VAL(LINK(i)) if LINK(i) * 0. If LINK(i) = 0, 
then there is no more nonzero entry in the i*'' row. 
To obtain the column indices of all the nonzero entries 
in the k**" row, suppose that the k*'' row has t nonzero entries. 
Let 
Ij"") = LINK(k) , 
Ij"» = LINK(l(k)) for i = 2,3,...,t, 
mjk) = JCN(1<1^>) for i = 2,3,...,t. 
Then, the column indices are k, m^''^ ..., m^k). 
Furthermore, the (k,mj'^')^'' element of the sparse matrix is 
VAL(lj!^j) (i = 2,3,...,t). The value of t can be determined 
from the fact that ij''' = 0 for t > 1. 
For example, in the special case of a 5x5 matrix C of the 
form [5.1], we have that 
JCN = (1,2,3,4,5,3,1,1,2,5,1,1,4)', 
V A L  =  ( ,  C g g ,  C g g ,  C ^ ^  ,  C g g  ,  C ^ g  ,  c ^ ^  f  ,  C ^ 2  f  ,  C g ^  ,  C g ^  ,  c ^ ^ )  ' ,  
and 
LINK = (6,8,12,7,11,10,0,0,13,9,0,0,0)'. 
The major problem with the linked list scheme is the 
storage required by the elements of the array LINK. The 
(integer) values of these elements can be as large as the 
number of nonzero entries m. Thus, the use of half-word 
storage for these integers may not be feasible—when a word 
consists of 32 bits of memory, 32767 = 2^® - 1, is the largest 
integer that can be stored in half-word form. This could be a 
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problem when the amount of available memory is relatively 
small. 
A technique that can be used in connection with any of 
the data storage methods (for sparse matrices) is "indirect 
addressing." Let r(j) represent the j*'' element of a (dense) 
vector r. Then, r(k) is said to be indirectly addressed when, 
for example, it is addressed as r(IND(t)), where IND is a 
vector whose t^'' element IND(t) equals k. As an example of 
indirect addressing. Figure 5.1 presents a portion of the 
Fortran code required to compute the inner product of the 
first row of the matrix C (defined in [5.1]) and a vector r, 
using the linked list given earlier in this section. 
It is well-known (e.g.. Duff et al., 1990, pp. 22-23; 
Dongara et al., 1991, pp. 162-163) that the use of indirect 
PROD = O.DO 
LT = 1 
WHILE (LT.NE.O) 
PROD = PROD + VAL(LT)*r(JCN(LT)) 
LT = LINK(LT) 
END WHILE 
Figure 5.1; Fortran code required to compute the inner product 
of the first row of a matrix C of the form [5.1] and 
a vector r using the linked list 
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addressing tends to require more computer time than direct 
addressing. More specifically, on a scalar processor, the use 
of indirect addressing typically requires two to four times as 
much computer time as direct addressing. Therefore, on scalar 
processors, when more than 25 to 50 percent of the elements of 
a vector are nonzero elements, storage of the entire vector 
will cost less in computer time than sparse matrix storage. 
The vector architectures found on many main frame computers, 
including the NAS AS/9160 with the VAST (Vector and Array 
Syntax Translator) at Iowa State University, cannot vectorize 
indirect addressing. With such vector architectures, storage 
of the entire vector requires less computer time than sparse 
matrix storage even when less than 25 percent of the elements 
of a vector are nonzero elements (Duff et al., 1990, p. 22). 
5.1.2 Minimum degree ordering algorithm 
Recall that after the symbolic factorization of a sparse 
(positive definite) matrix, the nonzero entries of the 
Cholesky factor of a sparse matrix can be predicted. Recall, 
for example, that every entry in the lower triangular portion 
of the Cholesky factor of the matrix C (defined in [5.1]) 
is potentially nonzero. Thus, the number of fill-ins of is 
(n - 1)(n - 2)/2 [equal to n(n + l)/2 - n - (n - 1)]. 
Let E, represent an nxn identity matrix with its first 
and last rows interchanged (which is an elementary permutation 
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matrix). It is well known (e.g., Searle, 1982, Section 6.3) 
that the product is M with its first and last rows 
interchanged and the product ME, is M with its first and last 
columns interchanged. 
Let us consider the symbolic factorization of 
C* = Let Lg* be the Cholesky factor of C*. Then, it 
can be easily shown that every element on the diagonal and in 
the last row of is a nonzero entry, and those are the only 
nonzero entries in Thus, in the Cholesky factorization of 
C*, the number of fill-ins is zero. 
The preceding discussion illustrates an important point 
regarding the Cholesky decomposition of a sparse matrix. By 
permuting the rows and columns of a sparse (positive definite) 
matrix, the number of fill-ins can sometimes be reduced 
drastically. 
George and Liu (1981, p. 30) describe a four-step process 
for solving a system, say Hs = r, of linear equations whose 
coefficient matrix is sparse: 
Step 1 (Ordering) Find a "good" ordering (a permutation 
matrix P) for H. 
Step 2 (Storage allocation) Use symbolic factorization to 
determine the nonzero entries of the Cholesky factor 
L of P'HP, and allocate enough computer memory to 
store the nonzero entries of L. 
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Step 3 (Factorization) Carry out the numerical 
factorization of P'HP to obtain the numerical values 
of the nonzero entries of L. 
Step 4 (Solution) Solve Ly = P'r and L'x = y. Then set 
s = Px. 
Ideally, we want to find a permutation matrix P for a 
given sparse matrix H such that the number of fill-ins in the 
Cholesky factor of P'HP is minimized. At present, there is no 
efficient algorithm for obtaining such an optimal P for a 
general symmetric matrix H (George and Liu, 1981, p. 115). By 
far, the most popular scheme for limiting the number of 
fill-ins is the minimum degree ordering algorithm of Tinney 
(1969). 
Other schemes have been devised for limiting the number 
of fill-ins—see for example, Duff et al., 1990, Chapters 7 
and 8. However, if many systems of equations with relatively 
large coefficient matrices having the same nonzero structure, 
must be solved, the minimum degree ordering algorithm is 
especially suitable (Chu et al., 1984, pp. 16-17). 
Let us refer to the number of nonzero entries in a column 
of a given sparse matrix H as the degree of the column. This 
usage of degree differs slightly from that of George and Liu 
(1981, pp. 37-38)—we count nonzero diagonal elements in 
determining the degree of a column, whereas they do not. 
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Further, let us refer to the column of H with the minimum 
degree as the minimum-degree column of H. 
Let represent an nxn sparse matrix. Let E,. ,,(.j 
represent an (n+l-i)x(n+l-i) elementary permutation matrix of 
rows one and r(i) (i = 1,2,...,n-2). Further, for 
i = l,2,...,n-2, let H* represent an (n+l-i)x(n+l-i) matrix 
defined recursively as follows. Take 
And, for i = l,2,...,n-3, letting 
®i+1 ~ ®i+1 " ' 
where H, = 
Pi 
h  
h,! 
, take 
By definition, 
®i+1 ~ ®i+1,r(i+1)®i+1®i+1,r<i+1)' 
h; = 
1; 
In-i J 
1 0 
® ®i+1.r(i+1) J 
1 0 
0 
1 0 
0 E, i+1.r(i+1) 
1, i;'h| 
» i„.i 
where 1. = (i = 1,2,... ,n-3) . 
Finally, define Then, 
K- z  =  
•-n-Z 
••2 J 
1 0 
0 H. n-1 .  
1 1 1 h' Vz •'•n-z"n-z 
Where l .^J = yp„. g • Now, partition the 2x2 matrix H*., as 
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Hn-1 = 
Pn-1 
Vi 
n-1 
h_ 
n-1 0 
1 
1 
0 n J 
Pj 
•i-1 
i,r(i) 
n-1 
1 
Where 1„., = yp;;77 and h* = h„ - h^.^/p^.,. 
Define the following nxn matrices; 
for i = l,2,...,n-2, [5.2] 
L,. = 
1,-1 
0' 
0 
0 0 
1: 0' 
I, 
" 1  
I -11 1-h, n-1 
for i = l,2,...,n-l, [5.3a] 
Ln = 
*n-1 
0 ' 
0 
1. 
[5.3b] 
where t(i) = r(i) + i - 1 and 1^ = (h*)%. 
Suppose now that r(i) is the column index of the 
minimum-degree column of H,- (i = 1,2,... ,n-2) . Then, the 
decomposition of H, obtained by using the minimum-degree 
ordering algorithm is: 
®i ~ *1,1(1)^1*1,t(i) 
^i.t(i)^i 
1 0 
0 H. 2 J 
^1*^1,t(1) 
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1 0' 
0 H* 
l2 0 
0 H 3 J 
^2^2,t{2)^l'^1,t(1) 
~ ^ 1,t(1)^1^2,t(2)^2* • •^n-2,t(n-2)^n-2^n-1^n^n^n-1* * * ^ 1* ^ 1,t(1) * [5.4] 
Let P = Pi^t(i)P2,t(2)' ' '^n-2,t(n-2)' Further, let 
~ ^n-2,t(n-2)^n-3,t{n-3)* * * ^ k+1,t(k+1)^k^k+1,t(k+1) * * •^n-2,t(n-2) 
for k = l,2,...,n-3, [5.5a] 
L,j = L|ç for k = n-2, n-1, n. [5.5b] 
Then, decomposition [5.4] can be reexpressed as 
[5.6] 
It can be shown (see Appendix C) that L|^ 
(k = 1,2,...,n-3) is a lower triangular matrix of the form 
Hi = ... L„L;; ... L'P' 
Ik-1 0 0 
II 0 ' 4 0' 
0 9k In-
[5.7] 
Further, it can be shown (see Appendix C) that, by letting 
E (n-k) _ s,r(s> 
Is-k-1 0 
E s,r(s) . 
for s = k+l,k+2,...,n-2, 
9k is 
„ _ T -lD(n-k) oin-Kj B(n-K) ^ 
9k -"-k ®n-2,r(n-2)*'n-3,r(n-3) * * * ^k+l.rCk+D^k ;(n-k) k
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Let L = L^fig ... L„. Then, in light of expression [5.7] 
and expression [5.5b], the matrix L is lower triangular and 
the k*'' column of L is the column of L|^. Moreover, since P 
is orthogonal, it follows from result [5.6] that 
P'H^P = LL' . 
Thus, L is the unique Cholesky factor of the sparse positive 
definite matrix P'H^P. 
It is well known (e.g., Searle, 1971, Section 6.9) that a 
product of permutation matrices is also a permutation matrix. 
Thus, the matrix P is a permutation matrix since each Pj^tci) 
a permutation matrix. Once an appropriate permutation matrix 
for a sparse matrix is determined, the sparse matrix is 
symmetrically permuted and then the Cholesky decomposition of 
the permuted matrix is computed. It should be obvious that 
the Cholesky factor obtained by employing this strategy is 
identical to the Cholesky factor obtained by applying a 
symmetric permutation at each step of the decomposition. 
The difficulty in applying the minimum degree ordering 
algorithm is the lack of a well-defined tie-breaking strategy. 
Different tie-breaking strategies give different versions of 
the minimum degree ordering algorithm (George and Liu, 1981, 
p. 116). Despite the lack of uniqueness, the minimum degree 
ordering algorithm has been used successfully to reduce fill-
ins. Various computer software packages (for example, 
SPARSPAK) for solving a linear system of equations (with a 
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sparse coefficient matrix) make effective use of this 
algorithm. 
It is well known (e.g.. Duff et al., 1990, Chapter 8) 
that reordering requires a considerable amount of central 
processing unit (CPU) time and that the reordering called for 
by the minimum degree ordering algorithm typically requires 
more time than that called for by other proposed ordering 
algorithms. Boldman and VanVleck (1991) found (in the context 
of an animal breeding application) that more than 95 percent 
of the total CPU time required for solving a system of 3,661 
equations in 3,661 unknowns (with a coefficient matrix having 
37,793 nonzero elements) was expended in reordering. 
In the REML estimation of variance components, it is 
necessary to solve a linear system whose coefficient matrix is 
a sparse matrix. The leading principal submatrix of this 
matrix is a nonsingular diagonal matrix of order k, and k is 
typically large (Fellner, 1987). Let 6^ represent an 
(n+k)x(n+k) sparse matrix of such a form, so that 
" D, M-
®1 -
. «1 So . 
t 
where D, = diag(d^,d2,... ,d,^) is a nonsingular diagonal matrix 
of order k. Further, let m! represent the i^*' row of and 
let mjj represent the (i,j)th element of M]. 
For i = 1,2,...,k, define 
Dj = diag(dj, d.^,, ..., d^u 
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M, = [m,.. ®i+1 ' 
S, = Si-i - d:\m!, 
" li-1 0 0 
G, = 0 D, M! 
0 M, s,-. 
f 
M
 
O
 
0  0  
H
 
O
 0 '  0 '  
0  0  h- i  0  
0 i:%, 0  In 
where 1, = 737 . 
Let Sjj represent the degree of the column of G,-, and 
let 5* represent the minimum degree of the last n + k - i + 1 
columns of G, (i = 1,2,... ,k) . Further, let s.j represent the 
degree of the column of the matrix S,- (i = 0,1,... ,k) . It 
is assumed that, when m^ # 0, s.j > s..^ j. (When m,. = 0, the 
jth columns of 8, and are identical and consequently 
Suppose that = 5* for j = l,2,...,k. Then, using the 
minimum degree ordering algorithm and taking the first 
permutation matrix to be 1^.%, we obtain the decomposition 
G, = LlfGgL* • . 
The degree of the last n + k - 1 columns of Gg are 
= iSi for j = 2,3,...,k, 
fgj = fiij > 5* if m^j = 0 for j = k+l,k+2,... ,k+n. 
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^ «1j ^ ^1 if in,j * 0 for j = k+l,k+2,...,k+n. 
If in,j = 0, then = S^j (since the columns of G, and 
Gg would be identical) . The degree of the column of M| is 
o n e  l e s s  t h a n  t h a t  o f  t h e  j * ' '  c o l u m n  o f  w h e n  m ^ j  *  0 .  
However, because of the assumption that s,j > s^. if m,j *  0 ,  fgj 
is at least as large as (which is at least as large as 5*). 
Therefore, = 5*. 
The assumption that s^ > s,..^ j if m-j *  0  assures that 
5jj > 5* for i = l,2,...,k and j = k+l,k+2,... ,k+n. Also, it 
is obvious that 5jj = 5* for 1 < i < j < k. Thus, by taking 
the first k permutation matrices to be the decomposition 
of 6^ obtained after k steps is 
Gi = 
M,D 1"1 n J 
Ik 0 
s. 
[5.8] 
where d':^ = diag(yïï^,y^,... ,yc[^) and = Sp - . 
When the leading principal submatrix of a sparse matrix 
is a nonsingular diagonal matrix of order k, the first k steps 
of the Cholesky decomposition can be applied easily. 
Furthermore, if the first k columns of the sparse matrix are 
the minimum degree columns, the application of the first k 
steps of the Cholesky decomposition without reordering would 
typically coincide with that of the Cholesky decomposition 
with the minimum degree ordering algorithm. 
Let Qj t(i) represent an (n+k)x(n+k) elementary permutation 
matrix of rows i and t(i) (i = 1,2,...,k). It is well known 
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(e.g., George and Liu, 1981, Chapter 3) that the symmetric 
permutation QJ,t(i)®iQi,t(i) ®i by any (for i = 1,2,...,% 
and t(i) = i,i+l,...,k) does not change the nonzero structure 
of S|j Thus, the application of the minimum degree ordering 
algorithm can in effect be deferred until the k+1®* step of the 
Cholesky decomposition. 
When the matrix 8,^ is sparse, the minimum degree ordering 
algorithm can be useful in further decomposing 8,^. Starting 
with = Sjj and defining Pj^t(i) and L,. as in expressions [5.2] 
and [5.3], respectively, the first s steps of the 
decomposition give 
•^s,t(s)^s 
s+1 J 
^s®s,t(s)* • '*1,1(1)' 
Suppose now that the matrix is relatively dense. 
Then, as discussed earlier, dense-matrix methods may be 
preferable to sparse-matrix methods, both in terms of memory 
space and amount of computations. However, as a practical 
matter, it is difficult to determine when the dense-matrix 
methods should be adopted. 
Suppose (as has been assumed here) that s.j > s,.., j 
wherever m.j # 0 (i = 1,2,...,k) and, as a consequence, that 
®kj ^ ®oj* If (as is typically the case) the matrix 8,^ is 
rather dense and if enough memory is available to store the 
upper (or lower) triangular part of 8,^, the use of the 
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dense-matrix methods could be advantageous, especially when a 
vector processor is available. 
5.1.3 Earlier work 
Fellner (1987) investigated the use of sparse matrix 
techniques for the REML estimation of the variance components 
in mixed model [4.7]. 
Upon writing ZQ for Z and UQ for u, model [4.7] is 
y = X/3 + ZQUQ + Z^u, + ... + ZgUg + e, [5.9] 
where /S is a pxl vector of unknown parameters, u, 
(i = 0,1,... ,c) is a q.xl vector of unobservable random 
effects whose distribution is MVN(0,a?I„ ) and a is an nxl \ 1 q," ' 
vector of unobservable random residuals whose distribution is 
MVN(0,agI^). And, X and Z, are known matrices. Here, the a?'s 
are unobservable, nonnegative parameters, and it is assumed 
that Ug, u,, ..., Ug and e are statistically independent. Let 
Define W = [Zg, Z,, ..., Z^]. Let Wj represent the 
column of W and let Zjj represent the column of Z,. 
Further, let r = diag(yglq^,, •..,y^Iq^) where y. = a]/al 
(i = 0,1,...,c). Subsequently, it is supposed that a? > 0 or 
equivalently that y,- > 0 (i = 0,1,...,c). 
It is assumed that the q,xl vector u, represents the 
effects of the q^ levels of the i^*^ of c factors and 
consequently that q, - 1 of the q, elements of each row of Z, 
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are zero and the other element is one. A matrix of such form 
is commonly called an incidence matrix (e.g., Searle, 1971, 
p. 145). Clearly, ZJZ, (i = 0,1,...,c) is a diagonal matrix. 
Two columns of a matrix will be referred to as adjacent 
if their inner product is nonzero. We will use the expression 
to denote adjacency. Thus, to indicate that two columns 
w,. and Wj of W are adjacent, we write Wj+^Wj. 
When there exists a sequence of k columns of W such that 
every sequential pair of the columns in the sequence is 
adjacent and when the first and last columns of the sequence 
are adjacent to w,- and Wj, respectively, we say that there is a 
path of adjacent columns between w. and Wj through these k 
columns. 
Two columns of a matrix, say the i^'' and j^** columns 
(j < i), are said to be connected if they are not adjacent but 
there exists a path of adjacent columns between the i*"^ and j*'' 
columns through any of the first j-1 columns of the matrix. 
For example, the columns Wj = Zji and w, = (j = qg + q^ + 
l<i = qg + q, + m) are not adjacent (since Z^Zg is diagonal) . 
However, Wj and w,. are connected if there exists a path of 
adjacent columns between Wj and w,- through any columns of w,, 
Wj, . . . , Wj-i • 
Let represent a diagonal matrix such that r = 
Define 
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w 
Let Vj represent the column of W*. Then, it is clear that 
if and only if (because any two columns of r"^ are 
not adjacent) . Also, it is clear that w* and Wj are connected 
if and only if w,- and Wj are connected. 
Various quantities whose evaluation is required for the 
REML estimation of the variance components of model [5.9] can 
be expressed in terms of Henderson's mixed model equations 
(MME) 
WW + r"^  w 'x  
X'W X'X 
where s = [ûg, ûj, ..., û^]'. Suppose (for the time being) 
that rank(X) = p, in which case the coefficient matrix of the 
MME is nonsingular. 
As observed by Fellner (1987), it is typical ( especially 
in animal breeding applications) that the coefficient matrix 
of the MME is sparse and of large dimensions. Thus, for 
purposes of solving the MME, it may be appropriate to use 
sparse-matrix methods (including the minimum degree ordering 
algorithm) to carry out the Cholesky decomposition of the 
coefficient matrix. 
Suppose that the Cholesky decomposition of the matrix 
W*'W* = WW + r'^ is carried out (without any reorderings) . 
s Wy 
0  X'y 
[5.10] 
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Let be the Cholesky factor of W*'W*, and let 1,. represent 
the (ifj)*'' element of Ly. Then, it can be shown (e.g., 
Fellner, 1987) that, in light of the no-cancellation 
assumption discussed earlier, Ijj is a nonzero entry if and 
only if W; and Wj are either adjacent or connected. 
Let us now consider the relatively simple case where 
c = 1, that is, where W = [Zg, Z,], r = diagCYoIq^, Yi^q,) and 
w = 
Si' 
Then, Wj = and Wj = z,g (where 
i = gq + t > i = qg + s) are not adjacent. The guantity I,, 
will be nonzero if w, and Wj are connected. If Zn were an 
identity matrix, then Ijj would equal zero since w, and Wj would 
not be connected. At the other extreme, if ZQ were a column 
of ones, then every element of the lower triangular part of 
the Cholesky factor of W*'W* would be nonzero. 
Let W, = 90 
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= W 9o 
9l 
Then, 
intuitively it would seem that, if q^ > q,, then the number of 
nonzero entries in the Cholesky factor of W*'W* will tend to be 
less than that of the Cholesky factor of W*'W* because it is 
likely that fewer pairs of columns of W* will be connected. 
Based on the above considerations, Fellner (1987) 
concluded that, relatively good column orderings (from the 
standpoint of the minimum degree ordering algorithm) are 
produced simply by ordering the terms in the model in such a 
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way that q^, > q, > ... > q^, which is the first step in his 
algorithm for the REML estimations of variance components. 
When one or more subsets of the columns of the matrix X are 
the columns of incidence matrices, then (depending on the 
number of columns in these matrices) it may be advantageous to 
reorder the equations and unknowns in equations [5.10] so that 
the equations and unknowns corresponding to some or all of the 
fixed effects come before some or all of those corresponding 
to the random effects. 
Suppose now that the matrices W and X have been suitably 
reordered. Then, the nonzero structure of C'C is determined, 
where the columns of C are the reordered columns of the matrix 
W X 
r'^ 0 
and this is followed by the symbolic factorization of C'C. 
Subsequently, the iterative computation of the REML estimates 
of variance components is initiated starting with given 
positive values of Yq/ Yi, •••/ Yc* 
For many situations, Fellner's algorithm may be 
satisfactory. However, it would seem that when some of the 
columns in the first part of the reordered matrix C are dense, 
Fellner's algorithm could be improved upon. Moreover, it is 
not clear that Fellner's algorithm can be extended (in a 
satisfactory way) to the case where u,- ~ MVN ( 0, a^A) for some 
known positive definite matrix A. 
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5.2 Some Animal Breeding Applications 
5.2.1 Mixed linear models 
As discussed in Section 1.2.2, animal breeders have made 
extensive use of mixed-effects linear models. The mixed-
effects linear models most often used by animal breeders are 
variants of either the simple sire model or the simple animal 
model and are special cases of model [1.3]. 
Recall that, in model [1.3], 
y = X/3 + Z*s + e, [5.11] 
where # is a pxl vector of unknown parameters, s is a qxl 
vector of unobservable random effects whose distribution is 
MVN(0,agA) and e is an nxl vector of unobservable random 
residuals whose distribution is MVN(0,a^I^). The matrix A is a 
known symmetric positive definite matrix (and hence does not 
depend on any unknown parameters). It is assumed that s and e 
are statistically independent. Here, a\ and a\ are unknown 
scalar-valued parameters with a\ > 0 and > 0. Let y = 
represent the variance ratio. 
With the simple sire model, a\ = o\/A, where is the 
variance of the additive genetic effects and A is the 
numerator relationship matrix of the sires (Henderson, 1975). 
The parameter space for 6 = {a\, y) ' is taken to be the set 
{(ol, y)'; a2 > 0, 1/3 > y > O). [5.12] 
The simple animal model is suitable for describing a data 
set where there is one record per animal and where the 
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additive genetic effects of the individual animals are the 
unobservable random effects. With the animal model, and 
A is the numerator relationship matrix of all the animals plus 
some ancestral animals (whose records are not available). 
Thus, it is typically the case that q > n. The parameter 
space for 0 is the set 
( ((7^, Y) ol > 0, Y > 0). [5.13] 
5.2.2 Required expressions 
In Section 1.3, the expressions which need to be 
numerically evaluated for the evaluation of the log-likelihood 
function and its first- and second-order partial derivatives 
are presented for model [1.1]. Note that model [1.1] differs 
from model [5.11] only with regard to the variance-covariance 
matrix of the random effects: var(u) = for model [1.1] and 
var(s) = (TgA for model [5.11]. 
Let represent the Cholesky factor of the matrix 
A = (a^)"Var(s). Then, the distribution of is MVN(0, 
(Tglq) . Thus, by replacing Z with Z*L^ in expressions [1.6], 
[1.7], [1.23], [1.24], [1.31], and [1.38], the required 
expressions for model [5.11] can be derived. 
By definition, 
Û = (Y'^Iq + 
= (y ' \  + L;z*'MXL,)-iL;z*'M,y 
= + Z*'M^z')-^Z*'M^y [5.14] 
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= L;1S, [5.15] 
where s = (y'^A'^ + Z*'Mj^2*) 
Using well-known properties of the determinant and trace 
of a matrix (e.g., Searle, 1982, Sections 2.8 and 4.3) and 
expression [5.15], expressions [1.6], [1.7], [1.23], [1.24], 
[1.31], and [1.38] can be reexpressed as 
y'M^y - y'M^zû = y'M^y - y'M^Z*s, [5.16] 
log[det(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z)] = log[det(Y^Iq + L'Z*'mXl^)] 
= log{det[A(Y'^A-^ + Z*'M^Z*) ]}, [5.17] 
Û'Û = â'A'^S, [5.18] 
tr[(Y"^Iq + Z'M^Z)-1] = tr[(Y^Iq + L^Z^'M^L^) "1] 
= tr[A"''(Y'V + Z*'M^Z*) -T] , [5.19] 
Û' (Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)-1Û = â'(L;1) • (Y"^Iq + L'Z*'MXLA)'^^^S 
= s'A"Vy"^A"^ + Z*'M^Z*)'^A'^8, [5.20] 
tr[(Y^Iq + Z'M^Z) 2] = tr[A'^(Y'^A'^ + Z*'M^Z*)-^A'^ 
(Y"V + Z*'M^Z*)-^] . [5.21] 
It is well known (e.g., Harville, 1977) that s can be 
computed by solving Henderson's MME for model [5.11] (for a 
given positive value of Y)• These equations are: 
X'X X'Z* ' ^ ' X'y 
z*'x Y'V^ + Z*'Z* a 
— 
Z*'y 
Then, since it follows from the first p of equations [5.22] 
that = X(X'X)~X'(y - Z*s), expression [5.16] can be written 
as 
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y'MjjY - y*M^Z*s = y'y - y'X(X'X)~X'y - y'Z*s + y'X(X'X)~X'Z*s 
= y'y - y'x^ - y'z*s. [5.23] 
Expression [5.17] is required for the numerical 
evaluation of the log-likelihood function. Note that 
log{det[A(Y'Vi + Z^'M^Z*) ]} = log[det(A)] + log[det(Y'^A'^ 
+ Z*'MjjZ*)], SO that log[det(Y^A'i + Z*'M^Z*) ] differs by no more 
than an additive constant from expression [5.17]. 
5.2.3 Inverse of the relationship matrix and related 
expressions for an animal model 
Henderson (1976a) described a recursive method for 
computing the numerator relationship matrix and a systematic 
method for computing its inverse. He also developed a rapid 
method for computing the inverse under certain simplifying 
assumptions. 
Let us consider the application of Henderson's recursive 
method for computing the relationship matrix A for the animal 
model. Let s, represent the i**" element of the vector s. 
Then, s. is the additive genetic effect of the i**' animal. 
Suppose that animals s(i) and d(i) are respectively the sire 
and dam of the i^^ animal, and assume that their effects are 
included in a. The assumption underlying Henderson's method 
for computing A is that s(i) < i and d(i) < i, that is, the 
elements of s are ordered in such a way that the effects of 
the parents of the i**' animal precede the effect of the i**" 
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animal. This assumption is satisfied if, for example, the 
animals are sorted by their birthdates. 
Let represent the k*'' column of an ixi identity 
matrix. Define = I, and, for t = 2,3,...,q, define a txt 
matrix as 
-
[5.24] 
where 
= 
and 
= 
*s(t) 
®s{t) 
®d(t) 
+ e (t-1) d(t) if both the sire and dam are 
identified, [5.25a] 
if only the sire is identified, [5.25b] 
if only the dam is identified, [5.25c] 
otherwise, [5.25d] 
1 + .(t-1) *d(t) if both the sire and dam are 
identified, [5.26a] 
otherwise. [5.26b] 
Henderson's recursive method computes A as A = A^ by using the 
recursive relationship [5.24]. 
Let a,-J represent the (i,j)*'' element of A^., (which in 
light of the recursive relationship [5.24] is also the (i,j)*** 
element of A^, ..., A^) . Note that in expression [5.26a], 
where f^ is the so-called inbreeding coefficient of the t*^ 
animal. Note also that if both parents of the animal are 
not known, then 
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\ = \ -1  0 
In general, there exist a certain number of animals, say 
b, in a given population, both of whose parents are not known. 
These animals form a so-called base population and they are 
usually placed in the first b positions of s, in which case 
3^, = Ijj (Henderson, 1976a). However, it is not essential that 
these animals be placed in the first b positions. What is 
essential is the assumption that s(i) < i and d(i) < i. 
Following Henderson (1976a), let us consider the Cholesky 
decomposition of A = Let be the Cholesky factor of 
(t = 1,2,...,q-l). The recursive relationship between and 
Lt+1 is 
^t+1 - [5.27] [(^)m'L, lt.1 J 
t  
where 1^^, = [a^^, - (^)^m^A(mJ^. 
The validity of expression [5.27] can be easily seen by 
observing that 
^t+i^t+i it+1 1. "t+1 
L,L' (^^)L,L'm, 
12^, + 
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a t+1 
Note (in light of results [5.25] and [5.26]) that if both 
parents are identified, then 
(t-1) _ 
'd(t) *d(t) ) 
= 1- (^)^(^s(t),s(t) ^d(t),d(t)) ' 
if only the sire is identified, then 
1? = 1 -
= 1 - (W%(t),s(t); 
if only the dam is identified, then 
If = 1 -
[5.28a] 
[5.28b] 
1 - (h)h 
•d(t)rd(t)' 
and otherwise. 
1; = 1. 
Further, note that (as discussed earlier) 
^s(t),s(t) ^ ^s(t)' 
^d(t),d(t> = 1 + ^d(t)' 
[5.28c] 
[5.28d] 
[5.29a] 
[5.29b] 
where fg^^ and f^^^^ are the inbreeding coefficients of the sire 
and dam of the t^^ animal, respectively. 
The Cholesky factor of = A and its inverse are 
^ = 
^q-1 
q J 
Ill 
L-l = 
Lq!l 0 
And, the recursive relationship between and Lj' 
(t = 1,2,...,q-2) is 
[5.30] 
= 
• •! 
i;],. [5.31] 
L = DL 
Define and D = diag{l,,Ij,...,Iq) . Further, define 
It is evident from expressions [5.30] and [5.31] 
Let that each row of L has at most three nonzero elements. 
l*j represent the (i,j)*'' element of L*. Then, for 
k = l,2,...,q, the nonzero off-diagonal elements of the 
of L* (assuming that at least one of the parents of the 
animal is identified) are 
if both the sire and dam are 
identified, 
if only the sire is identified, 
if only the dam is identified. 
k^"^ row 
rth 
^k,s(k) ^k,d(k) 
1: k,s(k) = —k 
"k.dCk) = —k 
[5.32a] 
[5.32b] 
[5.32c] 
Suppose that 
s = 
where the elements of the q,xl vector represent the additive 
genetic effects of those animals having at least one son or 
daughter in s. The animals in are called "parents." 
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Suppose further that the parents in are sorted by their 
birthdates. The animals in the qgXl vector Sg do not have any 
progeny and are called "nonparents." 
Define a qjxq, matrix H', having (i,j)*'' element hjj, as 
follows. The only nonzero element(s) of the k**' row of H' are 
(is) : h|ç = 1, if both the sire and dam of the 
animal in Sg are identified; ^^scq^+io = 1 if only the sire is 
identified; and h,g = 1 if only the dam is identified. 
Let represent the relationship matrix for the animals 
in s,, and let represent the Cholesky factor of A,. Define 
Dg = diag(lq^^,,lq^^2'• • • Then, the inverse of the 
Cholesky factor of the relationship matrix for all the animals 
is (in light of expressions [5.30] and [5.31]) 
i;' = 
. - 1  
(-!ï)D-1H' D. -1 [5.33] 
Thus, the inverse of the relationship matrix is 
A"'' = 
(L;1)' (-Î5)HD--1 •  - 1  
(-^)D-1H' D" \-1 
(L;1)'L;I + (35)2HD2'=H' (-^)HD; - 1  i. \ 2iin"2t \ - 2  
(-33)D-2H' \ 2 [5.34] 
Note that if both the sire and dam of every nonparent is 
identified, then the degree of each of the last columns of 
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A'^ is three. This is because is a diagonal matrix and each 
column of (-^)HD2^ has two nonzero elements. 
Suppose now that both parents of every animal except the 
base animals are included in s and that no inbreeding of 
parent by offspring is practiced. When the i^** animal (say a 
sire) has p(i) sons or daughters in s as a result of matings 
to m(i) different dams, it can be shown that the degree of the 
i*'' column of A'^ is 3 + m(i) + p(i) if the i*'' animal is not in 
the base population or 1 + m(i) + p(i) otherwise. To see 
this, observe that, using the recursive relationship [5.31], 
Ljj' can be represented as 
l:i 0 
where L*.,- is a (q-i)x(q-i) lower triangular matrix and 
" L:, 
i;'.. 
Note that the row of [T* L%] has three nonzero 
elements: the s(i+k)^\ d(i+k)*^ and i+k^** elements. It should 
be obvious that the number of nonzero elements of the i^h 
column of T* is p(i). Then, there exists a (q-i)x(q-i) 
permutation matrix such that the first p(i) elements of the 
i*'' column of P|T* are nonzero. Define 
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P = 
I, 0 
•1 J 
and define = 
b! 
B, 
B 2 J 
where Bg is (i-l)xq, b! is Ixq and B, is p(i)xq. The i**' column 
o f  P ' L /  i s  [ 0 ! . , ,  i : \  t \  O ' . j . p j , . , ] w h e r e  O , - . ,  a n d  0 , . a r e  
respectively (i-l)xl and (q-i-p(i))xl vectors of zeros and t 
is a p(i)xl vector whose elements are all nonzero. By letting 
represent the i*"^ column of a qxq identity matrix, the i*** 
column of A'!" is 
A-'iej"' = (L;^) 
= (P'L;') 'P'L/ej'') 
= [ B' b: BÎ 
"i-1 
t 
0 q-i-p(i) 
= l:^b( + Bjt. 
The vector bj has three nonzero elements (the s(i)**', 
d(i)and i^'' elements), if the i^'' animal is not in the base 
population, and has only one nonzero element (the i^*" element), 
otherwise. Let r,^ represent the largest row index of the 
nonzero elements of the column of B{. Then, the nonzero 
elements of the column of B{ are the i**^, d(r,^)^'' and r^^h 
elements. Notice that the animal in a is one of the p(i) 
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sons or daughters of the i*'' animal. Thus, the row of Bj 
has only one nonzero element (since no inbreeding of parent by 
offspring is practiced), which implies that there are p(i) 
nonzero elements in Bjt corresponding to the p(i) offspring. 
Note here that every off-diagonal element of is negative, 
which implies that all the elements of t are negative and 
that, for k = 1,2,... ,p(i), the (d(r,^) ,k)element of Bj is 
negative. Thus, it is clear that there are an additional m(i) 
nonzero elements in Bjt corresponding to the m(i) different 
dams of the p(i) offspring of the i*"^ animal. Hence, there are 
m(i) + p(i) nonzero elements in Bjt. Because of the 
assumption of no inbreeding of parent by offspring, it is 
clear that d(i) * d(r,^) for k = 1,2,... ,p(i) . Therefore, the 
degree of the i"' column of A"' is 3 + m(i) + p(i), if the i^h 
animal is not in the base population, and 1 + m(i) + p(i), 
otherwise. 
When both parents of every animal except the base animals 
are identified, the degree of each of the first q, columns of 
A"^ is typically greater than three. The only exceptions are 
base animals that have only one son or daughter: the columns 
of A'^ corresponding to such base animals are of degree 
three—one nonzero entry for the mate plus one for the 
offspring plus one for the diagonal. 
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5.2.4 Inverse of the relationship matrix and related 
expressions for a sire model 
In applications of the sire model, only male pedigree 
information may be available. Typically, the information 
about the female side of the pedigree is restricted to 
information about the maternal grandsire (MGS) (Henderson, 
1976b). 
As discussed earlier, the relationship matrix for the 
animal model is computed recursively from knowledge of the 
sire, dam and offspring. Following Henderson (1976b), the 
relationship matrix for the sire model is computed recursively 
from knowledge of the MGS, sire and offspring. For 
Henderson's method to be applicable, certain assumptions must 
be satisfied. 
Let us consider a 5x5 relationship matrix Ag for a MGS, 
maternal granddam (MGD), sire, dam and offspring, 
respectively. Let a-j represent the (i,j)*h element of Aj. 
(Note that a^ = a...) Then, the elements of the fifth column 
(the column for the offspring) are 
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^15 ~ (^) (®13 ®h) ' [5.35a] 
^25 ~ ( ^ ) (^23 ^24) ' [5.35b] 
^35 ~ (h) (^33 ^34) ' [5.35c] 
®45 ~ (^) (^34 ^44) » [5.35d] 
355 = 1 + (^)a3^. [5.35e] 
Since both of the dam's parents (the MGS and MGD) are 
available, the elements of the fourth column (which 
corresponds to the dam) are 
ai4 = (h) (a„ + a,2) , [5.36a] 
324 = (^) (^12 + [5.36b] 
^34 ~ (h) (a^3 + ^23) ' [5.36c] 
344 = 1 + (^)ai2f [5.36d] 
^54 = ^45- [5.36e] 
Assume that the females are non-inbred (i.e., that agg = 
3^4 = 1), which implies (in light of expression [5.36d]) that 
a,2 = 0. Further, assume that the MGD and the sire are not 
related so that agj = 0. Then, expressions [5.35a], [5.35c], 
and [5.35e] simplify to 
^15 = [5.37a] 
^35 ~ (^) ^33 (^)a^3, [5.37b] 
855 = 1 + (^)a,3. [5.37c] 
It should be obvious that once the relationship matrix for the 
MGS and sire is computed (and thus the elements of a^^, a^j, and 
ajj are available), the relationship matrix of the MGS, sire 
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and offspring (ignoring MGD and dam) can be computed under 
these assumptions. 
Under the assumptions that 1) every female in a 
population of animals is non-inbred and 2) the sire and MGD of 
every offspring are not related, the relationship matrix for 
the males can be computed from knowledge of the MGS and sire 
of every male. [Only the first assumption was explicitly 
mentioned by Henderson (1976b).] When these assumptions are 
not satisfied, the relationship matrix of the males computed 
by using the MGS and sire of every male animal is only an 
approximation to that computed by using the more complete 
information. 
Let us now consider the general problem of computing the 
relationship matrix for the sire model. Let s. represent the 
i^h element of s. Then, s, is one half of the additive genetic 
effect of the i*'' sire. Suppose that sires g(i) and s(i) are 
respectively the MGS and the sire of the i*^ sire. It is 
assumed that g(i) < i and s(i) < i. 
Define = I, and, for t = 2,...,q, recursively define a 
txt matrix A^ as 
At = 
^t-i 
at 
[5.38] 
where 
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°t-1 -
•*" ®s(tj^ if both the MGS and sire are 
"g(t) 
*s(t) 
= 
1 + (^) ®g(t)' '^t-1®S(t) (t 1) 
identified, 
if only the MGS is identified, 
if only the sire is identified, 
otherwise, 
if both the MGS and sire are 
identified, 
otherwise. 
As discussed by Henderson (1976b), the Cholesky factor of 
Aj is 
Lt = 
•'t-1 
"i-ll-t-l 
0 
1. 
where is the Cholesky factor of and where 
Ij = (a^ - And, similarly, the recursive 
relationship between and L'], (t = 2,3,... ,q) is 
T  - 1  A  
= 
"t-1 " 
i;' 
Suppose that the vector s is partitioned as 
s = 
'2 J 
[5.39] 
where the elements of the q^xl vector represent one half of 
the additive genetic effects of those sires having at least 
one male offspring in s (so that the sires in the qgXl vector 
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Sg do not have any male offspring in s). It is assumed that 
the sires in are sorted by their birthdates. 
Consider now the inverse of the relationship matrix A of 
s of expression [5.39]. It follows from an argument similar 
to that employed for the animal model that if (aside from the 
sires in the base population, i.e., aside from the sires whose 
MGS and sire are both unknown) the MGS and sire of every sire 
are included in s and if no sire by daughter matings were 
practiced, then the degree of any of the last columns of 
is three. And, the degree of each of the first columns of 
A'^ will typically be greater than three, with the exception of 
those columns corresponding to those sires in the base 
population having only one son or grandson in s. The degree 
of the latter columns is three—one for the grandsire of a son 
plus one for the son plus one for the diagonal, or one for the 
sire of a grandson plus one for the grandson plus one for the 
diagonal. 
5.2.5 Computational strategies 
Currently, there are three computer "packages" for 
implementing REML that have been designed specifically for 
animal breeding applications: DFREML (Meyer, 1991), MTDFREML 
(Boldman et al., 1993) and FSPAK (Perez-Enciso and Misztal, 
1993). The first two packages are implementations of the DF 
algorithm of Graser et al. (1987) and the third package is an 
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Implementation of an EM-llke algorithm derived by the MSA 
(e.g., Mlsztal, 1990). 
The basic computational strategies of the three packages 
are similar. The first step Is the determination of the 
nonzero structure of the coefficient matrix of Henderson's 
MME. This step Includes the computation of the Inverse of the 
relationship matrix. The second step is the determination of 
an appropriate permutation of the rows and columns of the 
coefficient matrix of the MME using some variant of the 
minimum degree ordering algorithm. The third step is the use 
of symbolic factorization to allocate the necessary memory 
space for the nonzero entries of the Cholesky factor or a 
variant of it. The fourth step is the computation of the 
coefficient matrix for the given positive value(s) of the 
variance components. The fifth step is numerical 
factorization of the symmetrically permuted coefficient 
matrix. And, the sixth step is the solution of the permuted 
MME. Steps 4-6 must be repeated for each Iteration of the 
iterative process. 
While there are many similarities among the three 
packages, there are also some differences. The DFREML package 
uses Gaussian elimination to decompose the coefficient matrix. 
During the course of the Gaussian elimination, the number of 
nonzero entries in the rows that have not yet been processed 
are recorded. At each step of the Gaussian elimination, the 
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row with the least number of nonzero entries is taken to be 
the pivot row. This strategy has been tried with several 
sample data sets and several different models and was found to 
be successful in reducing the number of fill-ins (Meyer, 1991, 
p. 36). The most recent version of DFREML (version 2.1) makes 
use of certain subroutines [presented by George and Liu 
(1981)] for implementing the minimum degree ordering algorithm 
and forms the Cholesky decomposition of the appropriately 
permuted coefficient matrix of the MME (K. Meyer, personal 
communication, April 21, 1993). The simplex method of Nelder 
and Mead (1965) is used to locate the maximum of the log-
likelihood—the log-likelihood must be numerically evaluated 
for several different values of the variance components on 
each iteration of the Nelder-Mead algorithm. 
The package MTDFREML makes effective use of a 
commercially available software package for sparse-matrix 
computations known as SPARSPAK (Chu et al., 1984). SPARSPAK 
provides the user with a choice of several different ordering 
algorithms. Of these algorithms, the minimum degree ordering 
algorithm is the one adopted by MTDFREML. While only a 
positive definite matrix can be processed by SPARSPAK, certain 
of the SPARSPAK subroutines have been modified and 
incorporated into MTDFREML in such a way that a positive 
semidefinite matrix can be processed: the modification 
consists of adding a column of zeros to the Cholesky factor 
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whenever a zero pivot is encountered. MTDFREML, like DFREML, 
uses the simplex method of Nelder and Mead (1965) to locate 
the maximum of the log-likelihood function. 
The package FSPAK, which is based on the results of 
George and Liu (1981), incorporates several subroutines for 
the minimum degree ordering algorithm and for the Cholesky 
decomposition. It also incorporates a sparse matrix inversion 
subroutine, which is needed for the use of an EM-type 
algorithm. 
5.3 QR Factorization 
5.3.1 Relationship of the QR factorization to the Cholesky 
factor 
Various approaches to the computation of REML estimates 
of variance components make extensive use of the solution to 
Henderson's MME. A common computational strategy for the 
solution of the MME is to obtain the Cholesky decomposition of 
the coefficient matrix of the MME (or some variant of the 
Cholesky decomposition) and to then solve the MME by forward 
and backward substitution. Instead of determining the 
Cholesky decomposition directly from the coefficient matrix, 
it can be computed from the QR factorization of a certain 
augmented model matrix. 
Let W represent an mxn matrix with rank(W) = n. It is 
well known (e.g., Golub and VanLoan, 1989, Section 5.2) that 
the matrix W can be decomposed as 
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W = QR*, [5.40] 
where Q is an mxm orthogonal matrix, 
R 
R 
0 
[5.41] 
and R is an nxn upper triangular matrix whose diagonal 
elements are nonzero. 
Subject to the condition that the diagonal elements of R 
are chosen to be positive, it is well known (e.g., Golub and 
VanLoan, 1989, Section 5.2.6) that decomposition [5.40] is 
unique and that R' in expression [5.41] is the unique Cholesky 
factor, say Lg, of WW, as is evident upon observing that 
Suppose that the i**" diagonal element of R were negative. 
Let represent the mxm matrix obtained by replacing the i*h 
diagonal element of the mxm identity matrix by -1. 
(Obviously, is orthogonal.) Let Q* = which is an 
orthogonal matrix. Then, 
The i^'' diagonal element of I^'^R is positive. This 
demonstrates that it is always possible to choose the 
orthogonal matrix Q and the upper triangular matrix R in 
R 
0 
R'R 
I<''R 
Q*W = = I«'>R* = 
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decomposition [5.40] in such a way that the diagonal elements 
of R are positive. 
To see the relevance of this discussion to the solution 
of the MME for model [5.11], define 
w = 
X 
0 
and r = 
y 
0 
where S = is the Cholesky factor of A = (ag)"Var(s) 
and r is of dimensions (n+q)xl. It is well known (e.g., 
Harville, 1986) (and easily verifiable) that, for model 
[5.11], the coefficient matrix and the right-hand side of 
Henderson's MME are WW and W'r, respectively, and the MME 
themselves are 
WW 
> • 
I 
t
t
>
 
X'X X'Z* 
" ^  • 
X'y 
Z*'X Y*V + Z*'Z* s - z*'y 
= Wr. [5.42] 
If rank(X) = p, which implies that the matrix W is of 
full column rank, WW = R'R where R is a (p+q)x(p+q) 
nonsingular upper triangular matrix obtained by applying the 
QR decomposition to the matrix W. Then, equations [5.42] can 
be reexpressed as 
" • • ^  • 
R'R = WW 
s s 
= WQQ'r = R'r 1 ' [5.43] 
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where Q'r = r = and r* is of dimensions (p+q)xl. Since 
R is nonsingular, equations [5.43] are equivalent to the 
equations 
R 
S 
= ^1' 
which (since R is triangular) are relatively easy to solve. 
5.3.2 Application to a sparse matrix 
When the coefficient matrix of Henderson's MME is large 
and sparse, a common computational strategy for finding the 
solution to the MME is to find a "good" permutation matrix, to 
apply the Cholesky decomposition or some variant of it to the 
symmetrically permuted coefficient matrix of the MME and to 
then solve the MME by forward and backward substitution. 
Use of the QR factorization to solve a linear system of 
equations whose coefficient matrix is large and sparse has 
been investigated by several researchers, including Gill and 
Murray (1976), George and Heath (1980), George and Ng (1983), 
George, Heath and Ng (1983), and Heath (1984). Hudson (1986) 
used the QR factorization to solve Henderson's MME, but did 
not exploit the sparsity of the coefficient matrix. 
Let us consider the following normal equations: 
W'Wb = W'r, 
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where W is an mxn matrix of full column rank n. When the 
coefficient matrix WW is large and sparse, the first step in 
solving the normal equations is to find a permutation matrix P 
such that the Cholesky factor LjJ of P'W'WP has a relatively 
small number of nonzero entries. As discussed in Section 
5.3.1, the Cholesky factor LJJ can be determined by applying QR 
factorization to the matrix WP. 
Let us now consider model [5.11]. Let us define W and r 
as in Section 5.3.1: 
X z* y 
w = 
0 
and r = 
0 
For model [5.11], the coefficient matrix and the right-hand 
side of Henderson's MME are WW and Wr, respectively, and the 
MME themselves are 
WW 
> • 
I 
C0
> 
X'X X'Z* ' ^ ' X'y 
1 M
 Y'^A"'' + Z*'Z* 3 
» 
= Wr. [5.44] 
Suppose that rank(X) = p, which implies that the matrix W 
is of full column rank. Let P represent a (p+q)x(p+q) 
permutation matrix. The application of the QR factorization 
to the matrix WP produces the decomposition 
WP = Q 
R 
0 
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where R is a nonsingular upper triangular matrix of order p+q. 
Then, equations [5.44] are equivalent to the linear system 
R'RÛ = P'W'WPP' 
S 
= P'W'QQ'r = R'r., [5.45] 
where 6 = P' , Q'r = r = 
'2 J 
and is of dimensions 
(p+q)xl. Since R is nonsingular, equations [5.44] and [5.45] 
are equivalent to the equations 
RÔ = r;, 
which (since R is triangular) are relatively easy to solve, 
and 
s 
= Pfi. 
5.3.3 Extension to a less than full column rank matrix 
Frequently, it is found that, in analyzing an animal 
breeding data set, the coefficient matrix of Henderson's MME 
is not of full rank. This happens when the columns of the 
matrix X are linearly dependent. 
Let us suppose that W is an mxn matrix of rank 
r < min(m,n). The matrix W can be decomposed as 
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W = Q 
R 
0 
[5.46] 
where Q is an mxm orthogonal matrix and R is an rxn matrix 
obtained by deleting n - r rows of an nxn upper triangular 
matrix. In what follows, we will refer to decomposition 
[5.46] as the QR factorization of an mxn matrix W of rank r. 
It is obvious that there exists an nxn permutation matrix 
P* such that RP* can be partitioned as 
RP* = [ R, Rg ], [5.47] 
where R, is an rxr nonsingular upper triangular matrix. 
Let us consider the solution of the normal equations 
W'Wb = W'r (where r is an mxl vector). These equations are 
equivalent to the equations 
P*'W'WPV = p'*W'r, [5.48] 
where b* = P*'b. Based on decomposition [5.46] and expression 
[5.47], the coefficient matrix and the right-hand side of 
equations [5.48] can be reexpressed as 
P 'W'WP = P • [ R« 0 ] 
R 
0 
P = 
R,'Rl 
R'R, 
R'Rj 
R'Rj J 
[5.49a] 
P*«w'r = P*' [ R' 0 ]Q'r = 
R' 
0 
0 
r*, [5.49b] 
where r = Q'r. 
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It follows from well-known results (e.g., Searle, 1971, 
p. 6) that a generalized inverse of the matrix P*'W'WP* is 
given by the nxn matrix 
(R'R,)-i 0 
0 0 
Premultiplication of the right-hand side of equations [5.48] 
by this generalized inverse gives (using expression [5.49]) a 
solution 
b = 
(R'R,)-' 0 RÎ 
R^ 
0 
0 
[5.50] 
where r = 
'2 J 
and r, is of dimensions rxl. The solution 
[5.50] is called the basic solution of the system [5.48] 
(Golub and VanLoan, 1989, p. 244). 
In practice, we may wish to choose a permutation matrix P 
to minimize the number of nonzero entries in the Cholesky 
factor of P'W'WP. Then, equations [5.48] are replaced by the 
equations 
P'W'WPb* = P'W'r, [5.51] 
where b* = P'b. 
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The application of QR factorization to an mxn matrix WP 
of rank r gives 
WP = Q„ 
Bp 
0 
[5.52] 
"R;'R; 
1 
o
 
P'P'W'WPP„b* = b'  = P P 
_R2'R, «2% . 
—
1 o
 
Let Pp represent an nxn permutation matrix such that RpPp can 
be partitioned as 
RpPp = [ R; R; ], [5.53] 
where R* is an rxr nonsingular upper triangular matrix. Then, 
equations [5.51] are equivalent to the equations 
r = P'P'W'r, [5.54] 
where = P'b* and r* = Q'r. p p 
Premultiplying the right-hand side of equations [5.54] by 
a generalized inverse 
(r;'R;)-i 0 
0 0 
of the coefficient matrix gives the solution 
b» = 
(Ri'Ri) ' 0 
0 0 
r;' 0 
0 
R;-ir; 
[5.55] 
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where r = , and r* is rxl. 
Note that the nxr matrix , which appears in 
expression [5.55], is a generalized inverse of RpPp (Searle, 
1971, p. 6). Note also that the vector [5.55] is the solution 
to the equations 
RpPpb* = [ R; ]b* = r; [5.56] 
obtained by constraining the last n - r elements of b^ to be 
zero. 
Partition b* as b* = 
constrained equations are 
, where b* is rxl. Then, the 
RX = r;, 
'2 b? = 0, 
which are easy to solve since R* is triangular (and 
nonsingular). 
5.4 Preview of Chapters 6 and 7 
In Chapter 6, the sparse matrix techniques discussed in 
Chapter 5 are used to develop computational strategies for the 
numerical evaluation of the log-likelihood function and its 
first- and second-order partial derivatives in the case of the 
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simple sire model and the simple animal model. The basis for 
these computational strategies is the application of the QR 
factorization to the matrix W = 
X Z 
0 fiL;' 
, where S = and 
is the Cholesky factor of the relationship matrix. Thus, 
the coefficient matrix of Henderson's MME need not be computed 
explicitly. Certain assumptions made by Schaeffer and Kennedy 
(1986) are adopted in developing an appropriate computational 
strategy for the sire model. 
In Chapter 7, the feasibility of the computational method 
discussed in Section 6.1 for the simple sire model is 
investigated. And, the most computationally intensive part of 
the method is carried out for a dairy cattle data set 
comprising the records of 180,994 cows sired by 1,264 bulls. 
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CHAPTER 6. APPLICATIONS TO SIRE AND ANIMAL MODELS 
6.1 Application to Sire Model 
6.1.1 Model and assumptions 
Schaeffer and Kennedy (1986) considered the analysis of 
dairy cattle milk yield records based on a simple sire model 
that is sometimes employed for sire evaluation. This model, 
which is a mixed-effects linear model, is 
y = X/8 + Zs + e, [6.1] 
where y is an nxl vector of milk yield records from the first 
lactation periods of n cows, /9 is a pxl vector of fixed 
herd-year-season (HYS) effects, s is a qxl vector of random 
sire effects whose distribution is MVN(0,OgA) and e is an nxl 
vector of random residuals whose distribution is MVN(0,CT^I^) . 
Here, X and Z are incidence matrices, and A is the 
relationship matrix for the sires. It is assumed that s and e 
are statistically independent. Let y = ol/al represent the 
variance ratio. For the sire model, typically p > q. 
In the case of model [6.1], Henderson's MME are: 
X'X X'Z 
• ^  • 
X'y 
Z'X + Z'Z S z 'y 
Note that X'X and Z'Z are diagonal matrices. Let represent 
the k^*' column of Z'X. The number of nonzero elements in 
equals the number of sires having at least one daughter with 
an observation in the k^'' HYS. Note that the i*^ element of 
corresponds to the i*** sire. 
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Define Sg = y'^A'^ + Z'Z. For k = l,2,...,p, define 
Dk = diag(n^, n^J, 
*k " [ ®k ' ®k+1 ' • • • ' ®p ] 
8k = 8k-1 - (nk.)'S®k' 
[ Dk M-
= [ M, 8,., 
where n,^. represents the number of observations in the (k,i)*'' 
HYS by sire subclass and hence where n,^, is the k^'' diagonal 
element of X'X. 
It is assumed that the maximum degree of the first p 
columns of the coefficient matrix of equations [6.2] is less 
than the minimum degree of the last q columns of the 
coefficient matrix. Further, it is assumed that when a 
daughter of the i^** sire has an observation in the k^'' HYS, the 
degree of the i^** column of 8,^ is greater than that of the i^'' 
column of 8,^.,. It is typically the case that the first 
assumption is satisfied with the simple sire model [6.1] 
(Schaeffer and Kennedy, 1986). 
Note that 
k-1 
8k = + Z'Z - .S (nj..)-%j.mj - [6.3] 
It is well known (e.g., Henderson, 1976b) (and is clear from 
the discussion in Section 5.2.4) that the positions of the 
nonzero elements of the i^*^ column of A'^ are those 
corresponding to the i*'' sire, to the MGS, sire, sons and 
maternal grandsons of the i*'' sire, to the MGS's of the sons of 
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the sire and to the sires of the maternal grandsons of the 
i^** sire. 
Suppose that at least one daughter of the i^** sire and at 
least one daughter of the t^*" sire are included in the k*'' HYS. 
Suppose also that the t**^ sire is not the MGS, sire, son or 
maternal grandson of the i^** sire, is not a MGS of a son of the 
i*'' sire, and is not a sire of a maternal grandson of the i**" 
sire. Further, suppose that no daughters of the i*'' and t^h 
sires appear together in any of the first k-1 HYSs. Then, 
from expression [6.3], it is clear that the degree of the i*h 
column of 8,^ is greater than that of the i^*" column of 8,^.,. 
Schaeffer and Kennedy (1986) assumed that, for any pair 
of sires, the number of HYSs that include daughters of both 
sires is relatively small. When a daughter of the i*'' sire is 
included in the HYS, the degree of the i^** column of 8,^ will 
typically be greater than that of the i*'' column of 8,^., if 
there are other sires with daughters in the k^*" HYS and if the 
cows in the k^^ HYS are not closely related. 
Suppose that the first k-1 steps of the Cholesky 
decomposition algorithm [5.4] is applied to the coefficient 
matrix of equations [6.2] (without any reordering of rows or 
columns). Then, the coefficient matrix is transformed to 
Ik-I 0 
® ®p*ct+1-k . 
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As a consequence of the previously stated assumptions, it 
follows from the discussion in Section 5.1.2 that the minimum 
degree column(s) of are among its first p+l-k columns 
(for k = 1,2,...,p). Also as discussed in Section 5.1.2, 
symmetric permutations involving the first p+l-k rows and 
columns of (for k = l,2,...,p) do not affect the nonzero 
structure of Sp, which is the qxq lower right corner of the 
transformed coefficient matrix of the MME after p steps of the 
Cholesky decomposition. Thus, the application of the minimum 
degree ordering algorithm can be deferred until the p+1®^ step 
of the Cholesky decomposition. 
Suppose (as discussed in Section 5.2.4) that the vector s 
is partitioned as 
where the sires represented in the q^xl vector s, are those 
having at least one son or maternal grandson in s and the 
sires represented in the q^xl vector Sg are those having no 
such male offspring in s. Further, suppose that the sires in 
s, are sorted by their birthdates. 
Subsequently, it is assumed that, aside from the sires in 
the base population (i.e., bulls whose MGS and sire are both 
unknown), the MGS and the sire of every bull are included in 
3. Further, it is assumed that no sire by daughter matings 
were practiced. Then, the degree of any of the last q^ 
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the inverse of the relationship matrix is three. If the i*h 
sire in has plj'^ sons (in s) having different MGSs, and p^'' 
maternal grandsons (in s), having different sires, then 
according to Henderson (1976b) , the degree of the i*'' column of 
could be as large as p^" + 2pj" + 2pp\ where pj" = 1 or 3 
depending on whether or not the i*** sire is in the base 
population. 
The sires in are typically very popular and have 
typically been kept in service (through the use of frozen 
semen) for a long period of time. Consequently, each sire in 
would typically have a large number of daughters. In 
contrast, the sires in Sg are typically either young sires or 
older, relatively unpopular sires. Thus, the sires in Sg 
typically have a relatively small number of daughters. 
Based on the above discussion, if is assumed that the 
maximum degree of the last qg columns of 8^ is smaller than the 
minimum degree of the first q^ columns of Bp. Thus, it will be 
advantageous (for purposes of minimizing the number of nonzero 
entries in the Cholesky factor of Sp) to process the last 
columns of Sp prior to the first q^ columns. 
Let I* represent a qxq matrix whose (k,j)*h element is 
1  i f k = q + l - j  
ikj = 
otherwise. 
Then, premultiplication of a qxq matrix B by I* reverses the 
ordering of the rows of B. Alternatively, postmultiplication 
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of B by 1* reverses the ordering of the columns of B. 
Clearly, I* is symmetric and orthogonal. 
Let us consider the Cholesky decomposition to the 
symmetrically permuted matrix I*SpI*. The objective in 
applying Cholesky decomposition to the instead of Bp 
itself is to reduce the number of nonzero entries in the first 
qg columns of the Cholesky factor. It is assumed that the 
lower triangular portion of the q,xq, lower right corner of the 
Cholesky factor of I^SpI* will be rather dense and that it will 
be better (from the standpoint of memory usage and computation 
time) to use dense matrix storage to store this part of the 
factor. 
It is assumed that there is sufficient computer memory 
space to store the q^fg, + l)/2 possibly nonzero elements of 
the last q, columns of the Cholesky factor (of I*SpI*) and the 
nonzero entries of the first qg columns of the Cholesky factor 
(using a linked list). 
In summary, the Cholesky decomposition is applied to a 
symmetric permutation of the coefficient matrix of equations 
[6.2], rather than to the original coefficient matrix. The 
permutation is that effected by pre- and post-multiplication 
by the permutation matrix 
Thus, the Cholesky decomposition is applied to the matrix 
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X'Z X'Z 
p 
Z'X + Z'Z 
P 
Let represent the Cholesky factor of the relationship 
matrix (when the sires are ordered as in expression [6.4]). 
where S  = As discussed in Section 5.3.2, one 
computational strategy for obtaining the Cholesky factor is to 
carry out the QR factorization of the matrix W*P^—when QR 
factorization is applied to W*P, the upper triangular matrix R 
contains fewer nonzero entries than when it is applied to W*. 
6.1.2 Required expressions 
For model [6.1], the expressions required for the 
numerical evaluation of the log-likelihood function and its 
first- and second-order partial derivatives are (as discussed 
in Section 5.2.2): 
Define 
z z 
w 
0 6L;' 
[6.5] 
y'M^y - y'M^Zs, 
log[det(Y'V^ + Z'M^Z)] 
8'A^S, 
tr[A-\Y'^A-^ + Z'M^Z) 1] [6.9] 
[6.7] 
[6.8] 
[ 6 . 6 ]  
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s'A"^(Y"V^ + Z'M^Z)-'A"^S, 
tr[A-\Y'^A'^ + Z'M^Z)-^A + Z'M^Z) T] , [6.11] 
[6.10] 
Where s = (Y' A^"^ + Z'M^Z)'^Z'M^y. 
The numerical evaluation of expressions [6.6] and [6.7] 
is required to evaluate the function 1*. If (in addition to 
1*) the first-order partial derivatives are to be evaluated, 
then expressions [6.8] and [6.9] must also be numerically 
evaluated. And, if (in addition to 1* and the first-order 
partial derivatives) the second-order partial derivatives are 
to be evaluated, then expressions [6.10] and [6.11] must be 
numerically evaluated. 
6.1.3 Computational strategies based on decomposing W 
Let I*, P^, W* and be defined as in Section 6.1.1. 
Define 
and U = IqL/l*. [6.12] 
Note that Q, is symmetric and orthogonal and that U is upper 
triangular. Further, define 
where Z* = ZI*. Note that, for model [6.1], X is of full 
column rank and thus the matrix W is of full column rank. 
X z 
,*  
w = Q;W*P, 
0 &n 
[6.13] 
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As discussed in Section 5.3, there exists an orthogonal 
matrix Qg of order (n+q) such that 
Q'W = 
R 
0 
[6.14] 
where R is a (p+q)x(p+q) upper triangular matrix. Partition R 
as 
R = 
®11 ®12 
«22 
where R,, and R^g are respectively pxp and qxq upper triangular 
matrices. For model [6.1], X'X is a diagonal matrix, and 
consequently R„ is a diagonal matrix. 
Define an (n+q)xl vector r as 
r = 
y 
0 
Let r* = Qir, and partition r* as r* = , where r* is 
(p+q)xl. As discussed in Section 5.3, the solution of 
Henderson's MME [6.2] can be obtained by solving the system of 
equations 
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S *  
= r. 1 ' [6.15] 
Where s* = I*s. Partition r* = 
•ip 
•1q J 
, where r*p is pxl. Then 
equations [6.15] can be solved by first determining the value 
of s* from the equations 
RjjS* = r*q [6.16a] 
and then determining the value of /& from the equations 
R„/â = - Rijâ*. [6.16b] 
Partition Qg = [ @22 ] ' where Qj, is (n+q)x(p+q). Note 
that Q22Q22 = ^n+q ~ Q21Q21' since Q2 is an orthogonal matrix. 
Then, using expressions [6.5], [6.13], [6.14] and [6.15] and 
noting that r* = and = Q^z^, 
rl'rl = r'QgzQ^gr 
= r'r - r'QjiQIir 
= y'y - [ , s*' ]R'R A * 
S  
= y'y - [ /&', s*' ]W'W 
s 
= y 'y  -  [  s '  ]  
X'X X'Z 
Z'X + Z'Z B 
= y'y - y'Xi& - y'Zs. [6.17] 
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In Section 5.2.2, it was shown that expression [6.17] is 
equivalent to expression [6.6]. Note that the solution is 
required only for the numerical evaluation of expression 
[6.6]. Thus, equations [6.16b] need not be solved explicitly 
once Tg = 0^2^ its inner product is computed. 
Define C = 
X'Z 
Z'X + Z'Z 
[6.13] and [6.14], 
C P,W'WP' = P^R'RP; 
q J 
RÎ1 0 
®*2 *22 
Then, using expressions 
"11 "12 
0 R22 
Ip 0 
0 I q J 
RîlRl2lq 
L IqRlERll <R;2Rl2i; + I>LR22< 
It can be shown (see Appendix A) that 
y^A-i + z'M,z = i;RÎ2R,2I; + i;R^2R22i; 
- I;RÎ2Rii(RI'IRII)''RÎIRI2I; 
= [6.18] 
Thus, noting that I* is an orthogonal matrix and using well-
known properties of the determinant of a matrix (e.g.. Searle, 
1982, Section 4.3), expression [6.7] can be reexpressed as 
log[det(Y^A i + Z'M,Z)] = log[det (I^R-gRzalJ) ] 
= 2 log[|det(R%j|]. [6.19] 
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Note that R22 is an upper triangular matrix and thus that the 
numerical evaluation of expression [6.19] is relatively 
simple. 
Using expression [6.12], expression [6.8] can be 
reexpressed as 
s'A-^s = 
= S*'U«US* 
= ft, [6.20] 
where t = Us*. 
Using expression [6.12] and [6.18] and well-known 
properties of the trace of a matrix (e.g., Searle, 1982, 
Section 2.8), c[uantity [6.9] can be reexpressed as 
tr[A-1(Y-lA-1 + Z'M^Z)-1] = tr[(L;1) 'L;\i;R^2R22i;)-1] 
= tr[i;vi;R^i(R'2)-ii;(L;)'i;] 
= tr[UR^J(R'2)'^U']. [6.21] 
Let U|j represent the k**" column of U• (for k = 1,2,...,q). 
And, for k = l,2,...,g, let ^  represent the solution to the 
equations 
= "k- [6.22] 
Then, quantity [6.21] can be computed as 
tr[A"^(y-V^ + Z'*^Z)-i] = tr[UR^J(R|2)'^U'] 
= kP/khk" 
Using expressions [6.12] and [6.18], quantity [6.10] can 
be reexpressed as 
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+ Z'M^Z)"Vs X 
= (ijs) 'I;(LJ)-'L;'(I;RJ;H22I;)-'(I,;)-VI;(I;S) 
= s'''U'UR;^(R^2) y'Us' 
= t'DR^J(R'2)"^U't 
= v'v, 
where v = (R^g)t and (as in expression [6.20]) t = Us*. 
Using expressions [6.12], [6.18] and [6.22] and well-
known properties of the trace of a matrix (e.g., Searle, 1982, 
Section 2.8), quantity [6.11] can be reexpressed as 
tr[A'\Y'^A'^ + Z'M^Z)'lA'^(Y'^A'^ + Z'M^Z)'^] 
= tr [ (L • ) (i^R^gRggi;) 1(H) -'H' (i;R^2R22<) ] 
= tr[i;L;ii;R^i(R'2)-ii;(L;)-ii;i;L;ii;R^j(R'2)-ii;(L;)-ii;] 
= tr[UR^J(R'2)-iU'UR^i(R'2)-iu'] 
= I ( [»>k(R22)" '" ' ] [URiJm),  
where (as previously indicated) ^  is the solution of 
equations [6.22] (k = 1,2,...,q). 
In summary, the application of the QR factorization to 
the matrix W reduces W to the product of an orthogonal matrix 
Qg of order (n+q) and an (n+q)x(p+q) matrix 
R 
0 
, where R 
is a (p+q)x(p+q) upper triangular matrix. To compute REML 
estimates of variance components, it suffices to numerically 
evaluate certain elements of R and r* = Q^r, where 
r = (y", 0')'. As will become evident in the next section, Qg 
is a product of a sequence of orthogonal matrices. Thus, R 
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can be computed by sequentially modifying the matrix W. 
Further, by sequentially modifying the vector r in an 
analogous way, r is (at the end of the QR factorization) 
transformed to r* = Q^ r. Note that the orthogonal matrix Qg of 
order (n+q) need not be formed explicitly. 
Partition R and r* as 
R = 
R^1 R,2 
«22 J 
and r* = 
1 
* 
where R„ is pxp and r* is (p+q)xl. Further, partition r* as 
= 
• ip  
•1q J 
where r*p is of dimensions pxl. Then, quantities [6.6] -
[6.11] can be computed as 
y'MxY - y'M,Zs = rl'rl, 
log[det(Y^A'i + Z'M^Z)] = 2 log[|det(R%)|], 
s'A'^s = t't. 
tr[A-T(Y'^A-^ + Z'M^Z)-1] = S h'h,., A k=1 
s'A'VY'^A"^ + Z'M„Z)'V^S = v'v, 
[6.23] 
[6.24] 
[6.25] 
[ 6 . 2 6 ]  
[6.27] 
tr[A'\Y'^A-^ + Z«M„Z)"1A"^(Y'^A'1 + Z'M^Z)"^] •1*"1 /..-I*-! -1 
= {[h'(R^I) •U«][DR^^hk]}, [6.28] -1i 
where 
«22= = 
t = US*, 
«22^ = "k. 
[6.29] 
[6.30] 
[6.31] 
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R'gV = U't, [6.32] 
and u,ç is the k*'' column of U' (for k = l,2,...,q). 
In the numerical evaluation of expressions [6.23]-[6.28], 
Rgg, r*q and rg'rg are computed from the QR factorization of the 
matrix W. As discussed earlier, it is assumed that the first 
qg rows of Rgg (corresponding to those sires who do not have 
any sons or maternal grandsons in s) are sparse and that the 
nonzero entries of these rows of Rgg are stored in memory using 
a linked list. Further, it is assumed that the upper 
triangular portion of the q,xq, lower right corner of is 
rather dense and that the q, (q,+l)/2 elements of this portion 
are stored in memory row by row. 
It is assumed that the elements of Rgg, U and are 
stored in main memory. Note that when the computations are 
performed in the order of expressions [6.29], [6.30], [6.25], 
[6.32], and [6.27], no additional memory is required. For 
example, the elements of the right-hand side of equations 
[6.29] can be replaced element-by-element by the solution 
vector 3*—this is because Rgg is upper triangular. Note also 
that expressions [6.26] and [6.28] can be updated each time 
equations [6.31] are solved for a given value of k, so that 
the solution vector need not be stored and consequently no 
additional memory is required. 
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6.1.4 Computational strategies for computing Rgg» ^iq and 
Recall that, by definition, 
X z* y 
w = and r = 0 5D 0 
where Z* = ZI* and U = The QR factorization of W (and 
the computation of r*^ and rg'r^) is carried out in two steps. 
The first step is to transform, via a sequence of 
orthogonal transformations, the first n rows of W, i.e., the 
submatrix [ X Z* ], to 
®11 ®12 
0 R22 
0 0 
[6.33] 
where is a qxq upper triangular matrix. By applying the 
same sequence of orthogonal transformations, the vector y is 
transformed to 
Mp 
[6.34] 
where r** is qxl and is (n-p-q)xl. 
Because the elements of are used repeatedly during the 
iterative process (to annihilate the submatrix 5U of W for 
different values of 5), it is assumed that the elements of 
and r** are retained in the external storage and are read into 
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main memory at the beginning of each iteration. The nonzero 
elements of the first rows of assumed to be stored 
in main memory using a linked list. The upper triangular 
elements of the q,xq, lower right corner of are assumed to 
be stored row-by-row in main memory using dense matrix 
storage. 
The second step (in the transformation of W and the 
computation of r*q and rg'rg) is to transform (via a sequence 
of orthogonal transformations) 
" 1^2 • 
*
 
to and 
5U 0 
** 
^1q 
to 
0 
. ^22 . 
(where rgg is qxl)—this step must be 
repeated during the iterative process for different values of 
S = (Y'^)^. Then, x\'t\ = 
The matrix U = is relatively sparse, and this 
sparsity should be exploited in transforming 
Givens rotations are well known orthogonal 
transformations—refer to Golub and VanLoan (1989, p. 201) or 
Appendix D for a description of a Givens rotation. When it is 
necessary to annihilate elements of a sparse matrix 
selectively, by premultiplying the matrix by orthogonal 
" R22 • 
to (SU 0 
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matrices, Givens rotations are the transformations of choice 
(George and Heath, 1980). 
Let M represent an mxm upper triangular matrix, and let b 
represent an mxl vector. Define 
= M, 
b<o> = b, 
B<°> = 
M<°> 
b(0>i 
It can be shown that can be transformed to 
[6.35] 
g(m) _ 
(m) H 
0' 
[6.36] 
where is an mxm upper triangular matrix, by premultiplying 
by a sequence of m Givens rotations. 
Let represent the i^" matrix in this sequence of 
Givens rotations. (By definition, is such that, for any 
(m+l)x(m+l) matrix K, and K differ only in their i**^ and 
the m+1®* rows. For k = 1,2,...,m, define B^"'' recursively as 
follows: 
B<k) = 
b<k) I 
It can be shown (see Appendix D) that the elements of can 
be determined in such a way that the (m+l,k)^ element of B^'" 
is zero. And, the first k elements of the last row of B^''' are 
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zero because the first k-1 elements of the k^*' row and the last 
row of are zero. Thus, the elements of 
(k = l,2,...,m) can be chosen so that 
y<ni> 
m m-l 
QCHH-I )Q(rTH'1)g(0) _ 
0 »  
When the first k-1 element of are known to be zero, the 
first k-1 Givens rotations can be ignored and the 
transformation can be started with 
» » 
To transform to 
1 a
 
0 
, start by setting M' (0) «22 
and by setting equal to the first row of 511. After the 
application of the appropriate sequence of m = q Givens 
rotations, the first row of 6TJ is annihilated. To annihilate 
the second row of tfU, set equal to the value of 
obtained in annihilating the first row of SJJ, and set 
equal to the second row of fiU; and then apply another 
appropriately chosen sequence of m Givens rotations. This 
process is repeated until the last row of 6U is annihilated. 
After the final repetition, the value of equals Rgg. 
Let m! represent the i^'' row of M, and for an arbitrary 
vector t, let Bg represent the 2xm matrix 
«2 = 
t' 
b(0), 
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Because the only differences in and B^''' are in their k*'' 
and m+l®* rows, the matrix can be computed by repeating the 
following 3-step procedure for k = l,...,mi 
Step 1) Set t' = njj in Bj. 
Step 2) Premultiply Bg by a 2x2 Givens rotation chosen to 
annihilate the (2,k)*'' element of Bg and set 
Bg - G'Z'Bg. 
Step 3) Replace the k**' row of M by the first row of Bg. 
At the completion of this process, the matrix M is replaced by 
By working with the 2xm matrix Bg, Step 2 can be 
vectorized (if a vector processor is available). 
Without loss of generality, we will assume that the data 
are sorted by HYS, so that the incidence matrix X is of the 
form 
X = 
P J 
where (for i = 1,2,...,p) x,. is an n. xl vector of ones. 
Partition Z and y as 
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2l ' y^ 
22 72 
z = 
• 
and y = 
• 
- . 
. Yp -
where (for i = l,2,...,p) Z, is n,..xq and y, is nj.xl. 
Let H, represent the Helmert matrix of order n,.,—refer to 
Appendix D for the definition of a Helmert matrix. Define 
H = 
H, 
P J 
Since Hj is orthogonal (i = l,2,...,p), H is also orthogonal. 
The nature of H is such that 
HX = 
0 
e„ p* 
(ni.)^ 0 .. 
0 (n,.)% 
0 
[6.37] 
where e,^ is the column of a kxk identity matrix. 
i 
Let c. = S nj,. And, let represent the t*'' column of 
an nxn identity matrix. Define Dp = diag [(n,.)*^, (ng.)^, ..., 
(HpJ* ] and define P, = [ ..., ]. Then, 
expression [6.37] is HX = P^Dp. Let P„ = [ P, Pg ]—clearly P^ 
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is an nxn permutation matrix. Premultiplication of HX by 
gives 
P'HX = H X = 
where H* = P'H is an nxn orthogonal matrix. Hence, R„ = Dp. 
Let Z* = Zjl*, and let z!. represent the j*'' row of Z*. 
Then, for i = l,2,...,p. 
(2.1)-^Z!2 - z!,) 
( 3 . 2 ) - ^ [ 2 z , ! 3  -  ( Z , ! ,  +  Z ! , ) ]  
(4.3)^k[3z!4 - (Z!^ + ZÎ2 + ZÎ3)] 
tn,-.(n,. - l)r\(n„ - l)z!„.^ 
(*!l ^\z + ••• + ] 
(n,..)-^z|, + zjz + ... + Z!„. ) 
H,z,. = 
Then, the t'" row of (for t = 1,2,...,p) is 
e<">'P'HZi; = eJJ>'HZI* = (n^J'^z^, + z'j + 
Similarly, for i = 1,2,...,p. 
+ z 
[6.38] 
tn. ). 
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=,7; = 
(2'1) \y,2 - y,-,) 
(3.2)-^[2y,.3 - (y,, + y,2)] 
(4.3)-^[3y.^ - (y„ + y,2 + y,])] 
[n,.(n,.. - DV^'Kn,. - l)y,. 
- (y,-! + y.-z + ... + yi,n;..i)] 
(n,-.)-^yii + y,2 + 
 
+ y,.,) 
, [6.39] 
where y.. is the j" element of y.. Then, for t = l,2,...,p, 
the t^'' element of r*p is 
a(n),p,Hy = e(")'Hy = (n^.)-^(yti + y^ + ••• + Ytn, )• 
k k 
Let = S z.-; and let y^"^) = S y.. (for k = l,2,...,n.). j=1 IJ j=1 'J * ' !•' 
The k*'' row of HjZ* equals [ (k + l)k]"^(kz| - z^"^) ' ) for 
k = 1,2,.. . ,n,..-l. Thus, to compute the k^*' row of HjZ*, we 
require knowledge of only z^''' and the k+1®* row of Z*. 
Similarly, to compute the k^*" element of , which equals 
[ (k + l)k]"'^(ky,. - y"'^), we require knowledge of only y^''^ and 
yf,k+i* 
As discussed earlier, the matrix Z is an nxq incidence 
matrix, i.e., each row of Z has only one nonzero element and 
that element equals one. It is assumed that the location 
(column number) of the nonzero element in the i*** row of Z is 
stored in the i^^ position of an nxl vector z, so that complete 
information about the nonzero structure of Z is obtainable 
from z. 
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Let z. represent the i*'' element of z. As discussed in 
Section 6.1.1, postmultiplication of Z by I* reverses the 
ordering of the columns of Z. Thus, if we replace the i*h 
element z,. of z by z* = q + 1 - z,., the locations of the 
nonzero elements of Z* = ZI* are directly obtainable from z. 
In what follows, the i*'' element of z is taken to be z*. 
As discussed earlier, the matrix X is an nxp incidence 
matrix. It is assumed that the location (column number) of 
the nonzero element of the i**^ row of X is stored in the i**" 
position of an nxl vector x. Thus, by definition, the first 
n^. elements of x equal one, the next ng. elements equal two, 
etc. 
It is assumed that the elements of the vectors x,z, and 
are stored in external storage in the form of a triple (x., z. 
y.) (for i = l,2,...,n). These triples need be accessed only 
once during the entire course of the analysis. The following 
algorithm computes rlj* and by processing the n 
triples one-at-a-time, using three qxl work vectors Wg, 
t= [t(l),...,t(q)]•, and w. 
Algorithm A 
Step 1) Initialize 1^2 = 0, r!f* = 0, SSQ = 0, IX = 0, s^ = 0 
and Wg = 0. 
Step 2) For each triple in the data file, perform the 
following steps; 
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2.1) Initialize t = 0. 
2.2) Read a triple, say the i**" triple, and set 
X = Xj, z = Zj and y = y,. 
2.3) Set t(z) = 1. 
2.4) I f  I X  *  X, then 
2.4.1) set IX = X, m = 1, s^ = y and = t, 
2.5) else, perform the following steps; 
2.5.1) Set m 4- m + 1 
2.5.2) Set w = [m(m - 1) ]-^[ (m - 1) t - wj 
and s = [m(m - 1) ]'^[ (m - l)y - s^]. 
2.5.3) Set Wg t- Wg + t and <- s^ + y. 
2.5.4) Use Givens rotations to annihilate w* 
in 
«22 
W' 
, and apply the same 
rotations to 
•1q 
2.5.5) Set SSQ SSQ + s*s. 
In applying the above algorithm, it is assumed that the 
nonzero entries of the first rows of stored in main 
memory using a linked list and that the q, (q^+l)/2 upper 
triangular elements of the q^xq, lower right corner of «ire 
also stored in main memory. Furthermore, the main memory must 
have enough storage for at least four additional qxl vectors. 
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namely, r**, Wg, t, and w. At the completion of the algorithm, 
is stored in SSQ. 
Suppose now that r** and rj,'rj, have been computed 
(via Algorithm A). To compute Rgg, r*q and (= + 
rgj'rjj), a sequence of appropriately chosen orthogonal 
transformations is used to transform 
• R2% • • R22 • 
to 
fiU 0 
V
 
1 
< 
and the 2qxl vector to 0 
. ^22 . 
As discussed earlier, let us assume that, aside from the 
sires in the base population, the MGS and the sire of every 
bull in s are included in s. Recall that, in Section 5.2.4, a 
recursive formula for computing was presented. Adopting 
the same notation as in Section 5.2.4, let g(t) and s(t) 
represent respectively the locations of the MGS and sire of 
the t^^ bull in s. (It is assumed that g(t)<t and s(t)<t.) 
Let represent the r^** column of a bxb identity matrix. 
Then, the recursive formula for computing is 
= I, 
= for t = 2,3,...,q. 
where 
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0 if the t*"^ sire is in the base 
population. 
(^)Og(o' + ('^)Os(t)' otherwise 
1 if the t*'' sire is in the base 
1 
population. [6.40a] 
t 
[ 1 -  ( « - s ; ; ; ' « < • ; ! > ] »  
otherwise; [6.40b] 
and = L"\ Hence, if the t*'' sire is not in the base 
population, the only nonzero elements in the t**^ row of are 
the (t,g(t))^\ (t,s(t))^ and (t,t)*'' elements. 
Let us assume that ( for i = 1,2,..., q, ) the i*"^ diagonal 
element of the relationship matrix of the sires in is 
available and is stored in the i^^ position of a q,xl vector d. 
If not available, the diagonal elements can be computed rather 
easily by using, for example, Quaas' algorithm (1976). Let d, 
represent the i*'' element of d. Then, formula [6.40] can be 
reexpressed as 
otherwise. 
It is assumed that 1^ is stored in the t^*' position of a qxl 
vector 1. 
1 
1 if the t^*" sire is in 
the base population 
t 
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Let g and p represent qxl vectors with i*** elements g, and 
P;, respectively. Here, g^ = g(t) and p^ = s(t), except if the 
t*'' sire is in the base population, g^ = p^ = 0. The vectors g 
and p are referred to as the pedigree information for the 
sires. As discussed earlier, is the matrix obtained from 
by reversing the order of the columns. Thus, in working 
with it may be more convenient to work with the vectors 
g* and p* whose t^^ elements are respectively 
9t = 
q + 1 - gt if g^ »» 0, 
if g^ = 0, 
Pt = 
q + 1 - Pt 
0 
if Pj # 0, 
if p^ = 0, 
rather than the vectors g and p, and even more convenient to 
work with vectors g** and p** whose t^"^ elements are 
respectively 
9t = 9, qtl-t 
q + 1 - g 
Pt = Pq+l-t = 
q + 1 - p q+1-t 
if Vl-t " 0' 
if = 0, 
if Pq.1-t " 0' 
if P, q+1-t =  0 .  
In what follows, the t^'' elements of g and p are taken to be g** 
and p**, respectively. 
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Suppose now that the elements of the qxl vectors 1, g, p 
and r**, the elements of the qxq matrix the values of 
SSQ = rg{and S  = have been computed and are available 
in external storage. The following algorithm transforms 
via a sequence of 
orthogonal transformations, using a qxl work vector w—here, 
the j*'' element of w is denoted by w(j) and similar notation is 
employed for the elements of various other vectors. 
*
 
I V
 
1 1 1 
fiU 
to and to 
0 0 1 
Algorithm B 
Step 1) Read the elements of 1, g, p, r!j*, SSQ and S  into 
main memory. 
Step 2) For j = 1,2,...,q, perform the following steps; 
2.1) Initialize w = 0 and s = 0. 
2.2) Set w(j) = 1. 
2.3) If g(j) * 0 and p(j) * 0, then perform the 
following step: 
2.3.1) Set w(g(j)) = -h and w(p(j)) = -h. 
2.4) Set w 5w/l(q+l-j). 
2.5) Use appropriately chosen Givens rotations to 
annihilate w' in 
«22 
W' 
, and apply the same 
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rotations to 
'Iq 
S 
2.6) Set SSQ ^ SSQ + s*s. 
At the completion of Algorithm B, the elements of Rgg and 
are stored in and r**, respectively. Also, SSQ = r^'r^. 
For the algorithm to be feasible, there must be enough main 
memory to store the nonzero entries of the first rows of 
using a linked list and also enough to store the q^ (q,+l)/2 
upper triangular elements of the q^xq, lower right corner of 
Rgg. Furthermore, there must be enough main memory to store 
the five qxl vectors 1, g, p, r!j* and w. 
In summary, the REML estimation of the variance 
components in model [6.1] is facilitated by carrying out the 
QR factorization of the matrix 
W = 
X z 
0 (SU 
This factorization is performed in two steps. The first step 
consists of the orthogonal transformation of [ X Z* ] to 
, where is a qxq upper triangular matrix. The 
same orthogonal transformation is used to transform y to 
[ r*^, r**', x\\ ]•. The first step need be performed only once 
«11 Ri2 
0 4, 
0 0 
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during the entire course of the iterative process (since S  is 
not involved in this step). 
The second step must be repeated for different values of 
S .  During the second step, 
*
 1 
and are (SU 0 transformed 
(orthogonally) to 
»
 
1 1 
and 
0 
, respectively. 
It is assumed that there is sufficient main memory to 
store the nonzero entries of the first rows of Rgg using a 
linked list and to store the q, (q,+l)/2 elements of the upper 
triangular portion of the q^xq, lower right corner of Rgg. 
Furthermore, there must be enough main memory to store at 
least 5q additional numbers. 
Typically, the number of sires in s^, each of which has 
at least one son or maternal gransdon in s, will not be large, 
P.J. Berger (personal communication, August 26, 1993) found 
that, among 21,462 sires represented in a set of data on 
calving ease, 1,372 sires had sons or grandsons that were 
represented. The practicality of the computational strategy 
described here depends primarily on the number of nonzero 
entries in the first q^ rows of Rgg. 
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6.1.5 Computational strategies using 
One common strategy to reduce the required memory for the 
solution of Henderson's MME [6.2] is to absorb the first p 
equations into the rest of the q equations. Then, the 
resulting equations are 
+ Z'M^Z)s = Z'M^y, [6.41] 
where = I - X(X*X)"^X'. When the order of X'X is much 
larger than that of Z*Z, which is typical for the simple sire 
model (Schaeffer and Kennedy, 1986), the memory required by 
dense-matrix techniques to solve equations [6.41] is very much 
less than that required to solve equations [6.2]. 
The expressions required for the numerical evaluation of 
the log-likelihood function and its first- and second-order 
partial derivatives were presented in Section 6.1.2. These 
expressions involve the solution s of equations [6.41] and the 
inverse of the coefficient matrix of these equations. 
Note that the coefficient matrix of equations [6.41] is 
identical to the matrix Bp, which (as defined in Section 
6.1.1) is the qxq lower right corner of the matrix obtained 
from the coefficient matrix of Henderson's MME [6.2] after the 
first p steps of the algorithm used to obtain the Cholesky 
factor of the coefficient matrix. And, recall (from the 
discussion of Section 6.1.1) that the symmetric permutation of 
Y'^A'^ + Z'MjjZ by I* has the advantage of limiting the number of 
nonzero entries of the Cholesky factor of I*(Y'^A"^ + Z'M^Z)!*. 
Define 
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M,Z 
6L; -1 [6.42a] 
= 
M,y 
0 
[6.42b] 
where r^. is of dimensions (n+q)xl. Note that the matrix W* is 
of full column rank. Then, since the matrix is symmetric 
and idempotent, equations [6.41] can be reexpressed as 
W*»W*s = (y"V^ + Z'M^Z)s = Z'M^y = W*'r^. [6.43] 
It was shown in Section 5.3.1 that the Cholesky factor of 
IqCy'^A'^ + Z'Mj^Z)!* can be obtained by QR factorization of W*I*. 
Define 
Wr = = 
M,Z 
<so 
where Q, = , Z* = ZlJ and U = 
The QR factorization of like that of gives the 
Cholesky factor of I*+ Z'M^Z)!*. To see this, observe 
that if Q* is the orthogonal matrix obtained from the QR 
factorization of W*I*, then Q|Q* is the orthogonal matrix 
obtained from the QR factorization of W_. 
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As discussed in Section 5.3.1, the QR decomposition of 
the matrix gives 
" Rp 
where Qj is an (n+q)x(n+q) orthogonal matrix and is a qxq 
nonsingular upper triangular matrix. 
Define and partition x* as = 
is of dimensions qxl. Then, 
= w-w, = rjr, [6.44] 
and, since = r^, 
iq'Wp'rp = = [ r; 0 ]Q'r, = R'r?, 
so that the solution of equations [6.43] can be obtained by 
solving the equations 
RpS* = rf, [6.45] 
_ A* A 
where s = iqS. 
Now, partition Qj as Qj = [ Qj, ], where Q3, is (n+q)xq. 
Then, Q32Q32 = ^n+q ~ Q31Q31 (since Qj is an orthogonal matrix) . 
By using expressions [6.42], [6.44] and [6.45] and noting that 
r* = and find that 
r? 
4  
where r* 
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= r'r, - r*'r* 
= y'M^y - s*'R;R,â* 
= y'M^y - s'(Y"V + z'M^z)s 
= y'M,y - y'M^Zs, [6.46] 
which is quantity [6.6]. 
And, in light of expressions [6.18] and [6.44], it is 
clear that 
R22R22 = iq(Y'^A-i + z'M,z)i; = R;R,. 
Hence, using the same arguments as in Section 6.1.3, 
quantities [6.7] - [6.11] can be reexpressed as follows; 
log[det(Y^A'i + Z'M^Z)] = 2 log[ |det(RJ | ], [6.47a] 
s'A'^s = f t ,  [6.47b] 
q 
tr[A-' '(Y'V^ + Z'M^Z)-1] = Z h'h., [6.47c] 
A k=1 
s'A'Vy' A^"^ + Z'M^Z)- ^ A'^s = V ' V ,  • [6.47d] 
tr[A'^(Y'^A'^ + Z'M^Z) ^A'^Y'^A'^ + Z'M^Z)"^] 
= {[hJCR-^) •U'][UR>J}, [6.47e] 
where (for k = l,2,...,q) 
RpS* = r*, [6.47f] 
t = Us*, [6.47g] 
R'hk = Uk, [6.47h] 
Rfv = U't, [6.47i] 
and U|ç is the k*'' column of U •. 
For the numerical evaluation of expressions [6.46] and 
[6.47], we require R^, r* and rf'^z' which can be obtained from 
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the QR factorization of the matrix and the associated 
orthogonal transformation of the vector r^. Upon comparing 
the computational strategies discribed in this section with 
that described in Section 6.1.3, it becomes clear that both 
strategies require the same amount of main memory. 
6.1.6 Computational strategies for computing R^, r* and rg'r* 
Recall that the matrix and the (n+q)xl vector are 
defined as 
" M,Z* • MxY 
and = 
5D r 0 
where Z* = ZI*, U = and = I - . The QR 
factorization is applied to in two steps. 
The first step is to transform (via a sequence of 
orthogonal transformations) M Z to , where R* is a qxq 
upper triangular matrix. By applying the same sequence of 
orthogonal transformations, the vector M^y is transformed to 
"21 J 
, where is qxl 
Because the elements of R* are used repeatedly during the 
iterative process (to annihilate the submatrix 5U of for 
different values of S), it is assumed that the elements of R* 
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and rf' are retained in external storage and are read into main 
memory at the beginning of each iteration. The nonzero 
elements of the first rows of R* are assumed to be stored in 
main memory using a linked list. The upper triangular 
elements of the q,xq, lower right corner of R* are assumed to 
be stored row-by-row in main memory using dense-matrix 
storage. 
The second step is to transform (via a sequence of 
orthogonal transformations) 
h
t
 1 
' Rp ^1 
5U 
to 
0 
and 
0 
to 
L^22 
(where rî, is qxl)—this step must be repeated 
during the iterative process for different values of 
S = (Y"'')^. Then, 
As discussed in Section 6.1.4, it is assumed that the 
data are sorted by HYS so that the incidence matrix X is 
X,  0  . . .  0  
X = 
. 0 
. . . 0 p J 
where (for i = 1,2,...,p) x, is an n. xl vector of ones. Then, 
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= In - X(X'X)"^X' 
M« 0 • • • 0 
0 
° ^ J 
Where M- = - (n, )'\x!. Partition Z and y as 1. 
Zl Yi 
Yz 
z = 
• 
and y = 
. . 
- Yp -
where Z, is n^xq and y, is n.,xl (for i = l,2,...,p). 
Let Hj represent the Helmert matrix of order n.,, and 
define 
H = 
H, 
H, 
. . .  0  
Since Hj is orthogonal (i = l,2,...,p), H is also orthogonal. 
Then, observing that x.- = 1_ where 1_ is an n, xl vector of 
ones, and that H,*,- = where is the last column of 
an nj.xn., identity matrix, we find that 
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Z;i; 
(2'1) *(z!2 - z|,) 
(3.2) %[2Z!, - (Z!, + Zlg)] 
(4.3)-^[3z!^ - (Z!, + ZI2 + Z!,)] 
[n,..(n,. - l)]-*[(n.. - l)z!„.^ 
- (Z!, + Zîj + ... + Z ] 
0' 
f 
where z!. is the j**" row of 2,1*. And, 
HiMiY, = H,y, -
(2'l) ' \y,2 -  y,i) 
(3.2)-%[2y;, - (Yji + 7,-2)] 
(4.3)-*[37,4 - (Yii + Yiz + Yis)] 
- !)]'*[(";. " DYin,. 
- (Yii + Yiz + ••• + Yi.nj.-l)] 
0 
t 
where y.. is the j^'' element of y,. 
Note that the first n^.-l rows of the matrix HjZ*, which is 
given by expression [6.38], are identical to the first n,,-! 
rows of HjMjZjl*. Note also that the first n^-1 elements of 
the vector Hjy,-, which is given by expression [6.39], are the 
same as the first n,.,-! elements of HjMjy,.. Recall that the 
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last row of corresponds to the i*'' row of the last 
element of Hgy, corresponds to the i*'' element of r*p. Thus, 
the last row of HjZ.i* and the last element of H^y,- are not 
n e e d e d  f o r  p u r p o s e s  o f  c o m p u t i n g  ^ i q  ^ " d  r g  { ( v i a  
Algorithm A). Hence, it is clear that Algorithm A can also be 
used to compute R*, rf and Furthermore, it is clear 
that, for a given positive value of S ,  Algorithm B can 
1 
' «r 
_## " 
^1 ri 
be used to transform 
1 
D
 
to 
0 
and 
0 
to 
n
 
where rgg is qxl, and to compute r^'r* = rgjr*, + 
Therefore, the memory required to compute R^, r*, and r^'r* is 
the same as that required to compute Rgg, and ' rg. 
6.2 Application to the Animal Model 
6.2.1 Model and assumptions 
The use of the animal model has become very popular for 
analyzing animal breeding data for purposes of predicting the 
additive genetic effects of individual animals. And, the use 
of the animal model has become increasingly popular for the 
REML estimation of variance components. Its use in variance 
component estimation has been greatly facilitated by the 
development of computer software packages such as DFREML 
(Meyer, 1991) and MTDFREML (Boldman et al., 1993). 
The simple animal model is suitable for describing a data 
set where there is one record per animal and where the 
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additive genetic effects of the individual animals are the 
unobservable random effects. The simple animal model can be 
written as 
y = X/5 + Za + e, [6.48] 
where y is the nxl vector of observations on the n individual 
animals, p is a pxl vector of unknown parameters, a is a qxl 
vector of unobservable random additive genetic effects of 
individual animals whose distribution is MVN(0,dgA) and e is 
an nxl vector of unobservable random residuals whose 
distribution is MVN(0,0^1^) (and that is statistically 
independent of a). The matrix X is typically of less than 
full column rank. The matrix Z is an incidence matrix—each 
row of Z contains a one and q-1 zeros, and each column of Z is 
either null or contains a one and n-1 zeros. It is typical of 
the animal model that q>n, which implies that Z can be 
transformed by row and column transformation to a matrix of 
the form [ 0, ]. The matrix A is the numerator 
relationship matrix of the animals in a. Let y = ol/al 
represent the variance ratio. 
Let us suppose that the term zp in model [6.48] accounts 
for the effects of f factors, the j**' of which has nj levels, 
and c covariates. Partition /3as/8=[/3j,/9|, ...,/9J, 
/5f+i ]'/ where is an njXl vector whose elements represent the 
effects of the nj levels of the factor (for j = 1,2,...,f) 
and is a cxl vector whose elements are the c regression 
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coefficients for the covariates. It is assumed that the 
number of levels of the first factor (n^) is large relative to 
the number of levels of any of the other factors. For 
example, in applications to swine growth data, the first 
factor is often the birth-year-month of the animals. 
For model [6.48], Henderson's MME are; 
X'X X'Z • A • 2'y 
Z'X y"^A"^ + Z'Z â X'y 
To determine the minimum degree of the coefficient matrix of 
equations [6.49], the nonzero structures of A'\ Z'X and X'X 
must be scrutinized. 
It is assumed that, aside from the animals in the base 
population, i.e., aside from the animals whose sire and dam 
are both unknown, the sire and dam of.every animal are 
included in a. Also, it is assumed that no inbreeding of 
parent by offspring is practiced within the population. As 
discussed in Section 5.2.3, let us suppose that 
a = [ a|, a| ] ', where the elements of the q,xl vector a^ and 
the qgXl vector ag represent the additive genetic effects of 
parents and nonparents, respectively, and that the parents in 
a^ are sorted by their birthdates. Further, it is assumed 
that all of the base animals are included in a,, that every 
animal in a^ has an observation in y, and that the 
observations are sorted in such a way that 
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Zif 0 
where Z* is (n-q^) xq^. Note that each column of Z* has at most 
one nonzero element. 
Let A, represent the relationship matrix for the animals 
in and let a^ represent the (i,j)*h element of A,. As in 
Section 5.2.3, define s(t) and d(t) to be respectively the 
locations (in a) of the sire and dam of the t^'' animal, if the 
t^'' animal is not in the base population, and define 
s(t) = d(t) = 0 if the t*'' animal is in the base population. 
(Clearly, s(t)<t and d(t)<t for t = l,2,...,q). And (as in 
Section 5.2.3), take H* to be the q^xq^ matrix with (k,j)*h 
element 
1 if j = s(q,+k) or j = d(q,+k), 
^kj = 
0 otherwise, 
and define 
Dj = diag(lq^^,, lq^+2' •••' ' 
where, for t = q,+l,q,+2,... ,q,+q2, 
~ ~ '^d(t),d(t)) ] ' 
Then, the inverse of the relationship matrix for the animals 
in a = [ a|, a^ ]• is, as shown in the expression [5.34], 
A;^ + (!s)2HD-%' ( - h ) E D l ^  
^ " (-^)D-2H' D-2 
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The matrix Z'Z is a diagonal matrix: 
Z'Z = 
where = Z*'Z* is a q,xq, diagonal matrix and Ag 
Partition X as 
z*' 0 ' 2? 0 
o
 
•
«
à" 1 
- ° ^^2 - 0 1 o
 
o
 
ro
 
»
 
= I, 
^2 
X = [X. X,] = 
X 11 X 21 
X 12 X 22 
Where X^ is nxn, and X^, is (n-q2)xn,. Let C represent the 
coefficient matrix of MME [6.49]. Then, 
c = 
X'Xi X'Xg X',Z? XÎ2 
X'Xi X^%2 =2iZ? X^2 
Z*'Xii Zf'X2i + A, ( •  
^12 =22 (-^)Y"V=' Y '^-2 + Ag 
Letting n^ = c + Z nj = p - n^, partition C as 
C = [ C, Cj Cj ], where C, is (p+q)xn,, Cg is (p+q)xn^, Cj is 
(p+q)xq, and is (p+q)xq2. The degree of any column of is 
3 + f + c since there are only two nonzero elements in any 
column of {-h) , y + Ag is a diagonal matrix and the 
degree of any column of [ X^ X^ ]' is f + c. Because the 
number of levels of the factor (nj) is relatively small for 
j = 2,3,...,f and because all of the elements of the last c 
columns of Xg (the columns for the covariates) are typically 
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nonzero, it is to be expected that many of the elements of 
every column of Cg will be nonzero. 
Let n,j represent the number of observations on the 
level of the first factor. Then, the degree of the column 
of can be as large as 1 + n^j + n^ (or close to it), since 
the n^xn, matrix can be filled completely by nonzero 
f 
numbers. Note that l + n,; + n^ = l + n,[ + c+ Z n, > 
^ 1j r Ij j=2 J 
3 + c + f if n-i + S (n. - 1) >3. 1J j=2 J 
Let us suppose that the j*'' parent has p(j) sons or 
daughters in a as a result of matings to m(j) different 
animals. By definition, any animal in the base population 
does not have an observation in y. It can be shown (as 
discussed in Section 5.2.3) that the degree of the column 
of Cj equals 3 + f + c + m(j) + p(j) if the parent has an 
observation in y, equals 3 + m(j) + p(j) if the parent does 
not have an observation and is not in the base population, and 
equals 1 + m(j) + p(j) otherwise. 
It is assumed that the minimum degree of the matrix C is 
3 + f + c. This will typically be the case for litter bearing 
species such as swine, because p(j) is typically rather large 
(for j = l,2,...,q,). Define 
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Then, 
Q{CQ, = 
0 0 0 
'^2 
X'X, *1*2 *il2' *Î2 
0 0 0 X'X, *1*2 * - 2  
o
 
-
 c
 
H
 0 0 zf'Xil Z?'*21 K (-3;)Y'%D-2 
0 K ,  0 0 
. *12 *22 (-îs)Y-V=' Y'^D'Z + Ag 
0 0 
S 
0 
0 0 0 \ 
• 
0 0 0 
o
 
H
 0 0 
Y"'D-2 + Ag ( - h )  y ' H I  *12 *22 
K Z?'*11 Z?'*21 
*Î2 *î*1 *î*2 
*-2 *I,2Î *2*1 *1*2 
[6.50] 
Where K = + (^)+ A,. 
Define 
K Z?'*11 ZÎ'*21 
Cp = *îlZ? *•*1 *1*2 
. *2lZ? *•*1 *2*2 
As discussed earlier, all of the elements of the matrix XJX, 
can be nonzero, in which case the minimum degree of 
. f 
[ x;xi X'Xg ]• wi l l  b e l  +  n^ = l  + c+ n^, which is 
greater than 3 + c + f if (nj - 1) > 3. As also discussed 
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earlier, the minimum degree column of the first q, columns of 
will typically correspond to one of those parents who does 
not have an observation in y. Because any parent who does not 
have an observation will typically be an older animal and will 
have been included in only for purposes of accurately 
determining the relationships among other animals in all 
of its sons and daughters will typically be included in a^. 
Thus, if the t^'' parent does not have an observation in y, then 
the t**" column of H' will typically be a column of zeros, in 
which case the minimum degree of the first columns of 
will typically be greater than 3 + f + c. Subsequently, it is 
assumed that the minimun degree of is greater than 
3 + f + c, which implies that the first steps of the 
Cholesky decomposition algorithm [5.4] can be applied to Q{CQ^ 
(without any reordering of rows or columns). 
Suppose now that the first steps of the Cholesky 
decomposition algorithm are applied to Q{CQ^. The 
(qi+P)x(q^+p) lower right corner of the resulting matrix is 
which equals 
Xi'2 A" X 12 *22] 
X'2 
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Z*'X„+(3Î)Y'^HD-2A*Xi2 Z*'X2I+(^) Y'^HD'^AXZ 
X'IZ*+(^)Y-1X'2A*D-2H' X'XI-X'2A*Xi2 X'X2-X'2A%2 
X^Z?+(^)Y-'X^2AVH' 3£'X2-X'2A*X22 
where A* = + A2) . 
Using well-known results of the inverse of a sum of two 
matrices (e.g., Searle, 1982, Section 5.8) and noting that 
^2 = W  
(YD| + = Y"'D-2 - Y'^D;2(Y + AG) 
= \ - (VV + A2)-1. 
Then, the diagonal blocks of C* are: 
K - (h)^ y'^ ED'2^ L*D-2^ E' = Y'\^  + A, + (h)^ y''^ ED'2^ H* 
- (ÎS) V^HDj^CY'^Dj^ + A2) '^D2%' 
= Y'\^ + A, + ( h ) ^ E ( y D l  +  
X'X, - X'2A'XI2 = X',X„ + X;2%I2 - XIZAXG 
= + xij(ifD| + 
XJXj - XhA'Xj! = XS,Jl2, + XJ2*J2 -
= + X5J(yd| + I^)-'X2J. 
Because YD| + Iq^ is a diagonal matrix, the nonzero structures 
of H(yd2 + Iq^) ^ H', x;2(YDi + \)-%z and X^2(YD| + \)'%2 are 
the same as those of HDj^H', X{2Xi2' and respectively. 
Thus, no additional nonzero entries are introduced in the 
diagonal blocks of C* after the first qg steps of the Cholesky 
decomposition algorithm. [Note that aside from row and column 
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permutations, C* is the coefficient matrix of the MME for the 
so-called reduced animal model (Quaas and Pollak, 1980).] 
It is typical that the inverse of the relationship matrix 
is extremely sparse (as discussed in Section 5.2.3). And, the 
matrix A!j^ + (^' is also typically sparse. For example, 
Takahashi (1989) considered the relationship matrix for 3,673 
pigs, consisting of 3,297 nonparents and 376 parents and found 
that A'^ contained only 19,257 nonzero elements. Because (in 
this example) both parents of each of the nonparents were 
among the 376 parents, the number of nonzero elements in the 
376x376 portion of A"' corresponding to the parents was 2,772 
(= 19,257 - 5 X 3,297), so that fewer than two per cent of the 
elements in the 376x376 portion of A'^ corresponding to the 
parents were nonzero. 
It is assumed that, when the parent does not have an 
observation in y, all the sons and daughters of the j*'' parent 
are included in a^, in which case the columns of and H' 
are columns of zeros. Further, the degree of the column of 
C* (for j = 1,2,...,c^) equals 1 + m(j) + p(j), if the jth 
parent is in the base population, and equals 3 + m(j) + p(j), 
otherwise. If the parent has an observation and has 
offspring in a^, then (for j = l,2,...,q,) the degree of the 
column of C* will typically be larger than 3 + f + c + m(j) 
+ p(j). To see this, observe that nearly all of the elements 
of the column of %22^*^2^^' will typically be nonzero and 
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that the number of nonzero elements in the j*'' column of 
equals the number of distinct levels of the first 
factor in which those of the sons and daughters of the 
parent that are in have observations. As discussed 
earlier, the parents that have no observations in y will 
typically be older animals, and thus, among the first q, 
columns of C*, the degree of the columns will tend to be less 
for the initial columns than for subsequent columns. 
The degree of the column of + (^)will 
typically be less than or equal to n,., especially in the case 
of litter bearing species. To see this, observe that the 
degree of the column of equals the number of parents 
with (their own) observations in the level of the first 
factor and that the degree of the j*'' column of equals 
the number of distinct sires and dams of nonparents with 
observations in the j*'' level of the first factor. If the 
observations are distributed rather evenly over the different 
levels of the first factor and if the number of distinct sires 
and dams of nonparents included in any one level of the first 
factor is rather large, then the degree of the column of 
[X'^zf + (3Î)Y-1x'2A*D-2h', X'X, - XjgAXg, x;x2 - X^gA^g] ' would 
be close to 1 + n^ + n^j. 
Based on the above discussion, it is assumed that the 
maximum degree of the first q^ columns of C* is smaller than 
the minimum degree of the last p columns of C*, in which case 
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it will be advantageous (for purposes of minimizing the number 
of nonzero entries in the Cholesky factor of C*) to process 
the first columns of C* prior to the last p columns. 
Let represent the Cholesky factor of the relationship 
matrix for the animals in a = [ aj, a^ ]'. Define 
X 
0 
where S  = (y'^)^. As discussed in Section 5.3.3, the QR 
factorization can be applied to W*Q^ as a preliminary to the 
solution of Henderson's MME [6.49]—when the QR factorization 
is applied to W*Q,, the upper trapezoidal matrix R contains 
fewer nonzero entries than when it is applied to W*. 
6.2.2 Required expressions 
For model [6.48], the expressions required for the 
numerical evaluation of the log-likelihood function and its 
first- and second-order partial derivatives are (as discussed 
in Section 5.2.2): 
y'M^y - y'M^zâ, [6.51] 
log[det(Y"V^ + Z'M^Z)], [6.52] 
â'A'^â, [6.53] 
tr[A-^(Y'^A'^ + Z'M^Z)-i], [6.54] 
a'A'^Y'^A'^ + Z'M^Z)'^A'^â, [6.55] 
tr[A'\Y'^A'^ + Z'M^Z)'V(Y"V + Z'a^Z) 1], [6.56] 
where â = (Y'V^ + Z'M^Z)'^Z'M^y. 
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The numerical evaluation of expressions [6.51] and [6.52] 
is required to evaluate the function 1*. If (in addition to 
1*) the first-order partial derivatives are to be evaluated, 
then expressions [6.53] and [6.54] must also be numerically 
evaluated. And, if (in addition to 1* and the first-order 
partial derivatives) the second-order partial derivatives are 
to be evaluated, then expressions [6.55] and [6.56] must be 
numerically evaluated. 
6.2.3 Computational strategies based on decomposing W 
Let Q^, W* and be defined as in Section 6.2.1. Let 
represent the Cholesky factor of = (CT^)'Var(a,) . Then, as 
discussed in Section 5.2.3, the inverse of is 
-1 _ 
(-%)D^H' 
where H' and Dg are defined as in Section 6.2.1. Define 
0 
0 
(-%)gD^H' 0 
0 0 
0 2? x„ 
. 1,2 0 %12 
^21 
X 22 
[6.57] 
where S  (Y 
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0 
0 
I. 
•q2 
% 
92 
91 0 
0 
0 
and (as before) 
0 0 
0 I 
s 
91 
0 0 
Define an (n+q)xl vector r as 
0 y 
r = 
y 
= P-
0 
[6.58] 
Partition a = [ aj, a^ ]•, where a^ is of dimensions q,xl, 
Then, since Q{ = [ â^, â|, /&' ]', Henderson's MME 
[6.49] are equivalent to the equations 
WW 
A *  
a 
0  
= w'r, [6.59] 
Where a = [ a^, aj ]'. 
Let rank(X) = p* < p. Then, rank(W) = q + p*. As 
discussed in Section 5.3.3, there exists an orthogonal matrix 
Pg of order (n+q) such that 
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R 
0 
[6.60] 
Where R is a (q+p*)x(q+p) matrix obtained by deleting p-p* rows 
of a (q+p)x(q+p) upper triangular matrix. Note that because 
the first q columns of W are LIN, the leading principal 
submatrix of order q of R is a nonsingular upper triangular 
matrix. Then, as discussed in Section 5.3.3, there exists a 
(q+p)x(q+p) permutation matrix Qg of the form 
where R, is a (q+p*) x(q+p*) nonsingular upper triangular 
matrix. 
Define r* = P^r. Partition r* as r* = [ r*', rp ]', where 
r* is of dimensions (q+p*)xl. And, partition as 
n'^ = [ /§*•, ^2* ] ' f where is of dimensions p*xl. Then, as 
discussed in Section 5.3.3, the solution of MME [5.59] can be 
obtained by solving the equations 
0 n 
such that RQj can be partitioned as 
[6.61] 
a 
r. [6.62a] 
and by setting =  0 .  [6.62b] 
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Partition Pj as Pg = [ Pj,, Pjz ], where Pg^ is (n+q)x(q+p*). 
Note that, since Pg is an orthogonal matrix, Pg^P^g = ^n+q 
- Then, using expression [6.57], [6.58], [6.60], 
[6.61] and [6.62] and noting that r* = P^,r and = P^gr, 
rg'r* = r'r - r*'r* 
= y'y - [ â*', /&;• ] R'R, 
â* 
K \ 
= y'y -  [ â*' ,  i&g' ]  
R'Rl 
R'Rl 
R'Rg 
R'Rg 
A *  
a 
K 
= y'y - [ a*', ] WW 
A  *  
a 
= y'y - y'X/& - y'zâ 
= y'M^y - y'M^zâ, 
where the last equality follows from the results of Section 
5.2.2. 
Define 
Qz = 
11 
\ * 
[6.63] 
Then, W can be reexpressed as 
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W = 
«ajii'Oi 
zo. 
0 
X 
Partition Xll as Xll = [ X^, X^ ], where X^ is nxp*. Then, 
because in expression [6.61] is a (q+p*)x(q+p*) nonsingular 
upper triangular matrix, the first q+p* columns of WQg are LIN, 
which implies that rank(X^) = p*. 
Define 
Cf = [ 0 ] Q'WWQj 
Clearly, . Then, 
[ I, q+p 0 ] 
5q1(L;1)'Q2 Q;z' 
0 
0 
^'r 
Iq+p* 
0 0 
. zQz Xf X, 
^q+p* 
QJ(Y'V1 + Z'Z)Qz Q ^ Z ' X f  
X;Z0z X'Xf 
Using well-known results on the determinant of a partitioned 
matrix (e.g., Graybill, 1983, Section 8.2) and noting that 
is an orthogonal matrix, 
det(Cf) = det(X|Xf)'det(Y'^A'^ + Z'M^Z), 
where - X(X«X)~X' 
= - x(nn'x'xini')"x' 
= - xn(n'x'xn)H'x' 
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(X|Xf)"' 0 Zf 
= In - [Xf Xr ] 
= In - 2,(X'X,)-1X|. 
Hence, 
log[det(Cf)] = log[det(Y^A'i + Z'M^Z)] + log[det(X|X^) ] 
= 2 log[ |det(Ri) | ]. 
Note that because log[det (XJX^) ] does not depend on y and 
that, for purposes of maximizing 1*, 1* need only be evaluated 
up to the value of an additive constant. Thus, the problem of 
numerically evaluating quantity [6.52] [i.e., the quantity 
log[det (y'^A*^ + Z'M^Z)]] can be replaced by that of numerically 
evaluating 2*log[ |det(R,) | ]. 
Note that Q^â = â*. Define 
U = Q1L;1Qz. [6.64] 
Then, 
â'A-^â = â'QzQXL^) 'QzQzL^^OzQzâ 
= â*'u'uâ* 
= ft, [6.65] 
where t = uâ*. 
It is well known (e.g., Harville, 1977) that the qxq 
lower right corner of a generalized inverse of W*'W* is 
(y'^A"^ + Z'MjjZ)"'. Then, using expressions [6.57], [6.60], 
[6.61] and [6.63], we find that 
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(Y"V + Z'M^Z) 1 = [ 0, Iq ](W*'W*)' 
q J 
= [ 0, I ](QIQ;W*'PiP'W*QIQ|) 
L Iq 
= [ 0, I IQiCQzQ^WPjP^WQjQ') Q' 
q J 
= [ Qz' 0 W  
RÎ 
J 
[ Ri «2 ]) Q| 
o; 
0 
= [ Qz. 0 ] 
(R'Rl)-l 0 o; 
0 
= [ Q^, 0 ] R;^Rj)-l 
o; 
0 
[ 6 . 6 6 ]  
Thus, using well-known properties of the trace of a matrix 
(e.g., Searle, 1982, Section 2.8) and expressions [6.64] and 
[6.66], quantity [6.54] can be reexpressed as 
tr[A-1(Y-lA-l + Z'M^Z)-!] = tr{ (L^^) • [Q^, 0]R^(R;) -In _ •1\ IT•!I » 1 /D I \ -1 
0 
= tr{[Q'L;iQ2, 0]R;^(R;) 1 /t>i \ -1 
05 (!.;')'Q^ 
0 
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1 
= tr{[D, O]R;I(R') 
u* 
). [6.67] 
U' 
0 
Let u. represent the column of the (q+p*)xq matrix 
(for k = l,2,...,q). And, let hu represent the solution 
of the equations 
Rjhk = U|^ for k = l,2,...,q. 
Then, quantity [6.67] can be computed as 
[ 6 . 6 8 ]  
tr[A'^(Y'^A'^ + 3'*^Z)-I] = tr([ U, 0 ]R;^(R;)-^ 
U' 
0 
= Sh'h,. k=1 
Using expressions [6.64] and [6.66], quantity [6.55] can 
be reexpressed as 
â'A'^Y'^A''' + Z'M„Z)'V^â 
= â'QzQ'(L;i) •L;1[Q2, O]R;^(R') -1 /T* I \ -1 
Q5 
0 ( V )  
â*'n»[u, O]R;VR')-I 
U' 
0 
uâ* 
-1 
= f [u, O]R;I(R;) 
U' 
0 
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where v = (R{) I  \  - 1  
D' 
0 
t  and (as in expression [6.65]) t  = uâ* 
Using expressions [6.64] and [6.66] and well-known 
properties of the trace of a matrix (e.g., Searle, 1982, 
Section 2.8), quantity [6.56] can be reexpressed as 
tr[A'\Y'^A-^ + + Z'M^Z)"^] 
= tr{(L;)-iL;i[Q2, O]R;i(R;) 
Q ' z  
0 
{L;)-1L;^[Q„ O]R;1(R') I \ -1 
= tr{[D, O]R;1(R|)-I 
U' 
0 
[U, 0]R;^(R') 
U' 
0 
= s/KCi)-' 
U' 
0 
[D, O]R;\}. 
where (as previously indicated) h|^ is the solution of 
equations [6.68]. 
In summary, the QR factorization of the matrix W, 
which is of rank q+p*, expresses W as the product of an 
orthogonal matrix Pg of order (n+q) and an (n+q)x(q+p) matrix 
[ R', 0 ]', where R is a (q+p*) x( q+p) matrix. Further, there 
exists a (q+p)x(q+p) permutation matrix 
O2 - 0 n  
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such that RQg = [ R,, Rg ] where R^ is a (q+p*) x(q+p*) 
nonsingular upper triangular matrix. To compute REML 
estimates of variance components, it suffices to numerically 
evaluate R, and r* = P|r, where r = [ 0', y' ]'. As will 
become evident in the next section, Pg is a product of a 
sequence of orthogonal matrices. Thus, R can be computed by 
sequentially modifying the matrix W. Further, by sequentially 
modifying the vector r in an analogous way, r is transformed 
to r* = P|r. Note that the orthogonal matrix Pg of order (n+q) 
need not be formed explicitly. 
Partition r* as r* = [ r*', Tg* ] ', where r* is of 
dimensions (q+p*)xl. Then, quantities [6.51]-[6.56] can be 
computed as 
y'M^y - y'M,zâ = r^T*, 
log[det(Y^A'i + Z'M^Z)] + * = 2»log[ |det(R,) | ] 
â'A'^â =  t ' t ,  
tr[A'\Y'''A'^ + 
â'A'^Y'^A'^ + Z'M^Z)"V^â = v'v, 
tr[A-\Y'^A-^ + Z'M^Z) ^A ^ Y'^A'^ + Z'M^Z)"''] 
[6.73] 
[6.72] 
[6.71] 
[6.70] 
[6.69] 
q 
-1  g [u, 0]R-1^), [6.74] S {h'(R') 
where 
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A * 
a 
[ 0*\~ [6.75] 
t  = uâ* [6.76] 
= Uk, [6.77] 
RÎV t  [6.78] 
0 
U|ç is the k^'' column of the (q+p*)xq matrix [ U 0 ]' and 
i|r = log[det(XJX^) ] is a constant. (i|t is a constant in the 
sense that it does not depend on y, though because 
xn = [ X^, X^ ], it does depend on the permutation matrix H.) 
In the numerical evaluation of expressions [6.69]-[6.74], 
R, r* and r^'rj are computed from the QR factorization of the 
matrix W. It is assumed that the first q rows of R are sparse 
and that the nonzero entries of the first q^ rows of R are to 
be stored in memory using a variation of a collection of 
sparse vectors, while the nonzero elements in the next q, rows 
are stored in memory using a linked list. Further, it is 
assumed that the last p* rows of R are rather dense and are 
stored in memory row by row. 
It is assumed that the elements of R, U and r* are stored 
in main memory. Note that when the computations are performed 
in the order of expressions [6.75], [6.76], [6.71], [6.78], 
and [6.73], no additional memory is required. For example, 
the elements of the right-hand side of equations [6.75] can be 
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replaced element-by-element by the solution vector 
[ a*', ]'—this is because is upper triangular. Note 
also that expressions [6.72] and [6.74] can be updated each 
time equations [6.77] are solved for a given value of k, so 
that the solution vector need not be stored and consequently 
no additional memory is required. 
6.2.4 Computational strategies for computing R, r* and rg'rg 
Recall that, by definition. 
( - h ) S D l ^ E '  0 0 
0 0 0 
0 z *  *11 *21 
0 
*12 *22 
and r = 
0 
y 
Let us discuss how the locations-and values of the 
nonzero elements in W can be obtained. Parition X as 
X = [ X*, X*, ..., X*, b*, b*, ..., b* ], where xT is of 
dimensions nxnj for j = 1,2,...,f. The i^*" row of Xj (for 
j = 1,2,...,f) has only one nonzero element, which equals one 
(i = 1,2,...,n). Also, the i^*' element of bj| is the value of 
the covariate associated with the i*'' observation in y. For 
j = 1,2,...,f, let Xj represent an nxl vector whose i^^ element 
equals the location (column number) of the nonzero element of 
the i**^ row of X*. It is assumed that x*, ..., x^ are kept in 
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memory. Then, the locations and values of the nonzero 
elements in X are obtainable from x*, xj, b*, b*. 
As discussed earlier, Z* is an incidence matrix. Let z, 
represent an (n-q2)xl vector whose i*** element equals the 
location of the nonzero element of the i**^ row of Z*. It is 
assumed that is kept in memory. 
Let represent the relationship matrix for the animals 
in (which is a q,xl vector of the additive genetic effects 
of the parents and is sorted by their birthdates), and let a,. 
represent the (i,j)*h element of A^. As discussed in Section 
5.2.3, the elements of and are functions of the diagonal 
elements of A,. 
Let represent the Cholesky factor of the relationship 
matrix of the animals in a = [ a{, a| ]'. Recall that, in 
Section 5.2.3, a recursive formula for computing was 
presented. Adopting the same notation as in Section 5.2.3, 
let s(t) and d(t) represent respectively the locations of the 
sire and dam of the t**' animal in a. Let represent the r^h 
column of a bxb identity matrix. Then, the recursive 
relationship is 
Li' = I, 
r 0  
' [ (-«i;'»!-, -i;' 
for t = 2,3,...,q. 
where 
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0 if the t*** animal is in the 
base population, 
otherwise. 
1 t 
1 
[1 - (%):(a, 
if the t*** animal is in the 
base population, 
s(t),8(t) 
otherwise; 
and = L'\ Note here that if the t*** animal is not in the 
base population, the only nonzero elements of the t^'' row of 
are the (t,s(t))^, (t,d(t))^ and (t,t)^'' elements. It is 
assumed that 1^ is stored in the t**" position of a qxl vector 
1. 
Let s and d represent qxl vectors. Suppose that s(t) and 
d(t) are stored as the t^'' elements of qxl vectors s and d, 
respectively. (If the t^'' animal is in the base population, 
set s(t) = d(t) = 0.) The vectors s and d are referred to as 
the pedigree information for the animals. Then, the nonzero 
elements of the k^'' row of W are: the (k,k)^'', (k,q2+s(q,+k) ) 
and (k,q2+d(q,+k) ) *'' elements if k < q^; the (k,k)^'', 
(k,q2+s(k-q2) ) and (k,q2+d(k-q2) ) elements if 
k = q2+l,q2+2,... ,q2+q^ and if the (k-qg)*'' animal in is not 
in the base population. Thus, the locations and values of the 
nonzero elements in the first q rows of W are obtainable from 
the information stored in s, d, and 1. 
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For i = let y*(i), Xj(i) and b^fi) represent 
the elements of the vectors y*, x] and b^, respectively. It 
is assumed that the i^"^ elements of the vectors y*, b*, ..., b*, 
X*, Xf are stored externally in the form of the vector 
(y*{i), b*(i), b*(i), x^fi), x*(i)) (for 
i  =  1 , 2 , N o t e  t h a t ,  f o r  e a c h  r e c o r d ,  t h e  f i r s t  c + 1  
values are real numbers, and the remaining f values are 
integers. 
For i = l,2,...,q, let s(i), d(i) and l(i) represent the 
i^*" elements of the vectors s, d and 1, respectively. It is 
assumed that the i^^ elements of the vectos s, d and 1 are 
stored externally in the form of the vector (s(i), d(i), l(i)) 
(for i = 1,2,...,q). 
Let us now consider the QR factorization of W and the 
computation of r* and 'rg. Parition X as X = [ xjj' ]', 
where Xjj is of dimensions (n-qjjxP' By definition. 
(-%)&D^H' 0 
0 0 0 
w and r = 
0 y 
I, 0 
Partition R as 
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R = ' 
where R,, and Rgg are respectively q^xq^ and q^xq, nonsingular 
upper triangular matrices and R33 is a p*xp matrix obtained by 
deleting (p-p*) rows of a pxp upper triangular matrix. It is 
proposed that the QR factorization of W be carried out in 
three steps. 
The first step is to transform W to a matrix W* of the 
form 
by premultiplying W by a sequence of q^ Givens rotations. As 
will become evident, the nonzero structures of R^g and are 
identical to those of R^g and R^j, respectively, and their 
nonzero elements can be computed rather easily. Using the 
same sequence of Givens rotations, r is transformed to 
r* = [ , 0', y^' ]', where r*^ and y* are of dimensions q^xl 
and nxl, respectively. 
The second step is to transform W* to W** of the form 
0 5L:^ 0 
w* = 
0 
0 
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«11 «12 «13 
0 «22 «23 
0 0 «  ^
0 0 0 
by premultiplying W* by a sequence of Givens rotations, where 
B# is a pxp upper triangular matrix having p-p* rows of zeros. 
Using the same sequence of Givens rotations, r" is transformed 
to = [ rj^', r*y, r^«, ]', where and rf are of 
dimensions q^xl and pxl, respectively. 
The third step is to transform to BpR^ = [ 0 ] ', 
where Bp is an appropriately chosen pxp permutation matrix. 
Also, transform to 0' ] ', where r** is of 
dimensions p*xl. Then, r* = [ ', r**' ]' and 
Now let us discuss each step in more detail. The first 
step of the QR factorization of W involves the annihilation of 
the q^xqg identity matrix appearing in the lower left corner of 
W. This is accomplished by successive premultiplication by 
Givens rotations = l,2,...,c%J. (Refer to Appendix D 
for a description of a Givens rotation.) Define = W, and, 
for k = 1,2,...,c^,, define recursively as follows: 
v(k) _ ^(q+n) nrdc-l) 
* ~ ^ k,n+q^+k" 
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As discussed earlier, the elements of Qk?n+q,+k be determined 
in such a way that the (n+q^+k,k)element of is zero. 
Then, W* = . 
The only differences between and are in their k^'' 
and n+g^+k**^ rows (for k = 1,2,When the j^*' elements 
of the k^^ and n+g^+k**" rows of are both zero, it can be 
shown (see Appendix D) that the j*** elements of the k*'' and 
n+g^+k^*" rows of are also both zero. 
Let wj represent the t^^ row of W. Define, for 
k — 1,2,...,gj, 
K = 
Wk 
w * 
"n+q,+k . 
And, define to be the matrix obtained by deleting the null 
columns of b]|. Specifically, B,j is the 2x(3+f+c) matrix 
a^ -a^/2 -3l^/2 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 
1 0 0 1 ... 1 b*(n-g2+k) ... b*(n-g2+k) 
where a^ = 5/l(g,+k). 
Let 6|j = 
Ck -Sk 
Sk °k 
represent a 2x2 Givens rotation. 
By taking C|^ = a^r,^ and s,^ = -l/r^ where r,^ = (a^ + 1)*, 
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®k®k -
2ru 
2r. 
2r^ 
2r^ 
1 bi(n-q,+k) b*(n-qp+k) 
a„b*(n-q,+k) a^b*(n-q,+k) 
for k = 1,2,...,%,. 
0 
y*(n-q2+k) 
for k = 1,2,..., qj. 
Further, 
y*(n-q2+k)/rk 
a,^y*(n-q2+k)/r,j 
Note that the only nonzero element of the k^^ row of is the 
(k,k)element and that the (k,k)^'' element equals r^. The 
nonzero elements of the k*'' row of are the (k,s(q,+k) ) and 
(k,d(q^+k) ) elements and those elements are both equal to 
-a^/2r|^. There are f+c nonzero elements in the k^"^ row of R^j, 
and those elements are the (k,x*(n-q2+k) ) (k, t^+XjCn-qj+k) ) 
, (k,t^.^+x;(n-q2+k) (k,p-c+l)", Xk,p-c+2) th , th (k,P) th 
elements, where t, = S n.. The first f nonzero elements are 
all equal to l/r^. The (k,p-c+i)^' element is bt(n-q2+k)/r^ for 
j = 1,2,...,c. Note also that the k^'' element of r*^ is 
y*(n-q2+k)/r|ç. The nonzero elements of the k^^ row of R^g 
the (k,s(q^+k) ) *'' and (k,d(q^+k) )elements and those elements 
are both equal to ay2r,^. Let ' and represent the k^h 
rows of R,3 and X^, respectively. Then, = a^r^j'*. 
It is assumed that a,^ and r,^ are stored in the k^h 
positions of qgXl vectors a and r, respectively. Further, it 
is assumed that n^ (the number of levels of the j^'' factor) is 
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stored in the j*'' position of an fxl vector n (for 
j = l,2,...,f). Then, the locations and values of the nonzero 
elements in R„, R J^, R^g and are obtainable from a, r, s, 
d, X*, ..., xj, b*, ..., b* and n. Further it is assumed that 
y*(n-q2+k)/r,j is stored in the k*'' position of a q^xl vector r*^. 
Suppose now that the elements of the nxl vectors b*, ..., 
b*, X*, ..., Xf, the elements of the qxl vectors 1, s, and d, 
the elements of the fxl vector n and the values of 5 = 
p, c, q, and qg have been computed and are available in 
external storage. In what follows, an algorithm (Algorithm C) 
is presented for computing the elements of the q^xl vectors a, 
r and r*^ and of an nxl vector and for then transforming 
0 
< 
«12 
" Rp 0 rp 
to 
0 
and to 
1 
where 
Rp = 
^2 ^3 
0 < 
and r. = 
The algorithm makes use of a (q^+p) xl work vector w. In 
presenting the algorithm, the symbol w(k) is used to represent 
the k^** element of the vector w—a similar notation is used for 
the elements of other vectors. 
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Algorithm C comprises the following steps: 
Step 1) Initialize = 0, = 0, and SSQ = 0. 
Step 2) Read the elements of y*, b*, b*, 1, x*, x 
s, d, S ,  p, c, n, z,, q, and into main memory. 
Step 3) For k = 1,2,...,qg, perform the following steps: 
3.1) Set a(k) = 6/l(q^+k) . 
3.2) Set r(k) = (a(k)*a(k) + 1)%. 
3.3) Set r*^(k) = y*(n-q2+k)/r(k) . 
Step 4) For k = l,2,...,q,, perform the following steps: 
4.1) Initialize w = 0. 
4.2) Set t = g/l(k). 
4.3) Set w(k) = t. 
4.4) If s(k) * 0 and d(k) * 0, then set 
w(s{k)) = -t/2 and w(d(k)) = -t/2. 
4.5) Use appropriately chosen Givens rotations to 
annihilate w* in 
" Rp ' 
w 
step 5) For k = 1,2,...,n-q^^ perform the following steps; 
5.1) Initialize w = 0. 
5.2) Set s = y*(k) . 
5.3) Set w(z, (k) ) = 1. 
5.4) Set t, = q, + x*(k), tg = q, + n(l) + x'Ck), 
tj = q, + n(l) + n(2) + XjCk), ..., t, = q^ + 
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n(l) + ... + n(f-l) + xj(k), = q, + p - c 
+ 1» tf+2 ~ ^f+1 •••» t^+c ~ ^f+c-1 1" 
5.5) Set w(t,) = 1, wCtg) =1, ..., w(t,) = 1, 
v(tf+i) = b*(k), w(tf^2) =b2(k), ..., 
v(tf+J = b*(k). 
5.6) Use appropriately chosen Givens rotations to 
annihilate w* in 
Rr r, 
w* s 
5.7) Set SSQ *- SSQ + s*s. 
Step 6) For k = 1,2,...,, perform the following steps: 
6.1) Initialize w = 0. 
6.2) Set t = a(k)/r(k). 
6.3) Set s = t*y*(n-q2+k) . 
6.4) Set w(s(q,+k)) = t/2 and w(d(q,+k)) = t/2. 
6.5) Set t, = q, + x*(n-q2+k), t2 = q, + n(l) 
+ = q, + n(l) + n(2) + XjCn-qj+k) 
..., t, = + n(l) + ... + n(f-l) + xj (n-qg+k) , 
6.6) Set w(t,) = t, w(t2) = t, ..., w(tf) = t, 
v(t^+i) = t*b*(n-q2+k) , = tAb^Cn-qg+k) , 
•••' w(tf^ç) = t*b*(n-q2+k) . 
6.7) Use appropriately chosen Givens rotations to 
annihilate w* in 
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Rp r. 
w' s 
" Rgg «23 
" <1 
0 1 
W
 
and 
L p 
6.8) Set SSQ •<- SSQ + S*S. 
At the completion of Algorithm C, the elements of 
are stored in R^ and r^, 
respectively. The quantity SSQ = is also available. 
For the algorithm to be feasible, there must be enough main 
memory to store the nonzero entries of [ Rjj, Rg^ ] using a 
linked list and also enough to store the p(p+l)/2 upper 
triangular elements of the pxp matrix R^. Furthermore, there 
must be enough main memory to store the 1+f+c nxl vectors y*, 
b*, ..., b*, X*, ..., xj, the three qxl vectors 1, s and d, the 
three qgXl vectors a, r and r*^, the two (q^+p)xl vectors and 
w, the fxl vector n and the (n-q2)xl vector z,. 
Recall from the discussion of Givens rotations that, by 
premultiplying a 2x1 vector, say = [ a b ] ' (where b # 0), 
by a 2x2 Givens rotation = 
c -s 
s c 
where c = a/r and 
s = -b/r with r = (a^ + bf)*, rg can be transformed to 
Tg = [ r 0 ] •. Thus the first element of rg is always larger 
than that of r,. 
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Note that R# is a pxp upper triangular matrix of rank 
p*<p, which implies that p-p* of the diagonal elements of 
are zero. In Step 6.7 of Algorithm C, suppose that the 
element of w' is the first nonzero element. Then, for an 
appropriately chosen Givens rotation the (q,+p+l,k) 
R_ 
element of 6 
'k,q,+pf1 
r 
W* 
is zero, and the (k,k)^'' element of 
the transformed matrix is larger than that of Notice 
that, at the beginning of Algorithm C, all of the elements of 
Rp are set to zero, and during the course of the computations 
they are modified in such a way that at the completion of the 
algorithm the elements of 
®22 ®23 
0 R^ 
are stored in R^. Thus, 
if the k*^ diagonal element of R^ were zero after the 
completion of Algorithm C, there is an implication that a 
Givens rotation of the form G,^ was never used during the 
entire course of the computations. It follows that, at the 
completion of Algorithm C, the k*** row of R^ is a null vector, 
and the k*'' element of is zero. Hence, a permutation matrix 
Bp such that EpI^ = [ R^3 0 ]• and Epr^ = [ ip*'/ 0* ]' can be 
determined easily. Note that the number of nonzero diagonal 
elements in R^ equals p* [= rank(X)]. 
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Let Sj represent the j*'' column of a pxp identity matrix. 
Let d(i) represent the column number of the i**" nonzero 
diagonal element in for i = l,2,...,p*. Partition 
B = [ E| ]', where E, is of dimensions p*xp. Then, 
'd(l) 
®i -
«d(2) 
«i(p') J 
It can be seen that the leading principal submatrix of order 
p* of EpI^E^ is a p*xp* nonsingular upper triangular matrix. 
Thus, by taking E = E^ in the (q+p)x(q+p) permutation matrix 
Qj, i.e., by setting 
Q? - 0 E' 
the leading principal submatrix of order (q+p*) of RQg is a 
(q+P*)x(q+p*) nonsingular upper triangular matrix. 
Recall that RQg = [ I^, ], where R^ is of dimensions 
(q+P*)x(q+P*) ' Then, from expression [6.70], 
2»log[ |det(Ri) I  ] = log[det(Y-V + Z'M^Z)] + log[det(X|X^i ] 
where 
Xf = XE- = XE' 
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Thus, by comparing the locations of the nonzero diagonal 
elements in obtained for one value of 5 = (y"')^ with the 
locations of those obtained for a second value, it can be 
determined whether the same has been used in both cases. 
As discussed in Section 6.2.3, the numerical evaluation 
of expressions [6.69]-[6.74] requires that the elements of R, 
r* and U be stored in main memory, where 
D-1 
The elements read from the external data file are not altered 
by Algorithm C. Thus, the information for computing the 
matrix U is available, and the external data file need be 
accessed only once during the entire course of the REML 
computations. 
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CHAPTER 7. APPLICATION TO AN ANIMAL BREEDING DATA SET 
In this chapter, the feasibility of the computational 
method discussed in Section 6.1 (for the simple sire model) is 
investigated. The most'computationally intensive part of this 
method (which is the part consisting of Algorithms A and B) 
was carried out for a large animal breeding data set, and the 
requisite CPU time and flops were computed. 
The data used in this analysis are a subset of a large 
data set supplied by the National Association of Animal 
Breeders. This subset comprised those cows that had a calving 
ease score recorded in 1992 and whose sires had more than 61 
daughters with calving ease scores recorded in 1992. 
Table 7.1 summarizes the number of cows, the number of 
HYS-by-sire subclasses, the number of HYSs and the number of 
sires in the data set used in this analysis. To simplify the 
Table 7.1: Number of cows, HYS-by-sire subclasses, HYSs and 
sires 
Number of cows 420,705 
Number of HYS-by-sire subclasses 180,994 
Number of HYS 17,932 
Number of sires 1,200 
Number of sires added 64 
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study, the records in a sire by HYS subclass were treated as a 
single record. A total of 180,994 records (or equivalently 
sire by HYS subclasses) were included in the analysis. 
For purposes of accurately determining the relationships 
among the sires, 64 of those sires not having more than 61 
daughters with calving ease scores recorded in 1992 were added 
to the sire vector s. With the addition of these sires, a 
total of 1,264 sires were included in s. There were 133 
(= q,) sires that had at least one son or maternal grandson in 
s. Subsequently, these 133 sires are referred to as status-1 
sires, and the rest of the sires are referred to as status-2 
sires. 
Table 7.2 gives the distribution of the records by sire 
status and by the number of records per sire. Slightly more 
than 15 per cent of the status-1 sires had more than 500 
records, while the proportion of the status-2 sires having 
more than 500 records was less than 5.5 per cent. 
Approximately 74 per cent of the status-2 sires had no more 
than 100 records per sire. 
Recall that the proposed computational method carries out 
the QR decomposition of the matrix W in two steps. The first 
step transforms the submatrix [ X, Z* ] (via a sequence of 
orthogonal transformations) to 
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Table 7.2; Distribution of the records by sire status and by 
the number of records per sire 
Sire Number of records Number of Number of 
status per sire sires records 
0 - 5 0  65 744 
51 - 100 17 1,273 
1 101 - 500 31 8,896 
501 - 1,000 7 5,058 
1,001 - 13 18,007 
3 - 5 0  423 15,933 
51 - 100 409 28,718 
2 101 - 500 238 51,341 
501 - 1,000 40 26,695 
1,001 - 21 24,329 
Rii Ri2 
0 K z  
0 0 
where R„ and are respectively pxp and qxq upper triangular 
matrices. By applying the same sequence of orthogonal 
transformations, the vector y is transformed to [ r*^, r**', 
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TJI ]•, where r** and rj, are of dimensions qxl and (n-p-q)xl, 
respectively. 
It was shown in Section 6.1.3 that only r** and rg{ 
need be computed explicitly. And, in Section 6.1.4, an 
algorithm (Algorithm A) was presented for computing these 
three quantities. 
The second step in carrying out the QR decomposition is 
to transform (via a sequence of orthogonal transformations) 
»
 
1 1 « 
(SU to and to 0 0 
. ^ 22 . 
where is qxl—this step must be repeated during the 
iterative process for different values of 5 = (y'^)^» Recall 
that U = that is the Cholesky factor of A and that 
I* is a permutation matrix. 
In Section 6.1.4, an algorithm (Algorithm B) was 
presented for computing Rggf r'q and r^'r^ from the quantities 
(1^2' ^iq and computed via Algorithm A. 
Fortran programs were prepared for applying Algorithms A 
and B to the data set. Because of the large size of the data 
set, the program for Algorithm A was written in such a way 
that the data could be processed in stages with 10,000 records 
being processed on each "run." At the end of each run, the 
intermediate results that were needed to continue the process 
were stored in an external file. Then, to process the next 
10,000 records, the intermediate results were read into the 
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main memory and the process was restarted. Eighteen runs were 
needed to process all the data—the last 10,994 records were 
processed in one run. 
Table 7.3 presents the flops and the CPU time required to 
process each batch of records (in 10,000 record increments), 
using the NAS AS/9160 and a scalar processor. The total CPU 
time required to compute r** and excluding the 
access time to the external file, was approximately 74,000 
seconds (approximately 20.6 CPU hours), and the total flops 
required were approximately 117xlo'. 
As discussed in Section 6.1.4, all of the elements of 
are set to zero at the beginning of Algorithm A, and during 
the course of the computations they are modified in such a way 
that at the completion of the algorithm the zeros are replaced 
by the elements of Algorithm A forms via a number of 
steps. At each step, a vector, say w', is annihilated. 
Suppose that the element is the first nonzero element of 
w'. If the diagonal element of the current value of is 
zero, then w' is interchanged with the k^'' row of the current 
value of 1^2» If the k^'' diagonal element of the current value 
of R^2 is nonzero, [ w ] • is premultiplied by an 
appropriately chosen Givens rotation to annihilate the k*h 
element of w', thereby introducing additional nonzero elements 
in w'. Because the value of is extremely sparse in the 
early stages of the algorithm, it is often the case that fewer 
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Table 7.3: CPU time (in seconds) and flops required to 
compute 1^2' ^iq and 
Number of records CPU time (s) Flops (xlO*) 
10,000 1,051.4 1,810.3 
20,000 3,835.0 6,398.2 
30,000 7,975.4 13,018.3 
40,000 11,964.1 19,422.1 
50,000 17,257.0 27,759.5 
60,000 20,427.2 32,874.0 
70,000 23,785.2 38,289.0 
80,000 27,678.8 44,433.7 
90,000 31,320.6 50,232.5 
100,000 35,372.9 56,602.9 
110,000 39,338.6 62,909.2 
120,000 43,399.3 69,369.9 
130,000 47,181.6 75,450.8 
140,000 50,607.3 80,986.5 
150,000 55,031.0 87,990.5 
160,000 59,720.6 95,260.3 
170,000 64,954.5 103,291.1 
180,994 74,000.1 117,204.3 
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nonzero elements are introduced in processing a record in the 
early stages of the algorithm than in the latter stages. 
Thus, less CPU time and fewer flops are required to process a 
record in the early stages of Algorithm A than in the latter 
stages, as is evident from Table 7.3. The first 10,000 
records required approximately 1,051 CPU seconds and 1.8x10* 
flops. The CPU time and flops required to process subsequent 
batches of 10,000 records were significantly higher. However, 
starting with the second batch, the batch-to-batch increases 
(in CPU time and flops) were for the most part relatively 
small. 
The CPU time required to compute Rgg, r!|q and rg'rj, 
subsequent to computing r!f* and rg {was approximately 
1,313 seconds, and the number of flops required was 
approximately 2.0x10*. As discussed earlier, Rgg, and rg'rg 
must be recomputed for each different value of S encountered 
during the course of the iterative computation of the REML 
estimates. 
The upper triangular matrix Rgg obtained from this data 
set was almost completely filled with nonzero entries. The 
number of nonzero entries in the first 1,131 (= q^) rows of 
1*22' whose values were stored in the linked list, was 764,012, 
which is 96.6% of the 790,569 (= (1264+134)X1131/2) elements 
in the upper triangular portion of the first 1,131 rows of Rgg. 
The number of nonzero entries in the last 133 (= q^) rows of 
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Rjj was 8,827, which is also a high percentage of the maximum 
possible number. However, the upper triangular matrix R, 
which was shown to be the Cholesky factor of WW, had a total 
of only 971,765 (= 17,932 + 180,994 + 764,012 + 8,827) nonzero 
entries, which is approximately 0.53% (= 971,765 x 2 x 
100/(19,196 X 19,197)) of the upper triangular elements in R. 
The number of nonzero entries in Z'M^Z was computed to be 
507,700 which is 32 per cent of the elements in Based 
on the discussion in Chapter 5, it is questionable whether 
Z'M^Z is sufficiently sparse for sparse-matrix methods to be 
advantageous. 
The memory required to store the nonzero elements in 
Z'MjjZ using a linked list is rather similar to that required 
using dense-matrix storage. Suppose that a real number 
requires two words of memory and an integer requires one word. 
Then, 2,030,800 words of memory are required to store 507,700 
nonzero elements using a linked list while 3,195,392 words of 
memory are required to store all of the elements of Z'M^Z 
(which is of order 1,264) using dense-matrix storage. 
The Cholesky factor of + Z'M^Z will have more 
nonzero entries than the lower triangular portion of 
Y'^A"^ + Z'M^Z because of the additional nonzero entries 
introduced during the course of the Cholesky factorization. 
Clearly , if more than 50 per cent of the elements in the 
Cholesky factor of y'^A"^ + Z'M^Z are nonzero, then dense-matrix 
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methods reçpiire less memory to store the elements of the 
Cholesky factor than sparse-matrix methods. Because (in this 
application) Rgg was relatively dense, dense-matrix storage 
would have been preferable. 
Computational speed is another factor to be considered in 
determining whether or not sparse-matrix methods should be 
adopted. As discussed in Chapter 5, indirect addressing is 
used extensively with sparse-matrix methods. Indirect 
addressing is incompatible with the vector architechtures 
found on many main frame computers, including the VAST on the 
NAS AS/9160 at Iowa State University, though not with that 
found on certain supercomputers, for example, the Cray YMP. 
And, vectorization is essential in obtaining good 
computational performance from these supercomputers (Misztal 
and Perez-Enciso, 1993). 
At an early stage in the development of the Fortran 
programs for implementing Algorithms A and B, the use of a 
vector processor was investigated. It was found that the 
number of records processed in a certain amount of time was 
less with the vector processor than with the scalar processor, 
and thus the programs were refined to optimize performance 
with the scalar processor. However, if dense-matrix storage 
had been used, then the use of the vector processor might have 
been advantageous. 
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Misztal (1990) investigated the use of a Cray 2 
supercomputer and a commercially available sparse-matrix 
package to carry out the computationally intensive part of the 
REML estimation of variance components for an animal model. 
His largest data set consisted of 53,697 records from 30,739 
cows. The coefficient matrix of Henderson's MME was of order 
74,199 in his analysis and had 706,793 nonzero elements. The 
CPU times required for ordering and for numerical 
factorization were 1,092.3 and 306.8 seconds, respectively, 
while the computation of the parts of the inverse of the 
coefficient matrix of the MME needed for the numerical 
evaluation of the first-order partial derivatives of the log-
likelihood function required 18,311 seconds. These CPU times 
would have been 10 to 60 times higher if the same computations 
had been performed on a main frame computer (Misztal, 1990). 
One advantage in using QR factorization to obtain the 
Cholesky factor is that it facilitates recursive estimation. 
It is typical in animal breeding studies that more data will 
be collected sometime in the future and will be added to the 
existing data set. Once the QR factorization has been 
completed for the existing data set, only the additional data 
need be processed to obtain the Cholesky factor for the 
combined data set. 
One enhancement to the proposed algorithm would be a 
reordering of the status-2 sires based on the number of 
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records per sire. It seems likely that this would increase 
the level of sparsity of Rgg. As shown in Table 7.2, there 
were some sires that had no sons or maternal grandsons in s 
but had large numbers of records. The degrees of the columns 
of Z'M^Z corresponding to those sires would be rather large 
and thus those columns should be processed toward the end of 
the Cholesky factorization. The effect of such a reordering 
has yet to be investigated. 
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CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In Chapters 1-4 of this dissertation, the amount of 
computation required for the numerical evaluation of the 
log-likelihood function employed in REML and the additional 
amounts required for the numerical evaluation of the first-
and second-order partial derivatives of that function were 
determined. The focus in those four chapters was on dense-
matrix methods, and the coverage included five different 
computational strategies, based respectively on the LDL' 
decomposition, the W transformation, the SWEEP method, 
tridiagonalization and diagonalization. Comparisons among 
these strategies were made in terms of flops (floating-point 
operations). 
The computational requirements of the orthogonal 
transformations employed in tridiagonalization and 
diagonalization were found to be rather extensive. In both 
cases, however, the transformations are performed before the 
initiation of the iterative estimation of the variance 
components and need not be repeated during the remainder of 
the estimation process. Subsequent to either diagonalization 
or tridiagonalization, 0(q) flops are required per iteration. 
Depending on the choice of iterative algorithm, the 
number of iterations required to achieve convergence can be 
rather large, especially when good starting values are not 
available (see, for example, Harville and Callanan, 1990). 
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Thus, in many applications of mixed-effects linear models with 
a single set of random effects, the use of an orthogonal 
transformation prior to the initiation of the iterative 
process may prove advantageous. In implementing the algorithm 
for the relatively large values of q that are typical in many 
animal breeding applications, tridiagonalization will 
generally be more efficient than diagonalization. (The 
exceptions consist of applications in which the number of 
iterations required to achieve convergence is extremely 
large.) 
In many animal breeding applications, the coefficient 
matrix of Henderson's MMEs is extremely sparse and of very 
large order. Thus, it is typically not practical to store all 
the elements of the coefficient matrix of the MMEs in main 
memory. 
The computational strategies for the numerical evaluation 
of the log-likelihood function and its first- and second-order 
parital derivatives in the case of the simple sire model and 
the simple animal model were developed in Chapter 6. These 
strategies were based on the sparse matrix techniques 
discussed in Chapter 5 and required the QR factorization of 
the matrix W* = 
X Z 
0 sl;' 
where S = and is the 
Cholesky factor of the relationship matrix. They do not 
require the formation of Henderson's MME. 
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In Chapter 7, the feasibility of the computational method 
discussed for the simple sire model was investigated. The 
most computationally intensive part of this method (which is 
the part consisting of the computation of Rgg, and irj'rj) 
was carried out for a large animal breeding data set 
comprising the records of 180,994 cows sired by 1,264 bulls. 
The proposed method carries out the QR decomposition of 
the matrix W in two steps. The first step transforms the 
submatrix [ X, Z* ] (via a sequence of orthogonal 
transformations) to 
Rii Ri2 
0 1^2 
0 0 
/ 
where R„ and are respectively pxp and qxq upper triangular 
matrices. By applying the same sequence of orthogonal 
transformations, the vector y is transformed to [ r*', r***, 
Tgj ]'. The first step need be performed only once; that is, 
it need not be repeated during the iterative process. 
The second step in carrying out the QR decomposition is 
to transform (via a sequence of orthogonal transformations) 
1 V
 
1 •u
' 
•
 
to and to fiu 0 0 
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where U = and I* is a permutation matrix—this step must 
be repeated during the iterative estimation process for 
different values of 5 = 
Fortran programs were prepared for carrying out the 
computations of the two steps. In the case of the large 
animal breeding data set, the total CPU time required to 
compute 1^2' ^iq and using a NAS AS/9160 computer and a 
scalar processor was approximately 74,000 seconds. And, the 
CPU time required to compute Rgg, and subsequent to 
computing and was approximately 1,313 seconds. 
The upper triangular part of the upper triangular matrix 
R22 was nearly completely filled with nonzero entries. 
However, the upper triangular matrix R, which was shown to be 
the Cholesky factor of WW, was extremely sparse—less than 
0.6% of the upper triangular elements in R were nonzero. The 
denseness of R^g could be partly due to the fact that the data 
were restricted to the progeny records of sires with 
relatively large numbers of progeny. In such a situation, 
dense-matrix storage would be preferable provided that there 
is sufficient main memory to store all of the upper triangular 
part of Rgg. 
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APPENDIX A. TECHNICAL DETAILS FOR CHAPTER 1 
A.1 Gaussian Elimination with Zero Pivot Elements 
Gaussian elimination is a well-known method for reducing 
a square matrix to upper triangular form. In the method of 
Gaussian elimination, the matrix is in effect premultiplied by 
a sequence of elementary lower triangular matrices known as 
Gauss matrices or transformations (e.g., Stewart, 1973, 
p. 115; Golub and VanLoan, 1989, p. 93). Each Gauss 
transformation is chosen so that an additional column of the 
transformed matrix has zeros below the diagonal. 
The form of the i*"^ Gauss transformation 6^'' is that of an 
identity matrix with some additional nonzero elements in the 
i^'' column below the diagonal element. When the i*^ pivot 
element is zero and all the elements below the i^** pivot 
element are zero, it is customary (e.g., Stewart, 1973, 
p. 127; Watkins, 1991, p. 59) to take = I. It can be 
shown that the product of the first k Gauss transformations 
= Q(k)Q(k-i) ^@(2)0(1) is a unit lower triangular matrix whose 
nonzero off-diagonal elements are confined to the first k 
columns. 
Let W = [X, Z, y], and let w, represent the i*"^ column of 
W. For i=l,2,... ,p+q, take W, = ..., 
U,- = [w^, ..., Wj] and M,. = - U,-(UjUJ^UJ. Define = W and 
Mg = I^. Let 8^°% 8^^', 8^^), ... represent a sequence of 
(p+q+l)x(p+q+l) matrices defined recursively by taking 
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8^°' = WJWq and by defining (for i=l,2,...) in terms of 8 
as follows. Partition as 
(i-1) 
8 (i-1) _ 
8 
8 
(i-1) 
11 
(i-1) 
21 
8 
8 
(i-1) 
12 
(i-1) 
22 
where is an (i-1)x(i-1) matrix. Further, partition 8^2^' 
as 
8 (i-1) = 22 
Pi 
b, C, 
where p,. is a scalar. For i=l,2,..., take 
where 
= 
Note that 
s(i) = G(i)g(i-i)^ 
I,..1 0 0 
0» 1 0' 
0 -p:'b, I 
Vq+1 
p+q+1-i 
if Pj * 0 
if Pj = 0. 
8 (0) _ 822' = 
w'w, w;*i 
W'w, w;w, 
Pi a; 
Then, our claim is that, for i=0,l,2, 
[A.l] 
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To verify equality [A.l], let us employ mathematical 
induction. Clearly, equality [A.l] is valid for i=0. For 
i=l, when pyfO, the matrix is 
1 0' 
Alternatively, when p,=0, = W|W^. Since p, = W^MqW,, we 
have that = 0, implying that M, = I„. Thus, 
Suppose now that equality [A.l] is valid for i=k-l>l so 
that 
L Ip+q 
Then, the matrix is 
Pk »k 
k-l"k-l"k-1' 
implying that p,^ = 
bk = k^k-l^k ~ "k' 
®k ~ *k*k-1*k' k"k-l"  
When pyfO, 
s<2^> = [ -p;^b, ] 
= Ck - b^Pk'a-
= W'(Mk.1 - Mk.iWkp-1w'Mk.i)Wk. 
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According to a well-known result on generalized inverses of a 
partitioned matrix (e.g., Searle, 1971, p. 27), a generalized 
inverse of 0^0% is 
Pi' 
Thus, the matrix [which is invariant to the choice of the 
generalized inverse (UJU,j)""] is expressible as 
Mk = In - "k-l(ïïi-lUk-l)"U{.l 
- ïïk-l("J-l"k-l)~°J-lWkP>tOk-l(Î^J-lUk-l)~tIi-l 
+ ^k 1 (^k-l^k-l) ^k-l^kPk^^k "kPk^^k^k-l ^ ^k-l^k-l) ^k-1 
- ''kP^ k 
implying that = W{M,jW|^. 
When p^=0, = 0% = Since p,^ = (and 
since M|^., is symmetric and idempotent), we have that = 0, 
implying that W|^ = for some (k-l)xl vector Then, 
it can be shown easily that a generalized inverse of 0^0% is 
"(ï^i-l^k-l)" 0 
0 ' 0 
f 
and thus that 
Mk = In -
= *k.i' 
so that (just as in the case where pyfO) = Wj[M^W|^. The 
mathematical induction argument is now complete. 
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Note that p, is the i*'' pivot element encountered during 
the course of Gaussian elimination and that, if p. = 0, then 
(in light of result [A.l]) = 0, implying that = 0 
and hence (since b,- = W|M;.,Wj) that b,- = 0. Furthermore, p. = 0 
if and only if w, is expressible as a linear combination of 
the first i-1 columns of W. It follows that the number of 
nonzero pivot elements encountered during the course of 
Gaussian elimination on the first p columns of 8^°' is 
p* = rank(X'X). 
A.2 0(*) notation 
Definition (adopted from Fuller, 1976, p. 179): Let f(*) 
and g(*) represent functions whose domains are the positive 
integers. We say that f(n) is at most of order g(n) and write 
f(n) = 0(g(n))' 
if there exists a real number M such that |f(n)|/g(n)<M for 
every positive integer n. 
Example ; Suppose f(n) = k,n^ + kjn^ + k^n + k^, where the 
k.'s are real constants with k^>0. Then f(n) = O(n^) , because 
n-ii-L ^ M, 
n^ T n n^ n^ 
for M = k, + I kg I + I kg I + I k^ I. 
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APPENDIX B. ALGORITHM LTSWP 
Given the (q+l)x(q+l) matrix C of expression [2.28], the 
following algorithm sweeps the first q columns of the matrix 
C. After the completion of the algorithm, the values of the 
lower triangular elements of the matrix C are replaced by the 
values of the corresponding elements of the matrix 
~ y'M^z(Y'^iq + z'M^z)-^ y'a^y - y'M^z(Y'^iq + Z'M^Z)-^z'M^y 
(The values above the diagonal of the matrix C are not 
changed.) The algorithm also calculates the value of 
log[det(Y'^Iq + Z'M^Z)]. The algorithm requires a (q+l)xl work 
vector t .  
The MATLAB language (see Coleman and VanLoan, 1988, 
Chapter 4) is used to present the following algorithm. 
LOGDET = 0.0; 
for k = l:q 
d = C(k,k); 
LOGDET = LOGDET + log(d); 
d = 1.0 / d; 
for i = l;k-l 
t(i) = -C(k,i) * d; 
end 
t(k) = d; 
for i = k+l:q+l 
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t(i) = C(i,k) * d; 
end 
for j = l:q+l 
if j ~= k 
if j < k 
b = C(k,j); 
else 
b = C(j ,k) ; 
end 
for i = j:q+1 
C(i,j) = C(i,j) - t(i) * b; 
end 
if j < k 
C(k,j) = -b * d; 
end 
end 
end 
for i = k:q+l 
C(i,k) = t(i); 
end 
end 
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APPENDIX C. FORM OF 
Using expression [5.2], (i = k+l,k+2, 
be reexpressed as 
.,n-2) can 
P; 
Ik » 
» ®S?«.) J 
where 
E (n-k) _ i,r(i) 
Ii-k-1 0 
E i.r(i) 
Note that is symmetric and orthogonal. Let 
p" = «(M'k) «(n-k) cin-Kj Then 
"n-k "k+1,r(k+1)®k+2,r<k+2)* • •®n-2,r(n-2)* (n-k) 
^k+1,t(k+1)^k+2,t(k+2)* ' '^n-2,t(n-2) 
Ik 0 
0 E n-k 
The lower triangular matrix can be reexpressed as 
Lk = 
Dk 0 
^k ^n-k 
, where 0,^ = 
and = [ 0, ..., 0, 1^^^]. Then, 
Ik-1 0 
0' 1 k J 
^k -
Ik 0 
0 En:k J 
Dk 0 
M. I n-k . 
Ik 0 
0 E n-k J 
Dk 0 
<:kMk In-k 
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*k-1 
0' 
0 0 
0' 
k "n-k k *n-k 
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APPENDIX D. SOME ORTHOGONAL MATRICES 
D.l Helmert matrix 
Let represent an nxn matrix with (i ,j)*'' element h,.j 
defined as follows: for i = 1,2 , . . . f n-1. 
h i j  = -[i(i + 1)]-^ for j = 1,2, . . . ,X f 
h 
+
 
•
H •H •H II 1)]-^ for j i+1. 
h j = 0 for j = i+2,i+3,. ..,n. 
and, for i = n. 
"
c II for j = l,2,...,n 
• 
The matrix is referred to as the Helmert matrix of order 
For example. the Helmert matrix of order 4 is 
-1/72 1/72 0 0 
-1/76 -1/76 2/76 0 
II 
-1/JI2 -1/7Ï2 -1/7Ï2 3/7Ï2 
1/74 1/74 1/74 1/74 
It should be noted that our use of the term Helmert 
matrix differs slightly from that employed by a number of 
other authors (e.g., Searle, 1982, p. 71). The differences 
are in the signs of the first n-1 rows of and the ordering 
of the rows. More specifically, let oj"' represent the i^*^ 
column of an nxn identity matrix. Define 
E = [ e<">, ef>, ..., e<">, e<"> ], 
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The relationship between the matrix H referred to by Searle as 
the Helmert matrix and the matrix Is 
H = EQH„. 
Since H Is orthogonal (as is well known and is easily 
verified) and E and Q are also orthogonal, is clearly 
orthogonal. 
Let represent an nxl vector of ones. Let y represent 
an nxl vector, with 1^'' element y.. Then, 
0 
Hnln = Ô 
. ^  . 
/ 
and the t^*^ element of H^y is 
[t(t + 1) ]'^[ty^+^ - (y, + yg + ••• + Yt)] for t = l,2,...,n-l, 
(n)'^(yi + Yz + + Yn) for t = n. 
D.2 Glvens rotation 
Givens rotations are well-known orthogonal matrices 
(e.g., Golub and VanLoan, 1989, Section 5.1.8). Let 
represent an nxn matrix, with (i,j)*'^ element g-j. Define (for 
1 < k < t < n) 
g,-j -
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1 if i = j = 1,2,...,k-l,k+l,. 
c if i = j = k, t, 
-s if i = k, j = t, 
s if i = t, j = k, 
0 otherwise. 
.,t-l,t+l,...,n 
where s and c are real numbers such that s^ + c^ = 1. A matrix 
of the form Ql["' is called a Givens rotation. For example, 24 
IS 
G«) = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
s 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
-s 
0 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
X = 
Let y represent an nxl vector with j*** element yj. Let 
G{^")y, and let x, represent the i^*' element of x. Then, 
X,- = 
cYk - sy, 
SYk + cy, 
y,-
Premultiplication of an nxm matrix M by GJJ' alters only the k 
if i = k, 
if i = t, 
otherwise. 
(n) 
[D.l] 
rth 
and t**" rows of M. 
Let mj represent the j" row of M, and let ej"' represent 
the i**" column of an nxn identity matrix. The k^'' and t**" rows 
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of G "^'M are respectively the first and second rows of the 2xm 
matrix 
where ], M| = [ ], and g\1^ = 
Let B represent a 2xm matrix with (i,j)^'' element b-. 
Suppose that bjj * 0. Then, it is obvious from expression 
[D.l] that bg. can be annihilated by premultiplying B by the 
matrix G^|', taking c = b^/r and s = -bg./r, where 
r = (b^j + b|.)^. Note that, if b^. * 0, then under the no-
cancellation assumption, the nonzero structures of the two 
rows of QiI'B are (with the exception of their entries) 
identical. If (for j* f j) the entry of either row of B 
is nonzero, then the entries of both rows of Gljg^B are 
nonzero. 
Golub and VanLoan (1989, p. 202) present an algorithm for 
computing the values of s and c such that sy,^ + cy^ = 0 (for 2 
scalars y^ and y^) and s^ + c^ = 1. Their algorithm requires 
multiplications, divisions and square-root evaluations, but 
does not require the evaluation of such relatively complicated 
functions as sines and cosines. 
Let us now consider an example of the kind that is 
commonly encountered in applying the QR decomposition in the 
case of the animal model. Let 
c -s 
s c 
I 
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B = 
To annihilate the (2,1)®* element of B, choose c and s in g\1^ 
as follows: 
c = a/r, 
s = -1/r, 
where r = (a^ + 1)*. Then, 
r -a^/2r 0 1/r e/r 
0 a/2r 0 a/r ae/r 
Note that once r = (a^ + 1)^ is computed, the nonzero elements 
in QiI'b can be computed from the nonzero elements in B, and 
the locations of the fill-ins can be predicted. 
a -a/2 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 e 
g^I'B = 
